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Editors' Note 

Too Many? Too Much? 
What we don't talk about w hen we 

don't talk about population 

IN SECOND GRADE, we learned that there 
were 3.8 billion people in d1e world, a num
ber that to seven-year-olds seemed about as 
unfathomably vast as the time until recess. 
No one told us that by the time we'd be hav
ing kids, population would nearly double, or 
that it would be on track to top 9 billion by 
the time we'd supposedly retire. In fact, in 
the more than 35 years since then, popula
tion has barely come up- not in school, not 
in the news, not in conversations among 
friends about the decision to have kids and 
how many. Perhaps the only context in 
which it popped up at all was in articles fret
ting about a 21st-century Yellow Peril. 

gerously close to hitting "peak soil." And 
no one's yet proposed a plausible way to 
engineer our way out of climate change
od1er than, you know, cutting emissions. 

Unti l recently, the population debate 
was stuck in a stalemate between two well
meaning camps: conservationists, who saw 
increasing numbers of humans encroaching 
on nature, and Third World advocates, who 
rightly pointed out that most of humanity's 
burden on the planet originates with a rela
tive few. Consider that tl1e average Ameri
can's carbon footprint is 23 times bigger 
than that of d1e average Indian. 

The truth, as both camps are coming 
to realize, is that you can't protect the 
environment without advancing human 
rights-and vice versa. To wit: Every tiny 
improvement in the status of women, ev
ery bit of education for girls, translates into 
women having more control over their fer
tility, which translates into family sizes that 

T his story brings together two major 
initiatives at Mother jones. The first features 
expanded reporting on human rights issues 
both foreign and domestic, from refugee 
crises to the prison meltdown to domes
tic violence and global gay rights. We're 
launching a new blog, The Rights Stuff, an
chored by Mac McClelland, who in our last 
issue chronicled her time with the daredevil 
refugees documenting the Burmese junta's 
abuses. (If you liked that story, look for her 
book, For Us Surrender Is OutoftheQgestion.) 
A big thank you for helping make this pos
sible goes to the family of Anita Roddick, 
the Body Shop founder, human rights ac
tivist, and Mother jones board member who 
passed away in 2007. (It's very much in 
keeping with her legacy tl1at our cover story 
not only takes on tl1e taboo of population, 
but works in references to tortoiseshell 
condoms and the sex life of the Reverend 
Thomas Malthus.) 

And, just in time for the 40th anniversa
ry of Earth Day, we're helping launch the 
Climate Desk, a collaboration "dedicated 
to exploring the impact- human, environ
mental, economic, political-of a changing 
climate." T he partners include The Atlantic, 
the Center for Investigative Reporting, Grist, 
the Investigative Fund at tl1e Nation Insti
tute, Mother j ones, Slate, Wired, and NYC's 
public television station WNET; our first 
project is an exan1ination of how business is 
adapting (or failing to adapt) to the risks and 
opportunities brought on by climate change. 
Simon Dum en co of AdAge called it a "po
tentially revolutionary" venture, and we 
hope he's right. There's a taste of what's to 
come in this issue (see page 18), and much 
more content wi ll go up at Mothedone.s.com 
just as this issue arrives in your home. 

In re trospect, the fact that it was ac
knowledged at all when we were kids 
was likely some kind of sanitized fallout 
from The Population Bomb and The Limits 
to Growth. Since then, it's been a topic 
we've collectively ignored. The reasons 
are many: T he doomsayers' worst predic
tions-global famines by the 1980s-were 
forestalled by the Green Revolution. Rac
ists and xenophobes used "overpopula
tion" to advance their own anti-immigrant 
or even eugenicist agendas. Anti-abortion 
advocates cynically positioned foreign aid 
for family planning as "biological colonial
ism." And, at bottom, it's a massive guilt 
trip to talk about the burden our babies 
put on the planet. 

Mention population, and discussion goes straight to 
the teeming Third World masses-never mind that an 
American's carbon footprint is 23 times that of an Indian. 

Yet there are signs that, much as we'd 
like to ignore the problem, we're finally 
hitting the planet's limits. As Green Revo
lution pioneer Norman Borlaug warned, 
agricultural improvements could only buy 
us time- scientists now warn that we're dan-
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match parents' means and wishes, which in 
tum means more opportunity for tl1e next 
generation- a virtuous cycle of enormous 
potential. The best 21st-century contracep
tive, as Julia Whitty writes ill our cover sto
ry, turns out to be a microloan. Improving 
the lot of humanity will also put us on track 
to limit our toll on eard1's resources- if (and 
it's a massive if) we simultaneously manage 
to get our fossil fuel use in check. 

One more bit of house business: After 19 
years at Mother jones, our publisher,Jay Harris, 
has left to follow his bliss. We'll miss his 
steady hand, sound advice, and love for jour
nalism, but Mojo is in good hands: Our new 
president is longtime coolcFo Madeleine 
Buckingham, and Steve Katz, who spear
headed development and other strategic ini
tiatives, is now publisher. Huzzah! 
-Monika Bauerlein a nd Clara Jeffery 
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Libera, under the musical direction 
of Robert Prizeman, is back with 
their fifth CD release for EMI Classics 
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on themes by Mozart, Saint-Saens, 
Cesar Franck and Chopin and by 
Robert Prizeman and John Rutter. 
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Contributors 
Julia Whitty ("The Last Taboo," page 24) is Mojo's envi
ronmental correspondent. Her latest book, Deep Blue 
Home: An Intimate Ecology of Our Wild Ocean, comes out 
in July. Michael Rubenstein is based in Mumbai; his pho
tographs have appeared in Time, Gourmet, and GQ!ndia. 

Clive Thompson ("Nothing Grows Forever," page 48) 
writes about science and technology tor the New York 
Times Magazine and Wired, and about "offbeat research" 
at his blog, Collision Detection. Jon Han's illustrations 
regularly appear in the New York Times. 

Frances Kissling ("Close Your Eyes and Think of Rome," 
page 44) joined a convent at 19, left after nine months, 
and later spent 25 years heading Catholics for Choice. 

John Bowe ("Bound for America," page 60) is the editor 
of Us: Americans Tallt About Love and the author of 
Nobodies, about American slave labor. The Investigative 
Fund at the Nation Institute helped suppo1t this article. 

Mojo's Josh Harkinson ("Tall Is Beautiful," page 54) just 
upgraded (slightly) from a 700- to a 1,100-sq. ft. pad. 
Andrew Zbihlyj's art combines "acrylic paint, black ink, 
various papers, tape, some harmful chemicals, and fire." 

Heather Rogers' ("Sweet & Lowdown," page 58) latest 
book is Green Gone Wrong: H01o Our EconomJI Is 
Undermining the Environmental Revolution. The Nation 
Institute's Investigative Fund helped support this story. 

A contributing editor at Wired, David Wolman ("The 
Poverty App," page 36) has written books about wacky 
English spelling and the meaning ofleft-handedness. 

Mother jones managing editor Elizabeth Gettelman 
("Masters of the Uterus," page 46) fi rmly believes that 
women should control their own lady parts. 

Virginia Heffernan ("Hoard Mentality," page 67) writes 
a media column for the New York Times Magazine. 

Peter Stone ("All Checks, No Balances," page 13) covers 
lobbying and campaign finance for National journal. 

Rachel Morris, Nick Baumann, Stephanie Mendmer, Kate 
Sheppard, and Andy Kroll all contributed to this issue's 
OutFront from Mojo's DC bureau, where they're based. 

Christie Aschwanden ('jet Blues," page 80) is a contrib
uting editor at Health and Runner's World. 

Former Mojo intern April Rabkin ("China's Potemkin 
Cities," page 52) is a freelance writer based in Beijing. 
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Where Judaism, Christianity, and Islam Converge 
Explore the Mystical Paths of Three Great Faiths 

Mystical experiences-includ ing 
dramatic visions, incense spiritual 
quests, and hermetic lifestyles

are commonly associated with Eastern cui
cures and thought to be F.u removed from 
the monotheistic traditions of Judaism, 
C hristianity, and Islam. The surprising 
truth, however, is that each of these three 
Abrahamic faiths hold the seeds for deep 
mystical contemplation. 

in Mystical Tradition: Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam, you explore chis 
spiritual, literary, and imelleccual heri tage in 
these great faiths as it unfolds over three mil
lennia. In 36 enlightening lectures, award
winning Professor Luke T imothy Johnson of 
Emory University gives you unprecedented 
access ro these seldom-smdied traditions. 
T hrough poetry, diaries, philosophical writ
ings, and more, you gain a fresh perspective 
that will deepen your understanding of these 
three great faiths. 

As you examine the emergence, growrh, 
and persistence of Western mystical experi
ence, you see how Western mystics have 
sought the answers ro life's fundamental 
questions: What is the nature of re-ality? 
What is the relationship berween the human 
and the divine? Can one ever arrain full 
knowledge of creation? 

Throughout Mystical Tradition , 
Professor Johnson illuminates the rich rela
tionship berween mysticism and the Western 
traditions of faith. He also helps you under
stand how these traditions have contributed 
to faith, philosophy, and daily life over the 
centuries. Most imporcanr, he invites you to 
ponder a new way ro understand religion, 
devotion, and the essence of humaniry. 

About Your Professor 
Professor Luke Timothy Johnson is 

Robert W. Woodruff Professor of New 
Testament and Christian Origins ar .Emory 
University's Candler School of Theology. He 
holds an M.Div. in Theology and an M.A. 
in Religious Studies. His Ph.D. is in New 
Testament Studies from Yale University. A 

About Our Sale Price Policy 
Why is the sale price for this course so 

much lower than its standard price? Every 
course we make goes on sale at le-ast once a 
year. Producing la rge quantities of only rhe 
sale courses keeps costs down and allows us 
co pass rhe savings on to you. This approach 
also enables us to fiJI your order immedi
ately: 99% of all orders placed by 2 pm 
eastern time ship that same day. Order before 
August 2, 2010, to receive these savings. 

former Benedictine monk, he has written 
more than 20 books. He has rwice received 
the prestigious On Eagle's Wings Excellence 
in Teaching Award from Emory University. 
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Backtalk 

Patriot Pacts 
The so-called "patriots" profiled in Justine 
Sharrock's "Age ofT reason" claim to be 
organizing for the day they'll refuse orders 
from their commander in chief to shoot, 
arrest, or torture their fellow Americans. 
Where were these liberty-minded people 
when Bush was doing many of the acts 
they claim to abhor? 

PAUL KOTTA 

Livemtore, California 

In the age of drastically increased federal 
power, almost complete disregard for the 
lOth Amendment, the Patriot Act, mili
tarization of police forces, and a general 
indifference towards the Constitution by 
elected officials, is it so strange that people 
have concerns about the health of our 
political system? You highlight the fringe 
that doesn't represent those of us who are 
just fed up and fearful of the direction our 
country has taken. I'm a college-educated 
Marine Corps veteran and a reasonable 
person. I and many others are ready to 
confront political realities via peaceful 
means, but also to confront a political sys
tem that has deemed us irrelevant. 

MICHAEL P. CARTE 

Cbar/otte, Nortb Carolina 

Your editors' note ("Patriot Games") says 
politics has gone too far in attacking the 
president. Would you have written such a 
piece when George W. Bush was under per
sonal attack? The president is both the head 
of state and the head of government. As the 
former he deserves respect in those func
tions, but as the latter he's just one more 
politician. It was an overreaction when Ann 
Coulter went around crying "treason," and 
it's an overreaction when you do. 

HANK COINER 

Miami, Ok/,tboma 

You assert a moral equivalency between 
the paranoid right wing, the venal, 
obstructionist Republican Party, and 
people like myself ("kill-the-health-care-bill 
lefties"). We may be wrong in whole or in 
part, but you're wrong to scold us instead 
of responding to specific points. We were 
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part of the coali tion that helped bring 
Obama and the Democratic majority 
to power, and to alienate us is a recipe 
for electoral and policy failure. (See: 
Massachusetts.) 

IRA EDELMAN 

Springji'eld, Missouri 

Never Surrender 
When I first got a subscription to Mother 
jones years ago, I was unimpressed. The 
stories were too often like brushing a 
turkey while it's roasting: You know 
there's something good there, but al l 
you see is drying, cracked skin. But then, 
quite suddenly, the magazine became 
excellent. On that note, I cannot recom
mend enough Mac McClelland's "For 
Us Surrender Is Out of the Question." Its 
familiar narrative structure of a naif being 
introduced to the horrors of the world 
could have undermined her subject, but 
McClelland keeps her focus tight on the 
Karen people's struggles and the junta's 
genocidal actions. 

GREG BALES 

Iowa City, io11M 

While I have no objection to the 
journalist inserting herself in the piece 
and having her own style, it shouldn't 
be to the detriment of content. I found 

McClelland's tone highly irreverent and 
quite offensive in places. I'd hope that 
an esteemed publication such as yours 
wouldn't insult your audience with such 
dumbing down of journalistic writing. 

J AYSH R EE BAJOR I A 

Asia staJlwriter, Council on Foreign Relations 

This is some excellent journalism from 
a place that makes Pol Pot's Cambodia 
look like Disneyland. Great work by Mojo 
putting McClelland on the human rights 
editorial desk My subscription renewal 
has hereby been deserved, for this ongoing 
commitment to giving the bastards hell. 

STEVE STEELE 

Portland, Oregon 

McClelland blames US sanctions for 
pushing workers out of factory jobs and 
into sex work in Burma. Instead, the 
regime's exercise of crony capitalism, 
mismanagement, nepotism, and 
corruption should be blamed. I agree that 
current sanctions in Bum1a aren't fully 
effective due to increased trade with, and 
investment by, China, India, and ASEAN 

nations. But sanctions could effectively 
prevent nearly $1 billion from going to 
the regime, and without sanctions it will 
spend more on its milita1y, and there will 
be more crimes against humanity. 

AUNG DI N 

Executive director, US Campaign for Burma 

The First Cut Is the Deepest 
Bravo to Nikhil Swaminathan ("Much Ado 
About Cutting"). I've been a pediatrician 
tor 33 years and have yet to be convinced 
that there's a real benefit to the Bronze Age 
ritual we call newborn male circumcision. 
The problem is that "routine circumcision" 
is so much a part of the public's mindset 
that I've never been able to talk a parent 
out of it. And believe me, I've tried. 

HOWARD f i SCHER 

Grosse Pointe Park, Micbigmt 

Mother Jones welcomes readers· letters. To ensure timely 
publication, please send your comments as soon as pos
sible either via motherjones.comlcontaet or to Backtalk, 
Mother Jones, 222 Sutter Street, Su ite 6oo, San Francisco, 
CA 94108. Letters may be edited for length and clarity. 
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Bigger, Brighter screen. Large, backlit numbers. 

Easy to use. Easy to see. 
Easy on the wallet. 

Jitterbug... It's the cell phone that's changing all the rules. 
For people like me, who want a cdl phone that's easy to use. Over the years, cell phones have 
become smaller and smaller with so many complicated features. They are harder to program and 
hard to use. Bur the Jitterbug has simplified everything, so it's not only easy to use, it's easy to try. 

No crowded malls, no waiting in line, no confusing sales people, or complicated plans. 
Affordable and convenient cell phone service is only a toll-free phone call away. Order your 
Jitterbug now and you' ll receive a free car charger, a $24.99 value. 

Questions about Jitterbug? 
Try our pre-recorded Toll-Free Hotline 1-888-881-0278. 

The new Jitterbug cell phone makes calling simple! 
• Bigger, Brighter LCD screen ... easier to see even in daylight 
• Comes pre-programmed and ready to use right out of the box 
• No contract required 
• Live, 24-hour Jitterbug Operators greet you by name, 

connect calls and update your Phone Book 
• Soft ear cushion and louder volume for better sound quality 
• Comfortable keypad designed to make dialing easy 
• Hearing aid compatible - top ratings in this category 
• Familiar dial tone confirms service (no other cell phone has this) 
• Service as low as $14.99 a month 

Why pay for minutes you'll never use! 

Monthly Minutes so 100 

Monthly Race $14.99 $19.99 FREE Gift 

Simple on/off button 
for speakerphone. 

No confusing 
menus. Access ' all options with ___.. 
simple yes/no 
buttons. 

Operawr Assistance 2417 
911 Access FREE -- Long Distance Calls No add'l charge 

Voice Dial FREE 
Nationwide Covc~e Yes 

Trial Period 30 days 

24/7 
FREE 

No add'l d1arge 

FREE 
Yes 

30days 

Order now 
and receive a 
free Car Charger. 
A $24 value! 

Available in 
White and 

Graphite. 

Other plans available. Ask your Jirrerbug expen for derails. 

i f 

Service as low as $14.99 a month and a friendly 30-day return policy. If you've ever wanted the security and convenience 
of a cell phone, but never wanted the fancy features and minutes you don't need ... Jitterbug is for you. Like me, you'll soon 
be telling your friends about Jitterbug. Call now. 

J i iter bug et.!:Wi'iii* 

Jitterbug Cell Phone 
Call now for o ur lowest price. 
Please mention promotional code 39795. 

1-888-81 2-5808 
www.jitterbugdirect.com 

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: All rate plans require the purchase of a Jitterbug phone and a o ne-time set up fee of $35.00. Coverage and se rvice is not available everywhere. There are no additional fees to can 
Jitterbug's 24-hour U.S. Based Customer Service. However. for calls to an Operator in which a scr vkc is completed. minutes will be deducted from your monthty balance. equal to the length of the call and any called connected by the 
Operator. plus an additional 5 minutes. Rate plans do not include gover nment taxes o r assessment surcharges. Prices and fees are subject to change. Savings are based o n marke1ing m;uerials from nationally available cellular 
companies as of June. 2010 (no t including family share plans). The full price of the Jitterbug Phone will be refunded if it is returned within 30 days o ( purchase. in like·new condition, a nd with less than 30 minutes of usage. A Jitterbug 
Phone pvtChased from a teta1l locatlon is subject to the return policy o f that teta.U l c>c:t~tion. The Jinet bug phone is <:tea.ted together with worldwide leader Sai'I'ISuog. j1tterbug Is a registered trademark ot Gt'ta.lCall. Inc. Samsung is~ 
registered trademark o f Samsung Electronics America, Inc. and its related entities. Copyright ©2010 GreatCall lnc. Copyright <i:l 201 0 by fU'StSTREET (or Boo mers and Beyond. Inc. AU rights reser..,ed. 
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CEO$ RUSH IN 

Al.l. CHECKS, NO BAI.ANCES 
Thanks to the Supreme Court, corporations are now free to spend whatever they want 

on elections. They just don't want to be seen doing it. 

F or much of the past decade, the Business In
dustry Political Action Committee has been 
a powerful force in helping tilt elections for 

corporate-friendly candidates. The blue-ribbon busi
ness group, made up of more than 400 companies 
and trade associations- from Lockheed Martin to 
the American Petroleum Institute and the Finan
cial Services Roundtable-maintains the "Prosperity 
Project," which includes a state-of:the-art database to 

track candidates' stands on issues &om regulation to 
taxes to health care. Many of BIPAC's members cir
culate this analysis to their employees. In the past, 
that's all a company could do- provide employees 
information it hoped would prod them to vote for 
pro-business candidates. But now, thanks to the 
Supreme Court's Citizens United v. Federal Election 
CQmmission ruling, these corporations will be able to 
go much further. They'll be able to tell employees 
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Shock and Law 
exactly, and in detail, which politicians 
their bosses favor-in effect, campaigning 
directly in the workplace. 

In 2008, BIPAC spent about $2 million on 
the Prosperity Project. But now it's look
ing to more than double its expenditure 
on what, with about 60 House and Sen
ate seats in play, could be one of the most 
competitive election seasons 

Two and a half years after Mother Jones ran a groundbreaking investigation into the Judge 
Rotenberg Center, a private Massachusetts institution that uses electric shocks to discipline 
disabled and autistic students, t he Department of Justice has announced it is investigat ing 
the operation for violating the Americans w ith Disabil ities Act. The school's brutal "aver-
s ive" therapy, which a I so includes isolation, physica I restraints, and w ithholding food, gen
erated outrage among parents, activists, and officials in several states; Congress is 

in quite some time. A big rea
son is Citizens United, which 
gave companies, trade groups, 

ttJtoot OJ taoca 

nonprofits, and unions the 
green light to spend unlim
ited amounts on campaign 
ads and other advocacy tools 
pushing directly for the elec
tion (or defeat) of candidates. 
BIPAC president Greg Casey, 
though cautious about where 
and how the group might 
deploy these new tools, ac
knowledges that "the nature 
of the court ruling gives us a 
lot more places and activities for political 
communications than we had before." 

For starters, BIPAC is retooling its data
base to help companies "communicate" 
with employees about specific candidates. 
In addition, says Casey, the group or its 
member companies could choose to blan
ket the districts of members not congenial 
to its agenda with election messages via 
email and social networking tools. Or they 
could run ads directly supporting certain 

....... ~11rr~aus-..:. 
tDCIOIIJ'ttUrdcd. and cmoaQnllir ................... ,_ .... .....-. 
dxmwldl,.w..dmn<-
1-tnw mlll!fdmet do,_ haw w-. 
a eNid bdOfto ll's tt.lthm'~ 

.. t-fht'-. 

candidates; in the past, corporations could 
pay only for "issue ads" that mentioned a 
candidate's positions but didn't tell viewers 
who to vote tor. BIPAC's Casey promises, "If 
there's an opportunity to seize, we'll seize 
it," adding that the group may take advan
tage of its newfound treed oms as early as 
this year's elections. 

You might wonder: Given that Citizens 
United allowed companies, say General 
Motors or Aetna, to get involved in elec-

CONSPIRACY WATCH: 
THE DEVIl WEARS GAGA 
TH I coNsPI RAcY: Behind the catchy singles and outrageous getups, 
l ady Gaga is the pawn in an elaborate Illuminati plot. looking beyond 
the surface of her lyrics, videos, and fashion reveals a trove of secret 
messages and symbols promoting Freemasonry, satanic rituals, and 
CIA brainwashing. For example, her "Paparazzi" video is a metaphor for 

how "reeducation by the occult elite" can turn you into a killer robot. Instead of being a sawy 
image maven, Gaga may be unaware of what she's doing, since her "robotic and slightly 
degenerate persona embodies all the 'symptoms' of a mind control victim." 
THE cotUPIRAcY tHEORIST: The anonymous keeper of the website Vigilant Citizen, an 
enthusiastic Canadian symbologist and music producer who has been exposing and analyzing 
the "transhumanist and police state agenda in pop music," including the work of Beyonce, Lil 
Wayne, and Rihanna. He confesses that he likes most of the music he deconstructs: "If people 
have to go t hrough the trouble of incorporating hidden messages in songs, they will certa inly 
pick sure hits, performed by charismatic artists. If those messages were in era ppy songs, they 
would have no effect at all, rendering them useless." 

MEANWHILE, BACK ON EARTH: A superstar clotheshorse who is unwittingly the tool of an evil 
yet very silly conspiracy ... wait, isn't that the plot of Zoo/onder? 

Kookiness Rating: ·~~:ii,-~ (l=maybe they' re on to something, s=break out the tinfoil hat!) 

-Dave Gilson 
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considering banning the use 
of rest raints on students. 
Nancy Weiss, codirector of the 
Nat ional leadership 
Consortium on 
Developmental Disabil ities, 
says, "We can only keep our 
fingers crossed that [the ooJ 
probe] is the fi rst step in right
ing a long history of wrongs." 

tions directly, why would they 
need to go tl1rough groups like 
BIPAC or the US Chamber of 
Commerce? The problem, 
says Larry Noble, a former gen

eral counsel at the FEC, is that the decision 
is so unpopular many companies may not 
want to be seen as taking advantage of it. 
(In the wake of President Obama's attack 
on the Citizens United ruling in the State of 
the Union address-he noted that it would 
allow special interests and "foreign cor
porations to spend witl10ut limits in our 
elections" -80 percent of Americans told 
pollsters they disagreed with tl1e ruling.) 

Companies in a few industries-energy, 
pharmaceuticals, and insurance-"have been 
politically aggressive [and) are most likely 
to engage in direct advocacy activities," 
says Rick Shelby, the longtime top lobby
ist at the American Gas Association and a 
BfPAC board member. Others, however, may 
choose to funnel their money through busi
ness groups like BIPAC and the Chamber. 
The latter, historically a big spender on issue 
ads, aims to raise about $50 million overall 
tor this year's political activities- 25 percent 
more than it spent in the 2008 cycle. Cham
ber consultant and GOP operative Scott Reed 
doesn't expect any trouble getting the cash: 
In a Citizens United world, he predicts, a lot 
of donors will say to tl1emselves, "Let's give 
tl1em more money." 

To be sure, tl1ere will be some counter
vailing spending from unions and liberal 
advocacy groups; Gerald McEntee, the 
president of the American Federation of 
State, County and Municipal Employees, 
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says the union wants to spend at least 25 
percent more than it did in 2008, given 
that "Democrats are dropping by the way
side all over the place." 

But corporate America is where the 
real money is-and a growing number 
of pro-business groups are positioning 
themselves to serve as conduits for com
panies wanting to experiment with their 
new powers. "I think [Citizens United] is 
a gigantic change in the landscape," says 
Nick Ryan, a spokesman for the American 
Future Fund, an Iowa-based conservative 
group that last year poured about $1.5 mil
lion into ads attacking health care reform 
and this year put at least $618,000 into a 
push to help Scott Brown win his Massa
chusetts Senate seat. 

Another group, Americans for Job Secu
rity-long advised by David Carney, also a 
top strategist for Texas Gov. Rick Perry's 
reelection campaign-has a track record of 
helping Republican candidates in tough 
races and is expected to ratchet up its spend
ing this year. A newer arrival, the American 
Action Network, is getting buzz because 
of its blue-ribbon leadership-its founder 
and initial sugar daddy is Fred Malek, the 
onetime Nixon operative who is one of the 
GOP's biggest fundraisers, and its CEO is for
mer Sen. Nom1 Coleman (R-Minn.). The 
network's president is Rob Collins, the for
mer chief of staff to House minority whip 
Eric Cantor (R-Va.), also a prodigious fund
raiser. And an even newer group, American 
Crossroads, has been getting fundraising 
help from former RNC chair Ed Gillespie 
and is seeking to raise $60 million this year. 

There is, however, one wild card that 
could make corporations wary of writing 
big checks: transparency. At press time, 
Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) and Rep. 
Chris Van Hollen (D-Md.) were crafting 
legislation that would mandate stiff disclo
sure rules for corporations, trade groups, 
nonprofit groups, unions, and the like. 
The new rules would require these groups 
to disclose their spending, which could de
ter corporations that fear the limelight. But 
they might also make life more difficult for 
groups like BIPAC, which could be forced to 
disclose major contributors to their ad and 
advocacy efforts. Says Larry Noble, "If the 
disclosure rul.es truly force organizations to 
name their big donors, we may see a lot 
of corporations shying away /Tom giving to 
the groups." - Peter Stone 

ANIMUS BRIEF 

PERMISSION 
TO :ENCROACH 
TH:&B:&NCH 
Why bother with a congressman 
when you can buy yourself a judge? 

P 
erhaps the most fanwus- and con
tentious- judicial election of the last 
decade was held in West Virginia in 

2004. Don Blankenship, the CEO of Massey 
Energy, spent $3 million of his own money 
on ads against Warren McGraw, an incum
bent state Supreme Court justice. Some of 
the ads misleadingly suggested that McGraw 
had released a child rapist early; the cam
paign was so outrageous, Et ended up inspir
ing a John Grisham novel, The Appeal. In 
the end, McGr-aw lost, and his replacement, 
Brent Benjamin, became the swing vote on 
a decision that overturned a $50 million 
verdict against Massey in a suit brought by 
another mining executive, Hugh Caperton. 
(Caperton's suit alleged that Massey had 
tried to drive his firm out of business so it 
could buy its mines.) 

Caperton appealed the decision on the 
grounds that Benjamin should have recused 

himself: and tour years later, the US Su
preme Court agreed, sending the case back 
to the West Virginia high court. But that 
was cold comfort to McGraw, who says 
his failure to win reelection is a sign of the 
times. "Political campaigns are won and 
lost nowadays on the basis of how much 
money is spent," he says. "I've always sur
vived without that. Now .. . we've turned 
the process over to the rich and powerful." 

Indeed. For a down-ballot category that 
even well-intentioned voters pay little at
tention to, judicial races are astonishingly 
expensive. In 2004, $9.3 million was spent 
in the race for a single seat on the Illinois 
Supreme Court. That's higher than the 
price tag of more than half the US Senate 
races in the nation that year. In 2006, three 
candidates for chief justice in Alabama 
raised $8.2 million combined. 

But those sums could look paltry com
pared to the spending likely to be un
leashed in the wake of the Supreme Court's 
Citizens United ruling. In all, 39 states elect 
judges-and with the stakes including 
everything from major class actions to 
zoning and contract cases to consumer 
protection, workplace, and environmen
tal issues, corporations have always taken 
a major interest in those races. T he US 
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Thou Shalt Not Spill 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRENDAN POWELL SMITH 

God made the world in six days, but it's taken Brendan Powell Smith 
more than eight years and $15,000 to create The Brick Testament 
(thebricktestament.com), a painstaking reconstruction of 4,500 biblical 
scenes made entirely from Legos. Below is his version of Genesis 38:9· 
10, in which Onan sleeps with his brother's wife, tries not to impregnate 
her (see "Masters of the Uterus," page 46), and learns the hard way 
that Yahweh exacts a significant penalty for early withdrawal. 
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Chamber of Commerce, Forbes reported in 
2003, has devoted at least $100 million to 
electing judges sympathetic to its agenda. 
"No organization has had more success in 
the past 10 years of judicial elections," says 
James Sample, a professor at HofStra Uni
versity who studies judicial reform issues. 
"Its winning percentage would be the envy 
of any sports franchise." Citizens United 
has essentially wiped out not just federal 
restrictions on campaign spending, but 
many state-level regulations as well, Sample 
notes, and that's "going to increase the abil
ity of corporations, and to a much lesser 
extent unions, to engage in electioneering 
that is basically aimed at winning particular 
cases." And given the low profile of these 
races, it may not take that much to sway 
that outcome, notes Bert Brandenburg, ex
ecutive director of the advocacy group Jus
tice at Stake. "A judicial election is a better 
investment for anyone spending money" 
than, say, a congressional campaign. 

Even judges in safe seats are dreading that 
future. Wallace Jefferson, the chief justice 
of the Texas Supreme Court, could prob
ably get reelected until the end of time-he's 
a Republican, and no Democrat has won 
a statewide election in the Lone Star State 
in more than a decade. Still, Jefferson has 
to raise money to run every six years, and 
the people most likely to give are the ones 
with the most at stake in the outcome. Of 
the $1.1 million he raised for his last race 
in 2008, nearly half came &om lawyers and 
lobbyists- a pattern that, he says, threatens 
the integrity of the justice system: "It's a nat
ural reaction to think that a judge that has 
received money from a litigant or a lawyer 
would be predisposed to rule in their favor." 
And keep in mind that those direct can1-
paign contributions are limited- to $5,000 
per donor in Texas, for example- whereas 
post-Citizens United, corporations or advo
cates can spend whatever they choose. 

If the 2004 West Virginia contest were 
held today, Massey wouldn't have had to 
rely on the resources of its CEO to defeat 
McGraw. It could have thrown the full 
might of its corporate treasury behind the et: 
fort. And once that happens to a few judges, 
notes Paul Ryan, an election finance-law ex
pert at the Campaign Legal Center, a com
pany may not even have to actually flip an 
election to convince a judge to toe the line. 
Just hinting that it could open its pocket
book might be enough. -By Nick Baumann 
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Sure beats Gold and Platinum, no? 

Hey, what's in a name? Let's begin with ours. If you know 
anything about Mary Harris "Mother" Jones, you know that 
she defined the word "activist." It's the same word our readers 
use to describe themselves. 

But as you know, there are different ways to be an activist, 
like supporting "reader-supported journalism." We get that, 
which is why our donor levels are called Activist, Hellraiser, 
and Muckraker. That's the Mother Jones family-with smart, 
fearless journalists on one end and engaged, involved readers 
on the other. (Hey, you're engaged in this ad, aren't you?) 

Remember, the news you expect from Mother Jones takes 
more than journalistic commitment. It takes funding . And 
most of ours comes from you . So all you muckrakers out 
there, go to motherjones.com/nonprofit and help us raise a 
little hell . You can put it right on your credit card . Even a Gold 
or Platinum one. 

Mother Jones 
SMART, FEARLESS JOURNALISM 
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TH:& P:&OPI.:& V. C02 
The coming tide of climate lawsuits 

T 
he Prunerov power station is the 
Czech Republic's biggest polluter: 
Its 300-feet-high cooling towers 

push p lumes of white smoke high 
above the flat, featureless fields of 
northern Bohemia. Prunerov reli
ably wins a place on lists ofEu
rope's dirtiest power plants, 
emitting 11.1 million tons 
of carbon dioxide each 
year. So when CfZ Group, -
the state-controlled utility, 
proposed an overhaul to 
extend the facility's life for 
another quarter of a century, 
protests flared- including one 
from a place about as far from 
the sooty industrial region as 
you can get, a place of tropical 
temperatures and turquoise seas 

OUTF R O N T 

dent of the Institute for Governance and 
Sustainable Development. 

A groundbreaking transnational legal 
action might sound like a tall order for a 
countly of 107,000 people whose most 
high-profile endeavor to date has been 
hosting the 16th season of Survivor. Yet 
Micronesia has incentives to get innovative. 
NASA satell ite maps show that Micronesia 

inhabits the spot where sea levels are ris
ing most rapidly. For the past three 
years, abnormally high tides have 
assailed the islands, souring d1e soil 
and salting the aquifer, making it 
impossible to grow taro, one of the 

country's bv staple foods. Last 
year, the government declared 

a national emergency and 
spent more d1an 7 percent 
of its budget of $42 mil
lion to ferry bags of rice 
and drinking water to its 

low-lying islands. Professor 
Charles Fletcher, a geologist 

from the University of Hawaii 
with not a smokestack in sight. The Feder
ated States of Micronesia, some 8,000 miles 
away in the Pacific Ocean, has lodged a le
gal challenge to the Prunerov plant on the 
grounds that its chronic pollution threatens 
the island nation's existence. 

Is d1at, well- legal, you might ask? In in
ternational law, there's an established prin
ciple called transboundary harm, which 
means that if a Canadian factory belches 

toxic chemicals into a river, fouling a reser
voir in Vermont, sooner or later the people 
at the Canadian factory will be hearing &om 
some American lawyers. For the first time, 
Micronesia is applying this tenet to climate 
change-arguing that its survival is jeopar
dized by any large power plant that doesn't 
curb its carbon footprint. "They're using a 
very creative approach to the international 
legal process," says Durwood Zaelke, presi-

who has conducted research in Microne
sia, said, "This is the first situation I'm aware 
of where sea-level rise has led to threats to 
tOod and water security." 

Micronesia made its move against the 
Prunerov plant on January 4, when it 
filed a formal objection under the Czech 
Republic's environmental impact assess
ment law. (Czech law doesn't limit which 
nations can participate in this process). In 

Cloudy With a Chance of Liability 
A FEW YEARS AGO, insurance regulators from across the country 
were scheduled to meet in New Orleans for a summit on climate 
change risks; AI Gore was expected to be among the speakers. 
Then, Katrina struck. 

Today, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners is set 
to begin requiring companies to file disclosures showing the risks to 
their business from a warming planet. And for the most part, insurers 
are welcoming the new regulations. "Insurers are probably the only 
people I know who are more worried about climate change than the 
environmentalists," says Joel Ario, the Pennsylvania insurance com
missioner and chair of the NAic's climate task force. "There's all this 
political noise back and forth about ' Is there really cl imate change?' 
and so forth . The companies know that the weather patterns are 
changing. And they know that there's real risk out there." 

Not all insurers were thrilled, of course, and one major trade group, 
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the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies, still main
tains that "there is simply too much uncertainty about the nature of 
climate change ... to justify mandatory 'disclosure' of this purported 
risk." Nevertheless, the rules, which will be phased in overt he next two 
years, have already set a precedent for other industries. The Securities 
and Exchange Commission in January issued new guidance for compa
nies to disclose the impact that climate change may have on their busi
nesses. "This really lays the groundwork for whatever may occur for all 
publicly traded companies," says Sean Dilweg, Wisconsin's insurance 
commissioner and a former head oft he NAIC climate task force. 

Dilweg also hopes the rules send a strong message to Congress, 
which is locked in a stalemate over climate legislation. This is, after 
all, an industry that spent $164 million last year to influence law
makers. "Instead of sitting and waiting for legislation, we're start
ing the process," Dilweg says. -Kate Sheppard 
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Introducing the 
Climate Desk 

Climate change 
presents humanity 
with a daunting array 
of scientific, political, 
and technological 
challenges. It would help, 
right, if journalism were 

up to the challenge of covering them well? To 
that end, allow us to introduce the Climate 
Desk, an innovative journalistic collaboration 
across a broad array of news organizations. 
Partners include The Atlantic, the Center for 
Investigative Reporting, Grist, Mother Jones, 
the Investigative Fund at the Nation Institute, 
Slate, Wired, and WNET. {If you're guessing 
Wired designed the logo, you're right!) In mid
April-just in time for the 40th anniversary 
of Earth Day-we're launching a pilot 
project to examine how (or if) businesses 
are addressing and disclosing risks that arise 
from climate change. The stories on these 
three pages are a small sample of what's to 
come. To read more, check out any one of our 
sites or theclimatedesk.org. 

response, the government first postponed 
its decision on the plant, and in February, 
the environmental minister announced that 
he was calling in an independent Nonvegian 
finn to assess the plant's carbon output. 
Environmental lawyers hope Micronesia's 
gambit will encourage similar challenges 
elsewhere. "We would like to make it a prec
edent," said Jiri Nezhyba, an attorney with 
the Czech Environmental Law Service, who 
worked on the case. 

With the world's top carbon-emitting 
nations seemingly unable to come up with 
a binding climate treaty, both environ
mental lawyers and representatives of small 
island nations are increasingly looking for 
other forms ofleverage. "If we can take our 
gaze to an international court, that would 
be an avenue the government may have to 
explore," said Andrew Yatilman, Micro
nesia's director of environment and emer
gency management. 

One lawyer thinking along similar lines 
is Matthew Pawa, one of the lead attor
neys on a pioneering lawsuit in which the 
Inupiat community of Kivalina, Alaska, is 
suing 19 US oil and utility companies, in
cluding BP and ExxonMobil. The case is 
based in part on a simple nuisance claim
the same common-law principle you might 
deploy to sue your neighbor if he opened 
an obnoxiously loud nightclub next door. 
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Kivalina claims that the companies' carbon 
emissions are helping to melt the sea ice on 
which the village sits, whicl1 will require it to 
be relocated at a cost of up to $400 million. 
That case was dismissed by a California 
court but is now on appeal; Pawa is seeking 
overseas clients, too. 

Environmental lawyers point to several 
possibili ties for international claims. Coun
tries affected by oceanic changes could seek 
redress via the Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, although it can't be used against 
the US-which hasn't ratified the treaty. A 
nation could go after a polluter in the In
ternational Court ofJustice on the grounds 

OUTF R O NT 

that its citizens' human rights would be 
violated if their country were wiped off 
the map-but, again, the US is not a signa
tory, and the ICJ is somewhat toothless. A 
number of lawyers told me that the most 
promising avenue might be the common
law doctrine used in the Kivalina case. Any 
nation could sue a US company in US 
court for a "nuisance" caused by climate 
change- Tuvalu v. ExxonMobil, ifyou will. 
And a couple of island nations that were 
once American protectorates, like Micro
nesia and Palau, have legal compacts with 
the US that give them more powerful tools: 
T hey could potentially sue a company or 

Sell Green, Buy Coal 
IN 2008, THREE of the world's most powerful banks-JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, and 

Citigroup-announced with much fanfare the creation of a landmark agreement, the "Carbon 

Principles," to disclose investments in dirty energy projects and shift billions toward green and 

renewable energy sources. Soon, more big banks joined up. Together with a similar effort be

gun in 2003 (known as the "Equator Principles"), the venture was heralded as a sea change in 
Big Finance's approach to energy investment. Did it deliver? We took a look at the banks' past 

promises and current deals. -Andy Kroll 

ABNAMRO 

(Equator Principles) 
MOUTH: "Among the achievements of the 
Equator Principles is the demonstration that 
competitors are willing, able, and happy to 
collaborate for the health of the planet." Huibert 
Boumeester, managing board member (2006). 
MONEY: After signing Equator Principles, 
became lead arranger for a $2 billion loan to 
Russian energy giant Gazprom's vast Sakhalin 
II oil and gas project; later, helped finance a $1 
billion loan for a new coal plant in Chile, built 
by American power company AES. 

Bank of America 
(Carbon and Equator Principles) 
MOUTH: "Helping our nation reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions is not only the right 
thing for our planet, but it is also smart 
business-and Bank of America is proud to be 
at the forefront.'' Kenneth Lewis, chairman and 
CEO (2008). 
MONEY: A leading lender for Australia's giant 
Hazelwood coal plant, which the World 
Wildlife Fund called "one of the dirtiest power 
stations in the world," and key financier to coal 
giant Massey Energy. 

Citigroup 
(Carbon and Equator Principles) 
MOUTH: "Our success will be measured not 
only by our financial results, but also by the 
impact we have on the communities we serve." 
Charles Prince, chairman and ceo (20o6). 
MONEY: In 2006, the same year it helped 
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produce an update of the Equator Principles, 
Citigroup financed more coal projects than 
anyone else in the world.After signing the 
Carbon Principles, opened a $62 million line of 
credit for Arch Coal, the nation's second
largest coal producer and a major funder of 
the lobbying battle against climate legislation. 

JPMorgan Chase 
(Carbon and Equator Principles) 
MOUTH: "What is earthshakingly different 
between now and two years ago is the focus 
on CO,." Eric Fornell, vice chairman, natural 
resources banking division (2008). 
MONEY: Has continued to fund 5 of the top 10 
mountaintop-removal companies in 
Appalachia; in 2009 underwrote more than $1 
billion in financing for Massey Energy, which 
mined more than 21 million tons of coal in 
2008 via mountaintop removal. 

Morgan Stanley 
(Carbon Principles) 
MOUTH: "I don't think [the Carbon Principles] 
wi ll inhibit the financing of new coal-fired 
projects." David Albert, managing director, 
project and structured finance (2008). 
MONEY: Indeed. Morgan Stanley joined with 
Citigroup last year to underwrite $700 
million in debt for NRG Energy, which owns all 
or part of 9 coal plants. Also part of a 
consortium financing $4.5 billion in loans for 
rxu, a Texas power company that tried to 
build 11 new coal-fired power plants (8 were 
ultimately scrapped due to public pressure). 

even a government agency, using domestic 
statutes such as the Clean Air Act. 

Which is not to say that winning will be 
easy. While the scientific evidence of cli
mate change has hardened to the point of 
irrefutability, blaming someone for it in a 
court oflaw is a knottier business. US judg
es have swatted down most climate law
suits either by rul ing that global warming 
is for Congress to address, or by finding 
that it would be unfair to hold a handful of 
companies responsible for damage caused 
by centuries of pollution across the world. 

Nevertheless, industries are bracing for 
a tide of climate lawsuits. The major in
surer Swiss Re has warned that "climate 
change-related litigation could become a 
significant issue within the next couple of 
years." Pawa compares this nascent field 
to the epic court battles over tobacco and 
asbestos. "It's a process of learning by do
ing," said Pawa. "Just by bringing these cas
es over and over again, the judiciary [and] 
the public get used to the idea ofliability." 
According to a forthcoming United Na
tions study, the world's 3,000 biggest pub
lic companies could be on the hook for 
$2.2 trillion- more than 30 percent of their 
profits- if they were made to pay for the 
fallout of their carbon emissions. 

In truth, legal challenges don't even need 
to reach that point to serve a purpose. "Law
suits are part of an overall strategy to make 
the US move," one lawyer told me. "They 
could be a chip in some grand bargain for 
legislation: We're going to eliminate liabil
ity for climate change, but we're going to 
get a really good deal on mitigation." 

Hauling global companies to court 
would be an audacious gamble for tiny 
nations that rely heavily on foreign aid. 
"There are huge political risks," said Stuart 
Beck, Palau's ambassador to the UN. But 
with world leaders already downplaying 
hopes for a binding treaty at the climate 
talks in Mexico this November, vulnerable 
countries are contemplating which is the 
larger hazard: angering their donors, or 
waiting patiently until the only aid they 
require is a bulk purchase of plane tickets. 
As attorney Pawa puts it, "Countries are lit
erally being driven out of existence- they 
are going to turn to whatever systems they 
can. Right now they're looking to require 
developed nations to reduce emissions. In 
the future, I think they'll be looking for 
compensation." -Rachel Morris 
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In which our reporter learns 
about the divine origins of the 
Constitution at a Tea Party seminar 

I
n mid-February, the Washington met
ro area was still digging out &om the 
season's record snowfall, but Elaine 

Salisbury was determined not to let that 
get in the way of her Constitution study 
seminar. More than SO people had signed 
up for the event in Woodbridge, Virginia; 
the region is a hotbed of Tea Partiers 
and anti-immigration Minutemen, and 
Salisbury knew just the tone to strike in 
her email alert. "This week has reminded 
me ofValley Forge. George Washington's 
troops had been reduced to 2,500, a third 
of whom had no boots for the mid-night 
march to Trenton on December 25, 
1776. They left blood in the snow as they 
marched on their burlap bound feet ... 
While I don't want you to risk your lives to 
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attend the seminar, I want you to remem
ber what others have done to bring us the 
freedom that we will be celebrating and 
learning about this weekend." 

The patriots heeded her words, arriving 
even before the public library opened at 
10 a.m, some with babies and p reteens in 
tow. Inside the windowless cinder-block 
community room, they were rewarded 
with a lively if unorthodox daylong romp 
through American history, delivered with 
a preacher's passion by a "missionary for 
liberty" named Rick Dalton. 

Dalton is a volunteer from the National 
Center for Constitutional Studies (Nccs) 
who had come all the way from Mesa, 
Arizona, to lead the faithfu l to a new un
derstanding of the nation's core princi
ples- something he has been doing with 
increasing frequency since the Tea Party 
movement exploded last year. Many Tea 
Partiers believe the country's economic 
and political woes are a direct result of 
Washington abandoning the Constitution, 

Taking It to the Shelves 
You've dugg, tweeted, and otherwise virtually 
shared the findings of our 2009 expose on Fiji 
Water-so much so that the company felt 
compelled to offer freebies to anyone who'd 
tweet something positive about it. Then 
blogger Jeffrey Gratton Ueffreytwentyseven. 
blogspot.com) posted this picture of a sign 
he'd discovered at the New York Whole Foods 
where he works. A link to the image even 
showed up briefly in Whole Foods'Twitter 
feed, then vanished, presumably after 
someone in corporate thought better of it. 
Meanwhile, Jeff's sign has been picked up by 
Reddit and Australian TV. Why should 
corporate marketers have all the fun? 
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which they believe calls for an extremely 
limited federal government that does not 
concern itselfwith matters like bank failures 
or health care reform. They've turned to the 
founding document with the fervor of evan
gelicals seeking inspiration from the sacred 
texts of the past As their prophet, many 
have chosen the late W. Cleon Skousen, 
a right-wing Mormon and self:described 

well as a convert to Mormonism. 
Dalton choked up as he recalled the Cleaver 

quote. Once recovered, he directed the group 
to recite part of the Declaration oflndepen
dence, whereupon he choked up again. 

The rest of the lecture hewed closely to 
Nccs's Skousen-penned workbook, The 
Making of America-several of the teenagers 
in attendance had clearly spent time mem-

Tea Partiers have turned to the founding 
document with the fervor of evangelicals seeking 
inspiration from the sacred texts of the past. 

onetime aide to ]. Edgar Hoover who in 
1981 published The 5000 Year Leap-a con
servative primer on the Constitution that 
Glenn Beck regularly urges his followers 
to read. (Beck even wrote the foreword to 
the new, bestselling edition.) It's thanks to 
Skousen's newfound popularity that NCCS, 
a small and heretofore obscure nonprofit 
he founded in Malta, Idaho, has seen de
mand for its seminars triple. 

In the Woodbridge library, Dalton, a 
c herubic-looking man with a shock of 
white hair who in his spare time rocks out as 
a guitar player, was dressed neatly in a blue 
vest and khakis. A former cop and gradu
ate of George Wythe University-an unac
credited institu tion in Cedar City, Utah, 
founded by Oliver DeMille, a Skousen 
protege-he teaches with Nccs president 
Earl Taylor at the Heritage Academy char
ter school in Mesa, where he hones his 
material on formerly homeschooled high 
schoolers. He punctuates his lessons with 
tales of his days at the police academy, 
Bible jokes, and stories about his immense 
guitar collection. And like any good evan
gelist, Dalton weeps. 

He kicked off his lecture with a story 
about former Black Panther Eld ridge 
Cleaver, who once showed up at a Skousen 
lecture in San Jose, California. Cleaver had 
been tied to a shoo tout with police and had 
spent years evading prosecution in Cuba, 
Algeria, and elsewhere before turning him
self in and pleading guilty to an assault 
charge. Skousen, ex-PBI man that he was, 
was nervous to see Cleaver in the audience. 
But according to Dalton, the famous revo
lutionary- who upon surrendering had said, 
"I'd rather be in jail in America than fi-ee 
anywhere else" -was there to learn about 
liberty. Cleaver later became a lecturer for 
NCCS-then called the Freemen Institute-as 

orizing it-which stresses God's role in the 
shaping of America. Not only were the 
founders seeking to create a Christian na
tion, according to Dalton, but the Consti
tution's principles stem from ideas handed 
down to Moses himself- making it de facto 
a divine work passed on to the founders by 
a divine people, their Anglo-Saxon ances
tors. (Dalton maintained that the people 
who settled England and northern Europe 
may have descended fi-om one of the lost 
tribes of Israel-a piece of historical pop
pycock that has long held traction in the 
white supremacist movement.) 

Racially tinged material has gotten NCCS 
into trouble in the past. In 1986, the state 
of California's Constitution Bicenten
nial Commission-headed by a Skousen 
acolyte-approved the sale of the Making 
if Aml!'rica textbook as a fundraiser. In the 
book, Skousen quotes liberally from a 1934 
essay by Fred Albert Shannon, who had a 
rosy view of slavery. (Sample passage: "If 
the pickaninnies ran naked, it was generally 
from choice, and when tl1e white boys had 
to put on shoes and go away to school, they 
were likely to envy the fi-eedom of their col
ored playmates.") 

Dalton did make sure to condemn slav
ery during his lecture, though he skipped 
any discussion of the 13th (or 19th) 
Amendment and instead focused on the 
Constitution's free-market origins. As he 
told it, the founders' love of capitalism 
was motivated by the experience of the 
early Jamestown settlers, many of whom 
starved because they were "communists"
they relied on common stores to ensure 
that everyone got a fair share of supplies. 
This, Dalton explained, destroyed their 
incentive to work, and Jamestown would 
have perished, but for a new "Horc-head 
dude in charge" who heeded the biblical 
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imperative "By the sweat of thy brow shalt 
thou eat bread" and let people keep what 
they produced. He also credited Karl Marx 
with inventing the income tax (a feat more 
commonly attributed to the decidedly 
Tory William Pitt the Younger). Dalton 
argued that the Constitution limits fed
eral purchases of land to forts, magazines 
and arsenals, dockyards, and "other need
ful buildings such as post offices." ''What 
about national parks?" he asked. "Think of 
all that land that could be put on the rolls 
and generating taxes!" 

During a break, as the group snacked 
on boxed lunches from Panera, I talked to 
Robert Jeffery, a lanky fellow who spent 
"20 years and four days" in the Navy and 
now works as a construction inspector. He 
showed me a worn copy of the Constitu
tion and Declaration oflndependence that 
he keeps in his pocket at all times. Flipping 
it open to the Second Amendment, he said, 
"This is where I usually keep my concealed
carry permit." (He'd left his gun at home 
for the day.) I asked why he and his friends 
were spending Saturday at the library when 
they could be out, say, shoveling snow. 
They had, they said, tumed to the founding 
principles to understand where the country 
had gone off track. Ken Vaughn, the head 
of the Northem Virginia branch of the 
Beck-inspired 912 movement, explained 
that his interest had been sparked by Wash
ington "bailing out firms that had no right 
to be bailed out. I think that made people 
wake up and look at our debt and think, 
'Maybe we need to make changes."' 

Ann Hardt, an energetic, ruddy-faced 
woman in jeans and sneakers, came to the 
seminar with three of her six homeschooled 
kids, ages 18, 16, and 13. She uses the Mal(
ing if America materials to teach them his
tory and told me she'd been to two of the 
center's seminars before, one with the kids. 
"I'm very concerned with the future of my 
children," she explained, which was why she 
had gone to several Tea Party rallies as well. 
She'd learned about the seminars fi-om Salis
bury, who attends her Mormon church. 

After a few more digressions about his 
charter-school students and their mastery 
of the Constitution, Dalton ended just as 
he had started. Fighting back tears, he im
plored the audience to remember: "More 
powerful than any invading army is an 
idea, and freedom is an idea whose time 
has come." -Stephanie Mencimer 
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It's midnight on the streets of Cal
cutta. Old women cook over open 
fires on the sidewalks. Men wait in 
line at municipal hand pumps to 
lather skin, hair, and lungis (skirts), 
bathing without undressing. Girls sit 
in the open beds of bicycle-powered 
trucks, braiding their hair. The mon
soon's not yet over, and grandfa
thers under umbrellas squat on their 
heels, arguing over card games, while 
mothers hold bare-bottomed tod
dlers over open latrines. On every 
other block, shops the size of broom 
closets are still open, kerosene lights 
blazing, their proprietors seated 
cross-legged on tiny shelves built 
above their wares of p lastic buckets 
or machetes or radios. Many people 
sleep through the lively darkness, 
draped over sacks of rice or on work 
carts full of paper or rags or hay. 
Groups of men and women, far from 
their home villages, sprawl haphaz
ardly across the sidewalks, snoring. 

I'm crossing the city in one of 
Calcutta's famously broken-down 
Ambassador taxis. The seat's been 
replaced with a box, the windows 
don't work, there never were seat 
belts. Sneezes of rain blow through. 
It's always like this, arriving in the 
dead of night after incomprehensi
bly long international flights, exit
ing the hermetically sealed jet onto 
humid and smoky streets perfumed 
with gardenias and shit. The coal 
haze is thick as magician's smoke. 
Out of the dark, suddenly, the huge 
haunches of a working elephant ap
pear, tail switching, big feet plod
ding carefully over piles of garbage, 
each footfall spooking a hungry dog. 
The mahout tucked between her ears 
nonchalantly chats on a cell phone. 

The festival ofDurga Puja has just 
ended, and my taxi slows nearly to a 
stop behind a procession of trucks, 
Land Rovers, minivans, and people 
on foot escorting a 10-arm clay idol 
of the goddess Durga to the Hooghly 
River to be submerged. Traffic here 
is astonishing, with more vehicles 
per kilometer than any other city in 
India. At one complicated intersec
tion between three major arteries, 
two men herd a hundred goats dyed 
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I'm returning 
to India, 

where the 
lifelines 
between 

water, food, 
fuel, and 
1.17 billion 
people-

17 percent of 
humanity 

on2.4 
percent of 
the globe's 
land-are 
stretched 

dangerously 
thin. 

Every minute ... 

157 
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population 

4 
are in developed 
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(27 babies born, 
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153 
are in developing 

countries (237 
babies born, 83 
people dying) 

Source: Population 
Reference Bureau. 
Figures rounded. 

a festive hot pink through a tangle 
of pedestrians, bicycles, overloaded 
trucks, and hand-drawn carts carry
ing 20-foot bamboo poles, powered 
by matchstick-thin barefoot men 
straining forward at the waist. Cal
cutta's famous rickshaws, among the 
last human-drawn taxis in Asia, are 
stabled in herds for the night, their 
pullers contorted in sleep across the 
double sea.ts. 

My family ties to Calcutta, re
named Kolkata in 2001, in the state of 
West Bengal, reach back to the city's 
17th-century British beginnings. My 
genetic roots in India wend back far
ther. Remarkably, little of architectur
al note has changed since this capital 
city of the British Raj was built; it's 
only aged, postapocalyptically, with 
slumping buildings cobbled together 
from broken buildings and banyan 
trees growing opportunistically from 
tiles eroding to humus on old roofS. 

That so many can live among the 
ruins seems impossible. Yet so many 
do. The city is home to about 5 mil
lion people, at a population density 
of 70,000 per square mile-2.5 times 
more crowded than New York City. 
Another 9 million live in the urban 
agglomeration, bringing the popula
tion of greater Kolkata to 14 million. 
More are added every day- though 
not as many as you might expect 
from births. Kolkata's fertility rate 
(the average number of children 
born to a woman) is only 1.35, 
well below the global replacement 
average of 2.34 (the number where 
population stabilizes as births bal
ance with deaths). Instead, the city's 
growth is fueled largely through mi
gration from a poorer and more fer
tile countryside. 

What supports the crowds of 
Kolkata are what supports life every
where: air, water, food, fuel, climate. 
Three hundred miles north of the 
city rises the mighty buttress of the 
Himalayas, home to 18,000 glaciers 
covering an area of ice larger than 
Maryland. Afi:er the Arctic and Ant
arctic, this "third pole" holds Earth's 
greatest freshwater reserve, supplying 
the outflows of some of the globe's 
mightiest rivers-Ganges, Yarlung 

Tsangpo, Brahmaputra-water tor 
one in seven people on Earth. Fifi:y 
miles to the south of Kolkata, at the 
end of those rivers, lies the enormous 
Bay of Bengal, where 3 million tons 
of seafood are netted, hooked, and 
trawled annually. In highlands to the 
north and south lie the seams of coal 
that fuel the city. 

Seen from above, the circulatory 
system of roads and railroads of the 
Indian east-home to 300 million 
people, roughly the same as the US-
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funnels into Kolkata, with trucks and 
&eight trains running day and night, 
laden with fuel, fish, and food. The 
city itself funnels into a central core, 
a defensible bend in the Hooghly 
River and the classic star-shaped, 
18th-century Fo1t William-a strong
hold harking back to a time when 
wealth was measured in tea, silk, jute, 
ivory, and gemstones, and when sur
vival was assured with cannon fire. 

Survival in the 21st century is dif
ferent. Its real measure lies in the 

T HE LAS T T ABOO 

depth of the snowpack in the Hima
layas, in the sustainable tonnage of 
fish caught in the Bay of Bengal, in 
the inches of topsoil remaining on 
the Indian plains, and in the parts 
per million of coal smoke in the air. 
The root cause oflndia's dwindling 
resources and escalating pollution is 
the same: the continued exponen
tial growth of humankind. 

As recently as 1965, when the 
world population stood at 3.3 bil
lion, we collectively taxed only 70 

percent of the Earth's biocapacity 
each year. That is, we used only 7/10 
of the land, water, and air the planet 
could regenerate or repair yearly to 
produce what we consumed and to 
absorb our greenhouse gas emissions. 
According to the Global Footprint 
Network, a California think tank, we 
first overdrew our accounts in 1983, 
when our population of nearly 4.7 
billion began to consume natural 
resources faster than they could be 
replenished- a phenomenon called 

Previous spread: 
Konica Mondo! 
lives in Topsia 
(below), a Kolkata 
slum of shanties 
and godowns 
(warehouses). 
Days after these 
pictures were taken, 
fire consumed 
the slum, leaving 
1,200 homeless. 
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Eden Hospital 
(above) was 
founded in 1881 as 
a maternity ward 
for Europeans-and 
for tne Eurasian 
offspring of British 
colonialists and 
Indian women. 
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"ecological overshoot." Last year, 6.8 
billion of us consumed the renew
able resources of 1.4 Earths. 

The United Nations projects that 
world population will stabilize at 
9.1 billion in 2050. This prediction 
assumes a decline from the current 
average global fertility rate of 2.56 
children per woman to 2.02 children 
per woman in the years between 
2045 and 2050. But should mothers 
average half a child more in 2045, the 
world population will peak at 10.5 
billion five years later. Half a child 
less, and it stabilizes at 8 billion. The 
difference in those projections- 2.5 
billion- is the total number of peo
ple alive on Earth in 1950. 

The only known solution to eco
logical overshoot is to decelerate 
our population growth faster than 
it's decelerating now and eventu
ally reverse it-at the same time we 
slow and eventually reverse the rate 
at which we consume the planet's 
resources. Success in these twin en
deavors will crack our most pressing 
global issues: climate change, food 
scarcity, water supplies, immigra
tion, health care, biodiversity loss, 
even war. On one front, we've al
ready made unprecedented strides, 
reducing global fertility from an 
average 4. 92 children per woman in 
1950 to 2.56 today-an accomplish
ment of trial and sometimes bru
tally coercive error, but also a result 
of one woman at a time making her 
individual choices. The speed of this 
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childbearing revolution, swimming 
hard against biological program
ming, rates as perhaps our greatest 
collective feat to date. 

But it's not enough. And irs still 
not fast enough. Faced with a world 
that can support either a lot of us 
consuming a lot less or far fewer of us 
consuming more, we're deadlocked: 
individuals, governments, the me
dia, scientists, environmentalists, 
economists, human rights workers, 
liberals, conservatives, business and 
religious leaders. On the supremely 
divisive question of the ideal size of 
the human family, we're amazingly 
united in a pact of silence. 

"Overpopulation, combined with 
overconsumption, is the elephant 
in the room," says Paul Ehrlich, 42 
years after he wrote his controver
sial book, Tbe Population Bomb. "We 
don't talk about overpopulation be
cause of real fears from the past-of 
racism, eugenics, colonialism, forced 
sterilization, forced family planning, 
plus the fears from some of contra
ception, abortion, and sex. We don't 
really talk about overconsumption 
because of ignorance about the eco
nomics of overpopulation and the 
tJ.ue ecological limits ofEarth." 

Core differences about how the 
population issue is viewed have rein
forced the paralysis. Conservationists 
tended to frame the issue as people vs. 
nature, while human rights activists 
found this analysis simplistic and 
even racist, failing to address what 

they saw as the core problems of pov
erty and environmental injustice. Yet 
they in tum have tended to deny the 
limits of growth. Add the tension be
tween rich and poor nations, and the 
issue quickly becomes radioactive. 
''Tn tl1e developing world," says Kavita 
Rarndas, the president and CEO of the 
San Francisco-based Global Fund for 
Women, "the problem of population 
is seen less as a matter ofhuman num
bers tl1an ofWestem overconsump
tion. Yet within the development 
community, the only solution to the 
problems of ilie developing world is 
to export the same unsustainable eco
nomic model fueling the overcon
sumption of the West." 

I'm returning to India, where the 
dynamics of overpopulation and 
overconsumption are most acute, 
where the lifelines between water, 
food, fuel, and 1.17 billion peo
ple-17 percent of humanity subsist
ing on less than 2.5 percent of the 
globe's land-are already stretched 
dangerously iliin. India's population 
is projected to surpass China's by 
2030 in a country only a third Chi
na's size- adding 400 million citizens 
between now and 2050. But that's 
the mid-level projection. A slight up
tick in global fertility, and it may be 
home to a staggering 2 billion people 
by 2050. Here, before anywhere else 
on Earth, the challenges of 20th-cen
tury family planning will become a 
21st-century fight for survival. 

Eden Hospital is a 19th-century 
marble ma1vel hidden behind spin
dly bamboo scaffolding at Kolkata's 
Medical College. Its threshold is 
swamped by an outpouring of fami
lies, each shielding a mother and 
a swaddled newborn. It takes me a 
while to ford the flood. Inside, up 
an ancient, dark, and gritty central 
stairway, down a veranda lined with 
multi-bed wards and separated by 
jalousie doors hanging from rusted 
hinges, my mother was born 80 years 
ago, as were many of my relatives be
fore and after her. 

Eden maternity hospital was a 
wonder in its day, opened optimisti
cally in 1881 to accommodate some 
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80 women, primarily Europeans 
and Anglo-Indians: the biracial Eur
asian community sired by the Raj. 
In 1881, there was an understanding 
that human population was grow
ing, thanks to the Reverend Thomas 
Robert Malthus' 1798 An Essay on 
the Principle of Population. Mal thus, a 
political economist, argued that hu
mans were destined to grow geomet
rically, while food production could 
increase only arithmetically, guaran
teeing that famine would cinch the 
growth of humankind within the 
scarce purse of resources. 

And so it did. For 150 years after 
Malthus, hunger killed millions: 
perhaps 50 million Chinese in mul
tiple famines of the 19th century; 
upwards of 20 million Indians dur
ing a dozen major famines in the 
latter half of the 19th centUiy; a mil
lion in the Great Famine of Ireland 
between 1845 and 1852; one-third 
of the local population in the Ethio
pian Great Famine of 1888 to 1892; 
3 million in Bengal in 1943. 

Malthus' mathematical concerns 
about population growth developed 
inside an 18th-century moral frame
work we still wrestle with today. Ac
cording to him, poor people grew 
their numbers irresponsibly and were 
kept in check by their own bad habits 
and addictions: "The vices of man
kind are active and able ministers of 
depopulation." He opposed govern
ment assistance to the poor on the 
grounds that it enabled more people 
to reproduce without the means to 
support themselves. He advocated 
that the surplus population be al
lowed to decrease of its own accord
a suggestion that reportedly inspired 
Charles Dickens to pen the tale of 
misanthrope Ebenezer Scrooge. 

In later editions of his essay, Mal
thus suggested a solution to the grow
ing numbers of impoverished people 
he considered poor specimens, a eu
genics-like answer popular in his time, 
based on animal husbandry and de
signed to "upgrade" the human race: 
"[B]y an attention to breed, a certain 
degree of improvement similar to 
that among animals might take place 
among men," he wrote. "Whether 
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intellect could be communicated 
may be a matter of doubt; but size, 
strength, beauty, complexion, and, 
perhaps, even longevity, are in a de
gree transmissible." 

My grandmother gave birth to six 
children in the airy rooms of Eden 
Hospital, exactly half the number 
born to her grandmother, who de
livered 12 in half a dozen military 
outposts across India. These Eur
asian children worried the leader
ship of imperial Britain, which 
oscillated between contradictory 
official policies allowing, discourag
ing, or mandating marriage between 
cohabiting British men and Indian 
women. Yet none of these early ef
forts at population (or complexion) 
control succeeded in stemming the 
flow of biracial children. 

Part of the failure derived from a 
paradox in Malthus' moral frame
work. The reverend believed families 
needed to limit their numbers of 
children, yet he opposed contracep
tion, and many agreed with him. 
Only the "temporary unhappiness" 
of abstinence was acceptable. Other 
methods of birth control "lower, in 
the most marked manner, the dig
nity of human nature," he wrote. "It 
cannot be witl10ut its effect on men, 
and nothing can be more obvious 
than its tendency to degrade the fe
male character." 

Yet what Mal thus put in motion 
could not be stopped. Fears of over
population spawned by his essay, 
combined with fears within fami-
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lies of too many hungry children, 
drove a 19th-century technological 
boom in contraceptives (including 
the invention of the first rubber 
condoms), known for a time as Mal
thusian devices. These were hardly 
the first attempts at birth control: 
Hieroglyphic instructions in ancient 
Egypt described vaginal plugs of 
crocodile dung; two millennia ago, 
a wild abortion-inducing fennel of 
the Mediterranean was harvested 
to extinction; a Greek legend de
scribed a female condom made of a 
goat's bladder (for protection against 
the serpents and scorpions in King 
Minos' semen); medieval Islamic 
physicians listed 196 contraceptive 
substances. (See "Masters of the 
Uterus," page 46.) 

Long before Malthus, humans 
sought to accommodate promiscu
ous intercourse without the entan
glements of pregnancy. Even prior 
to the European discovery of rubber 
in the New World, men wore con
doms: Chinese of oiled silk paper; 
Japanese of fine leather or tortoise
shell (both doubling as dildos tor 
their women in their absence). Ga
briele Falloppio tested linen con
doms tied with ribbons on 1,100 
Italian men in 1564 and claimed 
them to be 100 percent effective 
tor men against the new plague of 
syphilis. Someone, though not the 
mythical Dr. Condom, discovered 
the intestines of goats, sheep, calves, 
and fish were prophylactic against 
both disease and pregnancy. 

When al l else failed, self-control 
helped. The men of Elizabethan 
England knew of and successfully 
practiced coitus interruptus, while 
the men of 18th-century France were 
so proficient at withdrawal that fam
ily size declined until the baby boom 
following World War II. The utopian 
Robert Dale Owen, attempting to 
promote coitus interruptus to prud
ish 19th-century Americans, labored 
through 48 pages of a profusely apolo
getic argument called MoralPhysiofo!iJl 
before zeroing in on what the French 
did so well: "It may be objected that 
[coitus interruptus] requires a mental 
effort and a partial sacrifice. I reply, 
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that, in France, where men consider 
this . .. a point ofhonour, aU young men 
learn to make the necessary effort." 

Even in Malthus' time, pamphlets 
describing female contraceptive 
methods were circulating widely
though illegally in America, having 
been labeled pornographic Informa
tional leaflets such as the "diabolical 
handbills,'' advising how to make 
and use vaginal sponges, were in high 
demand by European and American 
women who did not wish to rely on 
condoms or men. In 1871, writer 
Annie Besant and future English par
liamentarian Dr. Charles Bradlaugh 
republished the underground Ameri
can book, TheFruitsofPhilosophy, with 
advice on how to prevent pregnancy 
by douching after sex. Their showy 
obscenity trial-in which Charles 
Darwin refused to give evidence, 
and a conviction was overturned on 
a technicality-catapulted sales to 
100,000. Soon after, many disparate 
fronts in the fight for the legalization 
of birth control coalesced around a 
new group catchily misnamed the 
Malthusian League. 

No one knows how the Reverend 
Malthus managed to limit his own 
family to only three children. His 
teachings, however, sired count
less errant progeny. For 25 years, 
he lectured at Britain's East India 
Company College, where his ideas 
inspired a generation of male Brit
ons to go forth and build a colonial 
empire. But since India was mostly 
bereft of European women, they 
also quickly peopled it witl1 Eurasian 
offspring. Among the empire build
ers was a young Sir Ashley Eden, 
for whom the largest obstetrics and 
gynecological ward for Europeans 
and Eurasians in all of Asia would be 
named- leaving the vast majority of 
Indian women to Malthus' version 
of nature's ruthless devices. 

India today prides itself on being 
the world's largest democracy. But 
it's also tl1e hungriest, only recently 
and barely liberated &om "the most 
dreadful famines" Malthus wrote o£ 
One of every two underfed people 
on Earth lives here. Forty percent of 
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Indian children under the age of five 
are underweight and stunted. More 
tl1an 4 percent of the 26 million ba
bies born here every year die within 
tl1eir first month of life, a neonatal 
mortality rate surpassing even India's 
war-tom neighbor, Sri Lanka. Worse, 
India's underfed are not decreasing, 
as one might expect from one of the 
world's fastest growing economies, 
but increasing. India's economic 
boom has surged past most Indians, 
leaving 53 percent in poverty, ac
cording to the calculations of one 
Indian government commission. In 
the state of Bihar, next door to West 
Bengal, 9 of 10 rural children are ane
mic, a telltale marker of hunger and 
malnutrition. 

In The Population Bomb, Ehrlich 
predicted inevitable mass starvation 
as early as the 1970s and 1980s
notably in India, which he claimed 
could not possibly attain food self
sufficiency. Instead, American agron
omist Norman Borlaug's "Green 
Revolution" brought dwarf wheat 
strains and chemical fertilizers to in
crease India's crop yields 168 percent 
witl1in a decade. This monumental 
achievement defused the bomb and 
earned Ehrlich the dismissive title of 
Malthusian: just one more in a line of 
pessimists forecasting phantom fam
ines. Ever since, the subject has been 
largely taboo. Scientists from a variety 
of fields privately tell me the issue of 
overpopulation is simply too contro
versial-too inflamed witl1 passions to 
get funded, too strong a magnet for 
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ideologues. Those who've tackled it 
tell me of harassment, even physical 
threats, from a frightening fringe. 

Take the near-civil war within the 
Sierra Club-whose former executive 
director, David Brower, originally 
suggested Ehrlich write The Popula
tion Bomb. The Sierra Club had long 
supported population stabilization. 
But started in the early 1990s, anti
immigration activists spurred by 
John Tanton-who controls an array 
of English-only, zero-immigration, 
and nativist groups- stealthily twice 
attempted to take over the board. 
Perhaps naively, some Sierra Club 
stalwarts concemed with population 
joined their cause. The battle lasted 
for a decade, culminating when 
Morris Dees of the Southern Pover
ty Law Center ran for Sierra's board 
in an effort to expose Tanton's true 
agenda- and the fact that one of his 
groups had accepted money from 
white supremacists. Ehrlich's NGO 

Zero Population Growth then part
ed ways with Tanton (a past presi
dent), renamed itself the Population 
Connection, and embraced an 
end-poverty-to-curb-population ap
proach. Ehrlich and his wife Anne, 
a conservation biologist, also left the 
board of Tanton's Federation tor 
American Immigration Reform. Yet 
the scars between environmentalists 
and the development community 
are only beginning to heal. "When 
you talk about population," says 
Larry Fahn, Sierra Club president 
during some of the bitterest infight
ing, "the immigration people come 
out of the woodwork with their hate 
mongering. It's unfortunate that the 
subject brings out a racist agenda." 

Abortion is even more toxically 
associated with population debates. 
"Many conservation and nongov
ernmental organizations that run on 
member support, even the big ones, 
shy away &om the population is
sue," says Ed Barry of the Population 
Institute in Washington, DC, a non
profit founded in 1969 by a United 
Methodist Church minister. "That's 
because it puts tl1eir funding at risk. 
Even if you're talking about popula
tion as a sustainability issue, there's 
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often an automatic assumption 
you'll be talking about abortion." 

Voiced or not, addressed or not, 
the problem of overpopulation has 
not gone away. The miracle of the 
Green Revolution, which fed bil
lions and provided the world a sense 
of limitless hope, also disguised four 
ominous truths about Earth's limits. 
First, the revolution's most etlective 
agents, chemical fertilizersofnitrogen 
and phosphorus, are destined to run 
out, along with the natural resources 
used to produce them. Second, the 
fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides 
that grew the food that enabled our 
enormous population growth in the 
20th century bore expensive down
stream costs in tl1e fom1 of polluted 
land, water, and air that now tlueat
en lite. Third, crop yields today are 
holding stubbornly stable and even 
beginning to fall in some places, de
spite increasing fertilizer use, in soils 
oversaturated with nitrogen. 

The Green Revolution's duplici
tous harvest-giving life with one 
hand, robbing life-support with the 
other-also masked a fourth omi
nous truth. We're running out of 
topsoil, tossing it to the wind via 
mechanized agriculture and losing it 
to runoff and erosion. Geomorphol
ogist David Montgomery, author 
of Dirt: The Erosion of Civilizations 
and 2008 recipient of a MacArthur 
"genius" fellowship, calculates that 
human activities are eroding topsoil 
10 times faster than it can be replen
ished. "Just when we need more 
soil to teed the 10 billion people 
of tile future," he says, "we'll actu
ally have less- only a quarter of an 
acre of cropland per person in 2050, 
versus the half-acre we use today 
on the most efficient farms." Plus 
there's little new land to bring into 
production: "We could, with crip
pling environmental costs, raze the 
Amazonian rainforests and reap 5 to 
10 years of crops before the tropical 
soils failed. But the fertile prairies of 
the Midwest, northern China, and 
northern Europe are already plowed 
to capacity and shrinking." 

In India, the problem of peak soil 
is already acute. Nearly a quarter of 
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its lands, more than 314,000 square 
miles, are desert or in the process 
of becoming desert, according to a 
recent Indian government report. 
Desertification will double India's 
current water usage by 2030, as more 
water is rerouted to irrigate an in
creasingly drier landscape to grow 
rice, wheat, and sugar for an increas
ing population, including the grow
ing demands of a growing middle 
class. McKinsey & Co., the global 
management consulting firm, fore
casts severe deficits in water- and, by 
debult, food-in India by 2030. 

Combine peak oil and peak top
soil with global warming, and a study 
in the peer-reviewed journal Science 
predicts a 20 to 30 percent decline 
in crop yields in the next 80 years. 
Alarmingly, the process of photosyn
thesis itself declines precipitously as 
temperatures rise above 86 degrees 
Fahrenheit, making it increasingly 
difficult to maintain- let alone in
crease- crop yields. (The European 
heat wave of2003 that ki lled up to 
50,000 people also slashed crop har
vests by as much as 36 percent.) Rising 
temperatures and the resulting drier 
landscapes will put our major food 
crops in the lower latitudes (includ
ing all oflndia) at risk in the near fu
ture. "I grow increasingly concerned 
that we have not yet understood what 
it will take to feed a growing popula
tion on a warming planet," says Penn 
State biologist and lead author Nina 
Fedorotl~ Furthermore, India's "at
mospheric brown cloud"- the smog 
iliat fouls the subcontinent between 
monsoons- could undermine crop 
yields by up to 40 percent. Not only 
is there more smog in Asia, but Asian 
crops appear more sensitive to smog 
than crops in North America or Eu
rope, even crops of the same variety. 
No one knows why. 

The UN calculates that 36 mil
lion die of hunger and malnutrition 
every year- a person every second, 
mostly women and children. Fanl
ine is no phantom, and history may 
yet remember Paul Ehrlich as the 
premature prophet, not the false 
one, his predictions off by decades 
rather than degree. 

Just as the festival of Durga Puja 
ends, another winds up. Kali Puja is 
Kolkata's other favorite celebration 
of a goddess, this one the violent 
agent of change tor whom the city is 
named. The flower business is explod
ing at Malik Ghat, the city's oldest 
wholesale flower market. Hundreds 

IS IT POSSIBLE TO offset your "carbon legacy"-your share 
of all your descendants' carbon footprints? Probably not. 
Here's why: 

The average American 
lifetime carbon footprint 
is 1,6oo tons of CO,. If 
you swap your old car for • 
a hybrid, get an energy- : 

That means the average 
American mom wit h 2 kids 
has a carbon legacy equal 
to 136 average Bangladeshi 
moms and their 337 kids. 

efficient furnace, windows, • 
and lightbulbs, and 
recycle, you'll save about 
14.4 so I bs of CO, a year. 

If you do this for 8o 
years you'll save 

580 
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But, assuming that we 
keep emitting CO, and 
having babies at the 
same rate we do now, 
each chi ld w ith their 

progeny w ill add to 
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Sources: Paul A. Murtaugh 
and Michael G. Sch lax, 

10,407 
EPA. Carbon emissions and 
savings based on average 
energy use. Assumes So·year 
life expectancy for American 
child ren born in 2005. 

of vendors, buyers, and tokriwaUahs 
(basket carriers) shuffle through tl1e 
narrow lanes overflowing with miles 
of garlands of orange and yellow 
marigolds, and tons of red hibiscus, 
white gardenias, greenery. 

Squeezed into the crowds, I'm a 
head taller than many people, and 
far taller than some, though I mea
sure only 5 feet 8 inches. Many of 
the people around me are tiny and 
slight, even the men, with delicate 
bones in wrists and ankles, as if they 
could, like birds, take flight. Here 
and there a fat, wealthy matron ap
pears, plowing through the crowd 
like an errant iceberg riding a deeper, 
faster current, her sari glittering wit], 
woven gold. I'm struck by how some 
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Previous page: 
Scenes from rural 
Bengal, where a 
microloan program 
called Band han 
teaches women 
basic hygiene and 
sex education. 
The result is a 
revolutionary way 
to battle poverty 
and disease. Above: 
girls in a Band han 
primary school. 

of us are li terally siphoning the flesh 
and blood &om the rest of us, segre
gating ourselves into beings so calo
rically and structurally different that 
paleontologists of the distant future 
might well classify our fossilized 
skeletons as separate species. 

The problem is long in the mak
ing. Ever since Homo sapiens in
vented agriculture, we've sported 
super-prolific birth rates, counter
balanced by brutishly short life 
expectancies averaging a mere 10 
years. We bred and died in boom 
cycles busted by famines, natural 
disasters, diseases, and vio lence. 
Beginning around 500 AD, we suf
fered centuries of bust, ravaged by 
the Black Death and its piggyback
ing disasters sweeping west from 
Asia-the last check on our growth. 
Nothing since then, not the lethal 
20th century, with two world wars, 
an influenza pandemic, and the 
emergence ofHIVIAIDs, has reversed 
our growth. (See chart, page 29.) 

Driven by inescapable biology that 
seduces us with the joys of sex, we 
populate, and then some. We plan 
our fumilies. Or we don't. Two hun
dred million women have no access 
whatsoever to contraception, con
tributing to the one in four un
planned births worldwide and the 50 
million pregnancies aborted each 
year, half of them petformed clan
destinely, killing 68,000 women in 
the process. As for the conventional 
wisdom that poor rural couples ac
tively plan to have large fami lies be-
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cause of high child mortality or to 
provide for their care in old age, not 
true, says John Guillebaud, emeritus 
professor of family planning and re
productive health at University Col
lege, London. Instead, poor people 
have large families simply because 
they, like most of us, have sex many, 
many times in their lifetimes and 
some of those times, or even all of 
those times, they do not have, or do 
not use, contraceptives, or their con
traceptives fail. "For a fertile couple, 
nothing is easier," says Guillebaud. 

Planned or not, wanted or not, 
139 million new people are added 
every year: more than an entire 
Japan, nearly an entire Russia, minus 
the homelands and the resources 
to go along with them. Countered 
against the 56 million deaths annu
ally, our world gains 83 million ex
tra people every year, the equivalent 
of another Iran. That's 1.6 million 
more humans alive this week than 
last week and 227,000 more people 
today than yesterday-all needing 
food, water, homes, and medicine 
for an average lifespan of 69 years. 
We are asking our world to supply 
an additional 2.1 trillion human
days of life support every single year. 
Even tually, most of these 83 million 
new people added every year will 
have kids, too. 

Understood or not, the exponen
tial growth model-also known as 
the Malthusian growth model-runs 
in the background, amplifying our 
childbearing choices. In a new twist 

on the downstream effects, statisti
cian Paul Murtaugh of Oregon State 
University decided to investigate the 
environmental price tag of a baby. 
"Suddenly we can gauge our carbon 
emissions fTom all kinds oflifestyle 
choices, like cars, appliances, and air
plane flights," he says. "But there's 
no calculator computing the carbon 
emissions of a child- and her chil
dren, and her children." (Murtaugh 
ran the statistical analysis on moth
ers, because following lineages of 
both parents was computationally 
prohibitive.) 

"The results surprised me," he 
says. "Using United Nations pro
jections of fertility, and projecting 
statistically through the lifespan of 
the mother's line-some lineages be
ing short-lived, others indefinitely 
Iong- an American child born today 
adds an average 10,407 tons of car
bon dioxide to the carbon legacy of 
her mother. That's almost six times 
more C02 than the mother's own 
litetime emissions. Furthermore, the 
ecological costs of that child and her 
children fur outweigh even the com
bined energy-saving choices &om all 
a mother's other good decisions, like 
buying a fuel-efficient car, recycling, 
using energy-saving appliances and 
lightbulbs. The carbon legacy of one 
American child and her offspring is 
20 times greater than all those other 
sustainable maternal choices com
bined." (See chart, page 31.) 

Murtaugh's research shows that 
even though India has a much 
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larger population and a higher rate 
of population growth than the US, 
its overall carbon legacy is vastly re
duced, due to its population's dras
tically lower levels of consumption 
combined with shorter lifespans 
(63.8 years on average for India, ver
sus 80.2 years for the US). At current 
rates, an American child has 55 times 
the carbon legacy of a child born to a 
family in India. While India is con
servatively predicted to grow by 400 
million people by 2050, the US is 
projected to grow by 86 million. But 
take those additional Americans and 
factor in their 55-times-higher car
bon legacy (at current national con
sumption rates), and they will equal 
the legacy of 4.7 billion Indians. 

"The irony," says Ramdas of the 
Global Fund for Women, "is that 
just as some Americans are starting 
to learn to live more like traditional 
Indians-becoming vegetarian, buy
ing locally, eating organic- aspiring 
middle-class Indians are trying to live 
more like overconsumingAmericans. 
The question really is, which kind of 
people do we want less of?" 

From her modest apartment off 
Elliot Road in old Calcutta in the 
1930s and '40s, my impoverished , 
generous, gregarious, and free-think
ing grandmother was a go-to author
ity for girls or women in trouble. 
They visited her in secrecy, teary 
or resolute, alone or with a mother, 
sister, or friend towing them by the 
hand. The problem was a boyfriend 
or a husband or too many children 
or a secret affair or incest. The solu
tion lay in my grandmother's rare 
network of connections spanning 
the Eurasian, Indian, and Bri tish 
communities. She listened and con
soled, scolded as she deemed fit, 
then advised where to go, who to 
see, and how to come up with the 
money for a survivable abortion. 

Like most Eurasians in India, 
my grandmother was forced to live 
outside both Indian and British 
societies, compelled to leave home 
and earn wages long before either 
British or Indian women-in effect, 
pioneering a vast course change that 

The ripple of 
change that 
comes from 
empowering 
women
what some 
call 11the girl 
effect"-

is uniting the 
once-divided 
conservation 
and human 

rights 
communities. 

India's literacy 
rates: 

75% 
OF MALES 

and 

54% 
OF FEMALES 

are t he most 
lopsided rates 

among all newly 
industrialized 

countries. 
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would span the breadth of the 20th 
century and beyond. The three of 
six children that my grandmother 
lost to early deaths were part of the 
seesawing changes between fertility 
and mortality that saw India's popu
lation quadruple between 1901 and 
2001. Looking back now, we can 
see that India's population course 
in the 20th century took a surpris
ingly predictable path-because we 
know what Thomas Robert Malthus 
could not know: that nations wend 
through multiple stages of a demo
graphic transition on their way to 
and through industrialization. 

Until the late 18th century, ev
eryone everywhere subsisted in the 
nasty, brutish, and short conditions 
of stage one: extremely high birth 
rates coupled with extremely high 
death rates, resulting in slow popula
tion growth . Mal thus himself lived 
through Britain's stage two: the onset 
of urbanization and industrialization 
and a true population explosion, as 
birth rates leveled but death rates 
plunged dramatically. Stage two first 
occurred in northern Europe and was 
spawned (ironically, despite Mal thus' 
fears) by more and better food: the su
perior nutrition of com and potatoes 
imported from the Americas, and 
an agricultural revolution brought 
on by scientific advances in farm
ing. Stage tvvo was also triggered by 
a revolution in our understanding of 
disease, which led to better handling 
ofwater, sewage, food, and ourselves. 
The primary driver behind this new 
science of hygiene was increased lit
eracy among women, who wrote and 
read health-education pamphlets, 
and who managed the daily cleanli
ness of families and hospitals. 

India today is navigating stage 
three, as fertili ty rates drop closer 
to death rates. Stage three includes 
a contraceptive revolution, differ
ent in every time and place: in Eu
rope 200 years ago, a revolution of 
coitus interruptus and condoms; in 
India today, birth control pills and, 
often, sterilization after the first son 
is born. This pivotal phase coincides 
with profound cultural changes, 
as women end their isolation in 

the home to enter the workplace 
and network with other women. 
Wage-earning women claim more 
responsibility for childbearing and 
child-rearing decisions, leading 
to a revolution in children's lives, 
as the decision is made to pay for 
schooling-a costly choice necessi
tating smaller fami lies. This choice 
is strongly influenced by female 
literacy, since women who can read 
even slightly are more likely to send 
their daughters to school. 

In India today, 75 percent of 
men are literate, compared to only 
54 percent of women-one of the 
most lopsided ratios among newly 
industrialized nations. The statis
tic corresponds directly to fertility. 
In the state of Bihar, next door to 
West Bengal, where literacy falls 
below the national average- to 60 
percent for males and 33 percent 
for females- the total fertility rate 
swings up to four children per 
woman. Conversely, the southern 
Indian state ofKerala, which boasts 
94 percent male literacy and 88 per
cent female literacy, has reached a 
below-replacement-rate ferti lity that 
resembles the industrialized world's, 
at only 1.9 children per woman . 

Whether we are a world of 8, 9.1 , 
or 10.5 billion people in 2050 will be 
decided in no small part by the num
ber of illiterate women on Earth. Of 
tl1e more than 1 in 10 people who 
can't read or write today, two-thirds 
are female. Locate them, and you'll 
find an uncannily accurate roadmap 
of societal strife- of civil wars, for
eign wars, the wars against reason 
embedded in religiosity, the wars 
against equality ingrained in patriar
chal and caste systems. 

Sheryl WuDunn, the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning coauthor (along with 
her husband, New York Times col
umnist Nicholas Kristof) of Halfthe 
Sky: Turning Oppression Into Opportu
nity for Women Worldwide, explains: 
"When women are educated, they 
tend to marry later in life, to have 
children later in lite, and to have 
tewer cl1ildren. In effect, you have 
a form of population control that's 
peaceful, voluntary, and efficient. 
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Plus, educated women do better in 
business, raising economic growth 
rates, and lowering societal conflict. 
If we could achieve universal literacy 
for women, we'd have a much better 
shot at peace around the world." 

Some call the power of empower
ing women "the girl effect," and it is 
uniting the once-divided conserva
tion and human rights communities 
in common cause. A model of it, 
developed in Bangladesh and West 
Bengal, is beginning to ripple out 

THE 
PovertyApp 

Can cell phone bank accounts help 

T HE LA S T T ABOO 

through India's 565 million wom
en. I'm chasing the tendrils of this 
through the outskirts of Bagnan in 
West Bengal, a farm town inhabit
ing the low-lying landscape between 
the Rupnarayan and Damodar riv
ers. The countryside here has been 
sculpted by centuries of human use: 
seasonal wetlands excavated into a 
patchwork of rainwater ponds and 
rice paddies, the diggings compiled 
to afford a few feet of livable clear
ance above flood level. 

I'm trailing Soumitra Dutta, a 
physician and consultant to Free
dom From Hunger, a California 
nonprofit at the forefront of grafting 
health care and education onto mi
croloans. Dutta, in turn, is trailing 
Trideep Roy and Nabanita Monda!, 
employees of a Bengali microlender, 
Bandhan ("togetherness"). We step 
over cloths full of drying rice, dodge 
foraging hens, duck under low-hang
ing laundry, weave between sleeping 
dogs, sidestep trails of hay edging 

India's poor climb out of the slums? 

a hungry neighbor, your belligerent spouse-can steal your hard-earned 
money. Without a bank account, you may have to spend days riding buses 
and walking to deliver cash to a relative, or endure steep fees to wire mon
ey home. And although microfinance loans are helping millions of people, 
receiving or making payments on those loans is complicated when you 
have to do it in cash. 

INSIDE HIS dusty electronics repair shop in west Delhi, Sonu Kumar aims 
a screwdriver at the innards of what looks like an unsalvageabletransis
tor radio. Yet after a couple ofturns, a Hindi dance tune pours forth. The 
customer hands Kumar two crumpled 100-rupee notes {worth about 
$4.39), which vanish into a shirt pocket. Until recently, those banknotes, 
like all of Kumar's earnings, would have stayed in his pocket. like many 
Indians, the 21-year-old repairman had never had a bank account. Mak
ing the trip to a bank branch, waiting in line when he could be out earn
ing income, dealing with deposit minimums and other fees-banking in 
the conventional sense has always been out of reach for India's poor. 

But a quiet revolution in financial services is now underway, thanks in 
large part to an unlikely hero: cell phones. Across 
the street from Kumar's shop is a cluttered drug
store, Sharma Medicos, where owner Lakhan 
lal Sharma sells vitamins, shampoo, prepaid 
minutes for cell phones, and, as of last fall, mo
bile bank accounts managed by a startup called 
Eko. Kumar walks over to Sharma's, places 1,000 
rupees on the counter, and pulls out his phone. 
The store owner punches in a code, then Kumar's 
phone number-which doubles as his bank ac
count number-followed by a dollar amount 
and another code. A few seconds later, Kumar re
ceives a text message from Eko confirming that 
his savings account with the State Bank of India 
has been credited 1,ooo rupees. Sharma's agent 
account has been debited the same amount. 

Economists say giving poor people access to 
basic financial services would 
go a long way toward reduc
ing poverty in the developing 
world. Without a bank ac-
count, everyone you know
a perpetually drunk cousin, 

Rural villagers in 
northeast India's 
Assam province 
gather to open bank 
accounts using 
their cell phones. 
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The problem is that there will never be many bank branches where poor 
people live, because there is no profit motive for banks to set up shop in 
slums. But cell phones are everywhere. There are now more than 4 bil
lion mobile subscriptions worldwide, with So percent of new connections 
made by consumers in developing countries. In India, for example, 10 mil
lion new accounts open every month. "More than a billion people world
wide lack bank accounts, but do have mobile phones," says Mark Pickens, 
an analyst with the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor, a development 
group at the World Bank. "That's a dramatic opportunity for people who 
have no better option than to save cash under the mattress or ride hours 
on a bus to send money to loved ones." 

But it's not just analysts who champion the marriage of phones and 
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the paths and the placid, dung
producing cows feeding on them. 
We pass clusters of houses shared 
by extended or multiple families, 
each painted orange, red, or green. 
On the walls, circular brown pat
ties of cow dung, India's rural fuel 
source, are drying in the sun. Each is 
imprinted with a woman's or cl1ild's 
slender fingerprints. 

We're welcomed at a small green 
house by Supta Halder, a tiny woman 
wearing a bright pink sari and an air 

Topsoil is 
vanishing 

10 
TIMES 

faster than it can 
be replenished, 

due to mechanized 
agriculture, runoff, 

and erosion. 

of authority. She ushers us into the 
back room of her two-room house 
and invites us to sit on the bed. Five 
years ago, her family could not live 
in this room, she explains. The roof 
leaked. The walls were crumbling. 
Nor could they f~um a parcel ofland 
inherited by her husband, a teacher. 
Unable to adequately feed them
selves, the fami ly struggled with re
lentless poverty and poor health. 

into the foreseeable future. Except the 
plot took a twist in the form of a tiny 
loan of$42 offered in 2004 to Halder 
from Bandhan. With that money, 
and with four subsequent loans even
tually totaling $780, Halder began to 
repair her house, more than dou
bling her usable square footage. She 
reconditioned her husband's acre of 
land, building a pond for collecting 
monsoon water to farm fish and to 
water her new crops of rice and flow
ers. She developed a business, buying 

So it had been since time immemo
rial, and so it might have continued 

banks. Powerhouse nonprofits like the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda
tion, government agencies like the UK Department for International 
Development, and venture capital firms are all backing the technology. 
And while anti-poverty experts see mobile banking as a development 
godsend, the private sector sees a goldmine. "This is not about corpo
rate social responsibility," says Pallab Mitra, head of the mobile banking 
program at Bharti Airtel, India's largest telecom provider. "We want to 
get paid." But Mitra is also eager to see mobile banking accelerate In
dia's development. "Backward classes and all that shit has gone on too 
long," he says. "Every man should be socially included. To do that, you 

need financial inclusion." 
India's largest cell phone-banking startup, the one used by radio re

pairman Kumar and vendor Sharma, is Delhi-based Eko India Financial 
Services. On a recent visit to Delhi, I met its cofounder, Abhishek Sinha, 
who ditched a career with another startup to launch Eko three years 

ago. The mustachioed 33-year-old and I drove through the choked 
streets of Delhi to his home in the suburbs. Along the way, he pointed 
to tiny kiosks with signs for Vodafone, Aircel, and other network op
erators-all potential mobile bank account vendors. "Shops like that 
one," he says, gesturing toward a store with a faded awning, "they sell 
cigarettes by the stick. And single pieces of candy." The message: In
dia's economy is already built around minuscule transactions; banking 
could work the same way. "To define a bank branch in the old way is 
anachronistic," says Gavin Krugel, director of the mobile money pro
gram at the GSM Association, the trade group representing the opera
tors that run the networks. "We should be able to buy a bank account 

like we can buy chocolate." 
Eko is the liaison between the customer's phone and a savings account 

with the State Bank of India, the largest in the country. At present, the 
bank doesn't charge a fee to open these no-frills accounts, and requires 
no minimum balance. In fact, the bank does little besides hold deposits, 
pay out modest interest, and provide institutional credibility. Eko does the 
rest, managing accounts and coordinating with agents-storeowners like 
Sharma who are handling the cash and interacting with customers. Eko 
also has an agreement with Bharti Airtel to use its vast network for send
ing data, in exchange for a tiny commission on each and every transac
tion. Airtel's incentive is potential profit if mobile banking goes huge, but 
there's also bolstered customer loyalty; people may be less likely to jump 
to a different carrier if their bank accounts a retied to mobile subscriptions. 
For the State Bank of India, the main motivation is corralling new custom
ers who could be more lucrative in the future. Perhaps someday, banks will 

require a small charge for mobile transactions, or maybe new mobile cus
tomers will want other financial services, like loans, COs, or mortgages. 

The private-and public-sector push suggests it is only a matteroftime 
before mobile banking takes off. In 2008, Bill Gates paid a surprise visit 
to Eko's offices, going out to a drugstore in the bustling neighborhood 
of Uttam Nagar, where he opened his own phone-enabled account. 
Shortly after, the Gates Foundation announced a $12.5 million grant to 
support mobile banking initiatives in Asia, Africa, and latin America. So 
far, 120 such programs have launched in developing countries. 

Mobile banking has already been successful in countries such as Kenya, 
where Vodafone's branchless banking service, called M-Pesa, has more 
than 8 million open accounts. But for the conceptto really prove its worth, 
it will have to work in India. Despite its booming economic growth, India 

Branches are "anachronistic," says one mobile 
banking proponent. "We should be able to buy 

a bank account like we can buy chocolate." 

is home to roughly one-third of the world's poor, and 61 percent of rural 
Indians did not have bank accounts in 2007. Eko is still relatively small, 
with projects around Delhi and in four rural areas of the state of Bihar. 
After 15 months of operation, more than 30,000 accounts are active. 

Other obstacles persist. Can you ensure that agents don't open ac
counts for money launderers or terrorists? And some worry about cus
tomer exploitation in the form of little fees-charged by the platform 
providers like Eko, stores, banks, and even the government. But choice 
and competition are the best remedies for exploitation, says Ignacio 
Mas, deputy director of Financial Services for the Poor at the Gates 
Foundation. "Today, poor people don't have many choices, which is why 

they often find themselves in the hands of varyingly scrupulous local 
moneylenders, or opt to just hide their cash," he says. 

The benefits of such services are already clear to Eko customers like 
Kumar. His family lives in the city of Meerut, four hours by bus from Del
hi. He makes the trip about once a month, bringing cash to his relatives 
when he can afford to; last time he delivered 12,000 rupees (roughly 
$264). If Eko or some other branchless banking project truly takes off, 
Kumar will be able to send funds to his family much like he sends text 
messages. His relatives, in turn, will go to a shop in Meerut and either 
redeem the cash or make purchases electronically. Kumar, meanwhile, 
wi II be able to save a bunch of time. And money. - David Wolman 
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wholesale saris in Kolkata, riding the 
train three hours each way, and bring
ing them home to sell to the women 
ofBagnan, many of whom were also 
receiving Bandhan loans, growing 
businesses, and finding themselves 
with the unfamiliar pleasure of dis
posable income. 

Supta Halder estimates her age at 
43 or 44. The fiuits of her many la
bors are visible in this multipurpose 
room: the new television and VCR, 
the new bed frame- even her daugh
ter-in-law, preparing us refreshments 
in the next room, married to Halder's 
son only a year ago, in a match likely 
facilitated by the improved pros
pects of the Halder family. Halder's 
energy is barely contained within 
her small frame and the swirl of her 
sari. In my world, she'd probably be 
a CEO-or knocking herself out 
against the glass ceiling. 

Her daugh ter-in-law offers us 
stainless-steel cups of water, elegant
ly presented on a tray. I smile, then 
hesitate, stalled at the crossroad be
tween etiquette and experience. 

"It's okay," Dutta assures me. "It's 
water from the tube well." 

The nearby tube well delivers dean 
water from an underground aquiter 
via a hand pump-a fairly recent devel
opment in rural West Bengal, where 
people have traditionally drunk, 
bathed, and swum alongside their 
livestock in the ponds of monsoon 
water, unknowingly afflicting them
selves with everything rrom chronic 
diarrhea to hookworm to dysentery 
to typhoid. Halder has only recently 
begun using water from the tube 
well-thanks to a pilot program initi
ated by Freedom From Hunger. 

''When we investigated why wom
en default on their microloans," says 
Marcia Metcalfe, FFH's director of 
micro finance and health protection, 
"we discovered the problem was al
most always due to a health crisis in 
the family. Women will abandon 
their jobs and their loans to care for 
a sick family member. Investigating 
further, we learned that many of 
these illnesses were preventable or 
easily curable. So we began to design 
a program to treat those problems." 
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Provided 
$78oand 

some courses 
in basic 
hygiene, 

Supta Halder 
has 

transformed 
the health 

and habits of 
her family, 
her village, 

her extended 
relatives
even her 

cows. 

Bandhan's 
microloan 

program has 
helped: 

2 
MILLION 

Indian women 
climb out of 

poverty. 

22.6 
MILLION 

Indians overall 
received 

microloans 
last year. 
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Two years ago, Halder received a 
health education course funded by 
FFH and staffed by Bandhan. Since 
then, she's trained her fami ly to use 
tube-well water for drinking, wash
ing the dishes, and rinsing them
selves after bathing in the pond. 
(Although half the tube wells in 
West Bengal are contaminated with 
unsafe levels of arsenic-caused by 
irrigation and the rainwater ponds
Balder's tube well is clean. For oth
ers, the answer to clean, safe water 
lies in different pumping techniques 
or in deeper wells.) Halder has also 
used some of her loan money to 
build a sanitary pit toilet, replacing 
the ancient rural custom of fertiliz
ing the fields after dark. She's taught 
the family to wear sandals to the 
toilet to prevent hookworm infesta
tion- its iron-deficiency anemia is a 
contributing factor in maternal and 
cl1ild death here- and to wash their 
hands afterward. 

These modest changes have trans
formed chronic sickness into good 
health that's rippled far beyond 
the family's two rooms. Halder ex
plained the basics of sanitation to 
her own siblings and her three mar
ried daugh ters in distant villages, all 
of whom changed their own fami
lies' ways. Her neighbors noticed 
the Halders' improved health and 
followed the lead, and the hygienic 
revolution rippled outward. 

"We even wondered abou t our 
cows," says Halder. "They were 
emaciated from diarrhea. So we 
gave them tube-well water and now 
they're healthy, too." 

The water in my steel mug at Supta 
Halder's house is flavored with isahgol, 
tl1e psyllium seed husks traditionally 
used as a digestive aid in India-the 
same ingredient in Metamucil, recog
nizable by the sweet taste and slightly 
slimy texture. I smile, silently toasting 
Supta Halder's achievements with a 
glass of laxative. 

Halder was recently elected sastho 
sohayika ("health helper'') by her tel
low Bandhan loan recipients. T his 
is a new role in the village and an
other FFH health initiative, designed 
by Dutta and implemented through 

Bandhan. As a sastho sohayika, 
Halder has been trained to assess the 
basic medical needs ofher tell ow vil
lagers. Government care is available. 
But the nearest clinic is miles away, 
and hospitals are even farther. 

Trideep Roy, assistant manager 
for the Bandhan health program in 
Bagnan, explains that rural vi llagers 
rarely know when their condition 
warrants a trip to the clinic. Fur
thermore, families will usually pay 
tor medical care only for the man 
of the family- even though women 
of childbearing age and beyond, as 
well as children, tend to need care 
more frequently. 

Supta Halder is on call around the 
clock. If a patient needs more than 
she can provide, she contacts Na
banita Monda!, a Bandhan health 
care officer, who oversees 30 sastho 
sohayika and is trained to refer pa
tients to the government system. 
Halder doesn't earn any money as a 
sastl1o sohayika. Instead, she has ac
cess to a small pharmacy of common 
health care products- antacids, aspi
rin, oral rehydration solution, de
worming medication, antibacterial 
soap, and birth control pills- which 
she sells to patients for a small profit. 
These products are available at gov
ernment health clinics, often for free. 
But the clinic is tar and often unreli
able: dosed when it's supposed to be 
open, or plagued by empty shelves. 
Halder's home visits also allow 
women to shop in private- like an 
Avon lady with contraceptives. 

Halder says the sastho sohayika 
position has increased her standing 
with her family and in the commu
nity, although she's aware that if she 
makes a wrong call the consequences 
to her reputation, even her well-be
ing, could be serious. Nevertheless, 
she loves her work. When I ask how 
these changes of the past five years
the loans, the jobs, the income, the 
health care expertise- have changed 
her family life, Halder offers a con
cise answer, which Dutta translates 
as "much better." Asked what her 
husband thinks of all the changes, 
she smiles and says he's very happy 
with their new lite. 
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Previous page: 
Bandhan microloans 
have allowed Rehana 
Bibi (top) and Supta 
Halder (bottom) to 
radically alter the 
lives of their families 
and communities. 
Above: Band han 
Chairman Chandra 
Shekhar Ghosh took 
the hard lessons of 
his own upbringing 
to develop a 
program that serves 
2 million women. 

The upstairs classroom in Bagnan's 
Goalberia Primary School is crowded 
with colors so clashing they hanno
nize: Chrome yellows, turquoises, 
fuchsias, fire-engine reds, and iJides
cent greens adom the saris and shirts 
draped on some 50 women and chil
dren. The people gathered here are 
so restless, nervous, and shy, hidden 
behind such bright fluttery fabrics, 
that I feel as if I've stepped into a 
room full of exotic butterflies. 

This is a Muslim community in 
Bagnan. Many of the women here 
are recipients of Bandhan loans. As 
is often the case, the forum coin
cides with the due date on loan re
payments-since this is the day every 
month these women gather anyway 
(though all are welcome at the health 
forum, male or female). The women 
are eager and attentive, focusing on 
today's lesson taught by Nabanita 
Mondal-a pretty young mother 
wearing stylish eyeglasses and a sal
war karneez, the long tunic and pants 
that constitute the working uniform 
of modem Indian women. The lec
ture is the 20th of24, and the first of 
a two-part series on HIVIAIDS. 

"Who knows about this disease?" 
Monda! asks. Only five women raise 
their hands-although one young 
woman stands to deliver a compre
hensive lecture in a confident voice. 
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Soumitra Dutta, translating for me, 
is impressed by her knowledge and 
asks where she learned this. At the 
hospital, she says. 

Today's lesson is taught with a 
single tool, a drop-down poster with 
five cartoon images, designed for 
those who are illi terate. The draw
ings depict an infected man along
side an identical-looking uninfected 
man, the insides of a human body 
with a man fi ring an assault rifle at 

cells, a gaunt patient in a hospital 
bed, a naked man and woman in 
bed, and a composite image of a hy
podermic needle, a blood transfu
sion, and a mother breastfeeding. 

These lectures are Dutta's brain
child, designed dmi ng a hard year of 
field testing with FFH and Bandhan 
resources. The curriculum covers 
everything from birth control to pre
and postnatal care, breastfeeding, 
child nutrition, matemal nutrition, 
and hygiene. He confesses he was 
wonied when he heard that T rideep 
Roy and Nabanita Monda! would be 
bringing me to Goalberia to see his 
program in action, worried the wom
en might be too shy to be responsive. 
But it's clear these mothers, wives, 
sisters, and daughters- initially so dis
tracted by my presence, and now fo
cused powerfully on the lesson- are 
hungry for this education. 

Dutta tells me that Bandhan re
cently opened an ofEce in the ex
tremely poor, densely populated, 
and predominantly Muslim city of 
Murshidabad, 120 miles from here, 
where female literacy is only 36 
percent, the fertility rate is around 
10, says Dutta, and child labor and 
malnutrition are rife. The services 
provided by the FFH/Bandhan sym
biosis- the loans, the visits of a sastho 
sohayika, the health forums- may be 
the only means tor these women to 
gain any control over their futures. 

"Even though oral contraceptives 
are available for free or nearly free 
in Indian public health centers," 
says FFH' s Metcalfe, "Band han 
health officers sell to more women 
in their homes than the government 
reaches. This is particularly true for 
Muslim women, whose lives may be 
more limited than Hindu women, 
and for whom privacy is an intense
ly important issue." 

"Already it's working," adds Dutta. 
"And if it can work in Murshidabad, 
it can work anywhere." 

The best family plans, the best 
intentions of any woman, can be 
waylaid by her government, since 
politics control fertility with god
like powers. In 2003, the predomi
nantly Catholic Philippines bowed 
to church demands to support only 
"natural family planning"-otherwise 
known as the rhythm method, and 
grimly referred to as Vatican roulette. 
(See "Close Your Eyes and Think 
of Rome," page 44.) The Filipino 
government no longer provides con
traceptives for poor Filipinas, and 
government clinics no longer dis
tribute donated contraceptives, in
cluding tl1e wealth of modem birth 
control once provided by the US 
Agency tor International Develop
ment. (Filipina Health Secretary Es
peranza Cabral, however, continues 
defiantly to distribute free condoms 
to combat rising HIV infection rates.) 

Today more than half of all preg
nancies in the Philippines are un
planned-10 percent more than a 
decade ago. In a first-of:its kind study 
in the Philippines, the Guttmacher 
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Institute calculates that easy access 
to contraception would reduce those 
births by 800,000 and abortions by 
half a million a year. Furthermore, 
it would deliver a net savings to the 
government on the order of $16.5 
million a year in reduced health costs 
from unwanted pregnancies, includ
ing the brutal medical consequences 
of illegal back-alley abortions. 

In Iran, the fertility pendulum 
has gone the other way in recent 
years. From a high of7.7 in 1966, 
total fertility fell to 6 during the 
Shah's reign, spiked to 7 during the 
Islamic Revolution (when marriage 
became legal for 12-year-old boys 
and 9-year-old girls), then plum
meted SO percent between 1988 and 
1996, continuing down to 1.7 today. 
That plunge, known as the "Iranian 
miracle," was one of the most rapid 
fertility declines ever recorded. 

Iran's demographic reversal was 
swift, uniform, and voluntary. Worn
en of all childbearing ages in urban 
and rural parts of the country simply 
began to have smaller families prac
tically overnight. Demographer Mo
hammad )alai Abbasi-Shavazi of the 
University ofTehran writes that the 
teat was engineered through a mo
bilization between government and 
media: Information was broadcast 
nationwide about the value of small 
families, followed up with education 
about birth control, implemented 
with free contraceptives. Progressive 
social measures further primed Iran: 
increasing public education for girls 
(today more than 60 percent oflra
nian university students are women); 
a new health care system; access to 
electricity, safe water, transportation, 
and communication. Similar fertil
ity reversals have occurred in Costa 
Rica, Cuba, South Korea, Taiwan , 
Thailand, Tunisia, and Morocco-as 
quickly as in China but minus the 
brutal one-child policy. 

The United States, plagued by its 
own ping-pong policy, has been little 
help. Beginning with Ronald Reagan 
in 1984, the "global gag rule," also 
known as the Mexico City Policy, 
prohibited US funding of any foreign 
family platming organizations provid-
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ing abortions. The gag rule barred tl1e 
discussion of abortion or any critique 
of unsafe abortions, even if these 
medical services were implemented 
with the group's own money (a ruling 
that would have been unconstitution
al in the US). Bill Clinton rescinded 
the policy in 1993, but George W. 
Bush reinstated it in 2001, and be
fore Barack Obama could rescind it 
again, the flow of aid to developing 
countries slowed or even stopped, 
eviscerating health care atld severely 
undermining tamily planning efforts 
in at least 26 developing nations, pri
marily in Africa. (See "Sex, American 
Style," page 45.) 

Joanna Nerquaye-Tetteh, former 
executive director of the Planned 
Parenthood Association of Ghana, 
testified before Congress in 2004 on 
the policy's effects in her country. 
"The gag rule completely disrupted 
decades of investment in building 
up health care services," she said. 
"We couldn't provide contracep
tives and services to nearly 40,000 
women who had formerly used our 
services. We saw within a year a rise 
in sexually transmitted infections 
and more women coming to our 
clinics for post-abortion care as a 
result of unsafe abortions." 

Although it's unclear how many 
babies were added to the human 
family as a result of the global gag 
rule, the UN estimates that at its 
height in 2005, the unmet demand 
for contraceptives and family plan
ning drove up fertility rates between 
15 and 35 percent in Latin America, 
the Caribbean, the Arab states, Asia, 
and Mrica-a whole generation of 
unplanned Bush babies. 

In an upscale Kolkata suburb, I 
meet with Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, 
founder and chairman ofBandhan, 
a tall man with crooked eyeglasses 
and a straightforward smile. He 
speaks quietly of his father, a hard
working Bengali who owned a sweet 
shop that prospered modestly in 
good times and was among tl1e first 
to suffer in bad times. "My mother 
did not work outside the home and 
could not help financially when 

times got tough," he says. "From a 
young age, I realized the inflexibil
ity of this model in an ever-chang-ing 
world and vowed to chat1ge it." 

Sitting in with us is one of his fi
nance managers, Maneeta Rathore, a 
bubbly young woman who shares the 
same devotional enthusiasm I saw 
among the staff in Bandhan's field 
office in Bagnan, where Trideep Roy, 
Nabanita Monda!, and the loan of
ficers work and live during the week. 
Many Bandhan staff members are 
stationed so fur &om home that they 
manage to return to their families 
only once or twice a month. Never
theless, Ghosh's people wear an aura 
ofpride and purpose and a happiness 
not the norm among taciturn Benga
lis, the New Yorkers oflndia. 

When Ghosh opened the first 
Bandhan branch office in 2002 in 
Bagnan, he slept on the floor for 
months at a time, Soumitra Dutta 
tells me. Maneeta Rathore says 
Ghosh couldn't get a single banker 
to listen to him back then, and now 
they're knocking at his door. In only 
eight years, he has grown his hope 
for the poor &om a single field office 
in Bagnan to more than a tl1ousand 
field offices serving more than 2 mil
lion female clients in 14 Indian states. 
Two years ago, Forbes magazine vot
ed Bandhan the No. 2 microfinance 
institute in the world based on size, 
efficiency, risk, and return. 

Ghosh is not the original mi
croloan pioneer. That credit goes 
to Bangladeshi Muhammad Yunus, 
who founded Grameen ("villages") 
Bank in 1983. His revolutionary 
model was to loan to the unloan
able poor- notably women- who 
lacked collateral, enabling them to 
develop their own businesses and 
free themselves from poverty. This 
radical innovation won Yunus the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 2006. Empiri
cal studies now support his intuition 
of27 years ago: Women make bet
ter loan recipients than men if your 
aim is to increase family well-being. 
Compared to men's loans, women's 
loans double family income and in
crease child survival twentyfold. 

Ghosh is bringing this program 
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into the 21st century by adding the 
health forums and the sastho so
hayika program, as well as an initia
tive called Targeting the Hard Core 
Poor, aimed at those who can't meet 
the requirements for a microloan. 
"These are the homeless and the 
downtrodden," he says. "The widows 
with children who beg for a living 
and who have no resources and no 
confidence. Rather than money, we 
give them an asset, a milk goat or cow 
or a roadside tea stall. We guide them 
through about 18 months ofbusiness 
development before they graduate 
into the microloan program." 

At the outset of our meeting, 
Ghosh makes a point of telling me 
there is no peace in money, no peace 
when others suffer, but peace only 
when everyone shares in it. When 
I ask if he imagines expanding his 
help for the poor beyond India, he 
says yes, but won't reveal where. I 
suggest he try the US, likewise home 
to impoverished people unable to 
procure credit or health care- people 
whom no one believes in. He blinks, 
surprised. Then giggles. 

It's dark at 4:30 in the morning near 
Darjeeling, the city of tea in the Hima
layas. Nevertheless, 2,000 people are 
gathered at 8,500 feet atop Tiger Hill 
awaiting the cold sunrise. The crowd, 
milling in the dark, sipping chai &om 
tiny throwaway plastic cups, speaks 
more than a few of India's 1,600 dia
lects and wears more than a few of its 
traditional clothes mashed up with 
western sweaters, counterfeit "North 
Phase" parkas, and hiking boots. 

The department of tourism has 
built a pavilion on Tiger Hill tor view
ing the sunrise. Its three stories pro
vide an apt metaphor for one version 
of our future world. The top floor, the 
"super deluxe lounge with compli
mentary tea," is enclosed within glass 
picture windows ideal for viewing. It 
seats about 50 people, or 2.5 percent 
of the crowd, in pink plush chairs and 
sofas, at a cost of40 rupees (87 cents) 
to enter. The other two floors, which 
make up the "deluxe" lounge, charge 
half as much to house four times as 
many people, about 10 percent of the 
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crowd, at a fraction of the comfort 
level and without the free tea. T he 
remaining 1,750 people-87.5 per
cent- pay 5 rupees (0.1 cent) to stand 
outside in the cold. 

Perhaps somewhere out in the 
shivering crowd is a Supta Halder 
or two-a Eucky, hardworking wom
an who's benefited from the help 
and education she's received. Her 
descendants will prosper, perhaps 
enough to watch the sunrise from 
the deluxe lounge. Fed better in 
childhood, they will grow taller and 
live longer. Better educated, they 
will have fewer children, whom 
they will also educate and who will 
marry later, also to bear fewer, taller, 
plumper, longer-living offspring. 
The best 21st-century contraceptive 
is a Yunusia:n device, a microloan. 

The business ofmicroloans is grow
ing exponentially. Between March 
2008 and March 2009, 22.6 million 
people in T ndia received them, 60 per
cent more than a year earlier, despite 
the worst global recession since the 
Great Depression. T his innovative 
approach to development is rewriting 
the demographics of poverty.lt's also 
selling the loan recipients bigger eco
logical shoes-televisions, VCRS, larger 
homes, caJrS-though they're still no
where near d1e size ofW estem shoes. 

Rajendra Pachauri, cowinner of 
a Nobel Prize for his chairmanship 
of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, warns that India's 
growing population can't afford in
creased consumption levels. "We 
can't support lifestyles even remote
ly like those in Europe and North 
America," he says. 'We need policy 
initiatives to assure this doesn't hap
pen. But tlhe movement has to take 
place in both hemispheres. Aware
ness has to be raised in both the East 
and the West to de glamorize unsur
vivable consumerism." 

On the top floor of the Tiger 
Hill Pavilion, the people in the su
per deluxe lounge are sipping their 
complimenta1y tea. Among them 
are Indians who have returned from 
abroad, a few Europeans, Austra
lians, and North Americans- the 
representatives of the fourth stage 

of the model of demographic tran
sition, where population is stable 
and aging. In most industrialized 
countries, fertility has fallen below 
replacement level and population 
is declining. Many aging nations 
introduce pro-natalist policies, so
called baby bonuses designed to 
keep their retired populace comfort
ably retired, supported by younger, 
working people. It's an effective 
strategy. "But it's nutty," says Paul 
Ehrlich . "These highest-consuming 
populations are exactly the ones we 
need to allow to naturally shrink." 

Meanwhile, somewhere in the su
per deluxe lounge may be a person 
or two representing a trend that's 
taken demographers by surprise. It's 
the unexpected emergence of what 
appears to be a fifth stage in the 
demographic transition, a develop
ment important enough to warrant 
another paper in the preeminent 
scientific journal, Nature. This fifth 
stage is upending a key tenet of social 
science: that increasing wealth, edu
cation, and gender equality invari
ably and irreversibly trigger a decline 
in fertility and a smaller population. 
Instead, demographers have discov
ered that in 1 8 of d1e 24 most highly 
developed countries-the US, Den
mark, Germany, Spain, Norway, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Finland, Israel, Italy, Sweden, France, 
Iceland, the UK, New Zealand , 
Greece, and Ireland (the exceptions: 
Japan, Canada, Australia, Austria, 
Switzerland, and South Korea)-fer
tility has flipped. As of2005, women 
in these countries were having more 
children than in previous years-stall
ing out their nation's straightforward 
decline in fertility (though birth rates 
still remain below replacement rates). 
This small but important fertility 
increase is good news for those who 
worry about Social Security deficits, 
but bad news for those who worry 
about societal security on a planet 
wid1 finite resources. 

The study leaves the causes unad
dressed, leaving us to wonder: What 
portion is due to rlle cultural norms 
of new immigrants? Or to abstinence 
education?Theonlyknowncorrelates 
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are the highest levels of economic 
and social development. Perhaps the 
core question is, how much has our 
silence around population growth 
contributed to the emergence of this 
fifth demographic stage? Even in rich 
nations, most families calculate the 
costs of each child in their household 
budget-in the size of their house, 
the need for quality child care, and 
college costs. So would these same 
families make different decisions if 
they were calculating the costs of each 
child in their (equally limited) plan
etary budget- in the costs of clean air, 
water, and adequate tood tor all? 

Four decades ago, Norman Bor
laug warned in his Nobel acceptance 
speech that his Green Revolution 
would grant only a temporary respite 
from the issue of ou r own popula
tion: "There can be no permanent 
progress in the battle against hunger 
until the agencies that fight for in
creased food production and those 
that tight for population control 

T HE LA ST T ABOO 

unite in a common effort." In the 
next 40 years, as we add somewhere 
between 1 and nearly 4 billion more 
people, as at least some of these new
comers achieve a deservedly better 
standard of living, the challenges to 
survival will become daunting-not 
just for the people of India but for 
people everywhere. 

The paradox embedded in our 
future is that the fastest way to slow 
our population growth is to reduce 
poverty, yet the fastest way to run 
out of resources is to increase wealth. 
The trial ahead is to strike the delicate 
compromise: between fewer people, 
and more people with fewer needs . .. 
all within a new economy geared to
ward sustainability. (See "Notihing 
Grows Forever," page 48.) Perhaps 
this is the sixth stage in our demo
graphic maturity: the transition from 
20tlHentury family planning to 21st
century civilizational planning. The 
shift may seem daunting, but some 
of it's already happening. Birth rates 

continue to tall. And slowly but sure
ly our focus converges as we realize 
that our common future is entwined 
with the fate of this small world. 

On Tiger Hill at dawn, the people 
in the crowd-inside and out-are 
awarded the same prize. A vision 
appears above the blue mountains 
of tea and cedar. At 28,000 teet
nearly five miles-above us, the five 
peaks ofKangchenjunga, the world's 
third-highest mountain, broadcast 
the sunrise minutes before it reaches 
us. The snows convert from gold to 
silver to pink with blue shadows. 
Kangchenjunga means "tl1e five trea
sures of snows" and is said to house 
the five treasuries of God: gold, sil
ver, gemstones, grains, and the holy 
books- as good a metaphor as any 
for the life-giving vault of Earth. 

The onlookers cheer. A hundred 
cameras flash. The alchemy lasts 
a moment, people melding with 
mountain and each other, before 
the fog rolls in and parts us again. • 

Kolkata's teeming 
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Close Your Eyes 
and Think of Rome 

How close did the Vatican come to 
embracing birth control? BY FRANCES KISSLING 

Since 1870, when the Roman 
Catholic Church formally pro
nounced popes infall ible, a lot 
of Vatican energy has gone into 
claiming that doctrine never chang
es-that the church has been main
taining the same positions since the 
time of Jesus. Of course, historians 
know better: Dozens of church 
conferences, synods, and councils 
have regularly revised the teach
ings, all the while claiming utter 
consistency. Thus, when the advent 
of the birth control pill in the early 
'60s coincided with a major push for 
church modernization, there was 
widespread hope among Catholics 
that the reform-minded Pope John 
XXIII would lift the church's ban on 
contraception. After ail, the Second 
Vatican Council had explicitly called 
for greater integration of scientific 
knowledge into church teaching. 

John did establish a small com
mission for the Study of Problems of 
Population, Family, and Birth, which 
his successor, Paul VI, expanded to 
58 members. Its job was to study 
whether the pill and issues such as 
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population growth should lead to a 
change in the church's prohibition 
on all forms of contraception (other 
tl1an abstinence during periods of 
fertility-the "rhytl1m metl1od"). The 
commission was led by bishops and 
cardinals, including a Polish bishop 
named Karol W ojtyla, the future 
Pope John Paul II. (The Polish gov
ernment did not allow W ojtyla to 
attend meetings.) They were assisted 
by scientists, theologians-including 
Protestants, whose church had end
ed its own opposition to contracep
tion three decades earlier-and even 
several lay couples. One of them, 
Patty and Patrick Crowley from Chi
cago, carried letters and stories &om 
Catholic women worn out by mul
tiple pregnancies, medical problems, 
and the financial burdens of raising 
large families. The commission de
liberated for two years, amid much 
anticipation &om the faithful. 

The Vatican's position on birth 
control has long held something of 
a paradox: Catl1olics are encouraged 
to plan their families, to bear only the 
number of children they can afford, 

and to consider the impact of family 
size on a community and the planet. 
In recent years, under Pope Benedict 
XVI, the church has also made a ma
jor push to embrace environmental 
stewardship. Yet Catholicism has 
also been the most intransigent of 
the world's religions on the subject 
of contraception, alone in denying 
its use even to married couples. 

This may have made some theo
logical sense in the first century of 
Christianity, when Jesus' followers 
believed he would return in their 
lifetime: Their mission was to pre
pare for the Second Coming by de
voting themselves to the worship of 
God. Sex, they believed, was a dis
traction. The good life was best lived 
in celibacy- even in marriage. When 
the wait for the Second Coming 
evaporated, the belief that sex for its 
own sake was sinful did not, and ab
stinence remained the ideal. 

Yet by the first half of the 20th 
century, change seemed to be in the 
air. In 1930, Pius XII issued the en
cyclical (papal letter) Casti Connubii 
("on chaste wedlock"), which ac
knowledged that couples could seek 
pleasure in their sexual relations, 
so long as the act was still linked 
to procreation. Then, in 1966, Paul 
VI's birth control commission pre
sented its preliminary report to the 
pope. It held big news: The body 
had overwhelmingly voted to rec
ommend lifting the prohibition on 
contraceptives. (The former Arch
bishop of Brussels, Cardinal Leo 
Suenens, went so far as to say the 
church needed to confront reality 
and avoid another "Galileo case.") 

Catholics rejoiced, and many be
gan using the pill at once. But their 
hopes were dashed when, in July 
1968, Paul VI released an encyclical 
titled Humanae Vitae ("on human 
life"), reaffirnling the contraceptive 
ban. It turned out that three dis
senting bishops on the commission 
had privately gone to plead with the 
pope: If the position on contracep
tives was changed, they said, the 
teaching authority of the church 
would be questioned- the faithful 
could no longer trust the hierarchy. 
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Ironically, it was the prohibition 
on contraception that would help 
erode the church's power with Euro
pean and American Catholics. Lay
people overwhelmingly disregarded 
it, and bishops throughout Europe 
undermined it with statements reas
suring couples to "follow their con
sciences." American bishops were 
more circumspect, but a survey of 
Catholic priests in the early '70s 
showed that about 60 percent of them 
believed the prohibition was wrong. 
Father Andrew Greeley, a noted socj
ologist, traces the decline in church 
membership and even vocations to 
the priesthood in the mid-1970s to 
Catholics' disillusionment with the 
church's integrity on birth control. 

The church then turned its atten
tion to Africa and Latin America
where bishops were more dependent 
on the Vatican for support, and 
Catholics, it was thought, were more 
traditional in their views of marriage 
and sexuality. The Vatican was able 
to keep the flock wary of modern 
birth control in part by linking it 
to colonialism: The West, the argu
ment went, wanted to control poor 
people and reduce their numbers, 
instead of addressing the causes of 
their poverty. 

A Congressional Research Service 
report on the 1994 United Nations 
population conference in Cairo re
counts the church's decades-long 
fight against population and family 
planning aid: "The Vatican ... has 
sought support for its views from 
the developing world by accusing 
the west of <biological colonialism' 
in promoting fan1ily planning pro
grams and has sought allies in the 
fundamenta list Islamic nations of 
Libya and Iran." (In this endeavor, it 
had the support of the Reagan and 
Bush administrations, which battled 
global family planning efforts seen as 
Trojan horses for abortion rights.) 

The birth control-equals-colonial
ism argument was undercut, howev
er, at the 1994 conference, when the 
UN for the first time framed the right 
to reproductive health as a human 
right. The shift was unwelcome news 
inside the Vatican-where the conser-
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vative Pope John Paul II had begun to 
dismande some of rl1e reforms of the 
'60s-and it hardened the church's re
solve. Suddenly, opposition to con
traception became almost as high a 
priority as battling abortion. At the 
UN, tl1e Holy See announced that if 
family planning were designated as a 
part of primary health care-a desig
nation that would define the terms 
of international aid for churches and 
NGOs- itwould considerwid1drawing 
from providing health care services 
in the developing world. 

Even US bishops, who had pretty 
much ignored contraception for 20 
years, began a fresh effort to per
suade American Catholics. A new 
"d1eology of the body" postulated 
that eschewing artificial contracep
tives could foster deeper, more 
spiritual relationships, even- in a bit 
of Goddess-speak- put women in 
touch with nature. But few Catholics 
bought into the new rhetoric; it is es
timated that pill use an1ong American 
Catholic women is slightly higher 
than in the US population at large. 

What will it take to get past this 
paradox? In my view, nothing short 
of a change in the rules rl1at prohibit 
priests fi·om marrying. It is no acci
dent that the religions most in favor 
of contraception- such as Anglican
ism- are those that have long allowed 
their clergy to marry. The Catholic 
Church had married priests for its 
fi rst 1 ,000 years, until it became 
difficult to support their wives and 
children (and to determine which 
property belonged to tl1e church and 
which to the fami ly). 

The vehemence with which to
day's church defends the ban on con
traception-Benedict XVI has shown 
no sign of departing from his prede
cessor's position on the issue-is the 
same with which it refuses to consid
er a change to the celibacy principle. 
No pope understood this better rl1an 
John Paul II, who reserved his harsh
est condemnation for priests who de
fied the marriage ban. He knew rl1at 
if the church's leaders had families to 
provide for, the ban on contracep
tion wouldn't have a prayer. • 

Sex, American Style day in the White House; George W. Bush 
reinstates it (and adds a proviso to keep groups 
from mentioning abortions, even if only to warn 
against unsafe, illegal ones). Barack Obama in 
turn reverses rule on his first day in office. 

How US conservatives turned gilobal family 
planning into a political footbal l 

1973 ln response to Roe v. Wade, Sen.Jesse Helms 
(R-N.c.) pushes through an amendment that 
outlaws US funding for abortions overseas. Even 
educational and academic materials, such as an 
intern ationa I policy journal stating that unsafe 
abortions increase maternal mortality, are 
excluded from fund ing. 

1981 Natural family planning, the only birth 
control method acceptable to the Vatican, 
becomes a centerpiece of usAtD f unding during 
the Reagan administration; fund ing for 
abstinence and NFP programs jumps from 
$8oo,ooo in 1981 to $7.8 million in 1985. 

1984 President Reagan-via then-assistant 
secretary of state Alan Keyes-takes the Helms 
amendment up a notch: Under what's known as 
the Mexico City Policy, no organization that takes 
American money can be involved in"performing 
or actively promoting abortion." The International 
Planned Parenthood Federation, for example, 
can't use US funding to distribute condoms
even if it keeps abortion clinics entirely separate. 
Bill Clinton ends this "Global Gag Rule" on his first 

1985 Congress votes to prohibit foreign aid to 
any organization that the administration 
determines is involved in "coercive abortion or 
involuntary sterilization." In 2002, the Bush 
administration will de-fund the United Nations 
Population Fund for merely having a presence in 
China; Bush also te lls African governments to ban 
UNFPA-funded groups from distributing US
supplied contraceptives. 

:1003 A third of the Hlv-prevention funding in 
Bush's $15 billion President's Emergency Plan for 
AIDS Relief is reserved for "abstinence until 
marriage" programs (a ratio that will go up to 
two-thirds by 2005), and condom promotion is 
allowed only for "high risk" populations such as 
prostitutes and drug users. 

:100 3 Congress requires that any organization 
getting US HtV/AIDS funds must pledge its 
opposition to prostitution. The oath is the 
brainchild of Bush's global AIDS coordinator, 
Randall Tobias, who resigns in 2004 after being 
linked to a DC escort service. - Titania Kumeh 
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Masters 
uterus 

The 3,500-year battle over where 
babies do-and don't-come from 

BY ELIZABETH GETTELMAN 

c. 1500 DC Genesis describes how 
God kills On an after he "wasted 
his seed on the ground" during 
coitus interruptus. (See page 16.) 

c. 1500 DC Egyptian experts 
suggest mixing ground dates, 
acacia bark, and honey as a 
spermicide and crocodile dung as 
an anti-pregnancy suppository. 

100 Greek gynecologist Soranus 
recommends that women 
hold their breath and jump 
backward seven times after sex 
to prevent pregnancy. Sneezing 
also advised. 

C-700 Muhammad endorses 
withdrawal during sex. 

1000 

Contraception 
gets medieval: 
European women 
wear bones from 
the right sides of 
black cats around 
their necks to 
avoid pregnancy. 

1554 John Calvin calls 
masturbation "monstrous" and 
withdrawal "doubly monstrous. 
For this is to extinguish the hope 
of the race and to kill before he 
is born the hoped-for offspring.'' 

1727 In Conjugal Lewdness: or, 
Matrimonial Whoredom, Daniel 
Defoe compares contraception 
to infanticide. 

1789 In his memoirs, Casanova 
(inflating a condom, above right) 
describes prophylactics known 
as "English riding coats" and a 
lemon-rind diaphragm. 
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1798 The Reverend Thomas 
Malthus advocates the 
"temporary unhappiness" 
of abstinence to slow down 
population growth. 

1832 Dr. Charles Knowlton is 
arrested in Massachusetts 
for publishing information 
about contraception. His 
defense: "Mankind ought not 
to abstain." 

1839 Barrier-method 
contraceptives like condoms and 
diaphragms are revolutionized 
by Charles Goodyear's invention 
of vulcanized rubber. 

1861 First condom ad (for Dr. 
Powers' French Preventative) 
in the New York Times: "Those 
who have used them are never 
without them." 

1869 Pope Pius IX (right) bans 
abortion, saying the soul is born 
at conception. 

18705 Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
and other feminists promote 
"voluntary motherhood," 
advocating abstinence as the 
bestform of birth control. 

1873 Postal inspector Anthony 
Comstock crusades against 
"obscenity" such as birth control. 
The Comstock Act, which prohibits 
mailing contraceptives or 
information about them, remains 
in effect until1965. 

1914 Margaret Sanger's pro
contraception tract The Woman 

Rebel is banned as obscene under 
the Comstock Act. Sanger (right) 
coins the term "birth control" 
later that year. In the 1930s, 
she becomes a eugenicist. 

1917-18 18,000 sro-ridden 
doughboys take sick; 
US military distributes 
condoms. 

19205 Contraceptives sold as 
"feminine hygiene" products. 
Douching with Lysol promoted 
as a way "to help protect your 
married happiness." 

1930 Anglican Church becomes 
the first to approve of birth 
control that is "in the light of 
Christian principles." Six months 

later, Pope Pius XI deems birth 
control a "grave sin." 

1933 Nazi Germany 
outlaws abortion and bans 
contraceptive ads. 40o,ooo 

Germans labeled "inferior" 
undergo forced sterilization. 

1936 A federal appeals court 
rules that doctors can send 
contraceptives through the mail. 

1937 The American Medical 
Association recognizes birth 
control as a legitimate part of a 
doctor's practice. 

1942 US Navy training film USS 

VD: Ship of Shame urges sailors to 
"put it on before you put it in." 

1952 John D. Rockefeller Ill, 
father of four, founds the 
Population Council: "Our concern 
is for the quality of human life, 
not the quantity of human life." 
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1959 President Eisenhower says 
promoting birth control "is not a 
proper political or governmental 
activity." He changes his mind 
9 years later: "Governments 
must act ... Failure would limit 
the expectations of future 
generations to abject poverty 
and suffering." 

1960 30 states still prohibit 
or restrict the sale and 
advertisement of contraceptives 
under the Comstock Act. 

1960 FDA approves the pill. 

1965 The Supreme Court rules 
in Griswold v. Connecticut that 
contraceptive bans violate 
the "right to marital privacy." 
Unmarried peoples' right to 
privacy isn't recognized until1972. 

1966 Papal commission on 
birth control votes to allow 
contraception, but Pope Paul VI 
keeps ban in place. 

1974 The Dalkon Shield IUD is 
found to be toxic. MoJo uncovers 
how USAID dumped unsterilized 
Dalkons on developing countries. 

1974 Henry Kissinger advocates 
restricting food aid to poor 
nations to curb their growth. 

1975 Esquire endorses the 
spermicidal effects of jockstraps. 

1975 Loretta Lynn's ''The Pill" is 
a country hit: "This incubator is 
overused I Because you've kept 
it filled I The feelin' good comes 
easy now I Since I've got the pill." 

1976 Indian Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi forces millions of poor 
men to be sterilized. 

1979 China introduces its "one 
child" policy, leading to compul
sory birth control and abortions. 

1986 President Reagan rejects 
Surgeon General C. Everett 
Koop's recommendations for a 
massive condom PR push and 
the expansion of sexed. 

1967 Black Power 
Conference denounces 
the birth control pill as 
"black genocide." 

CK 1988 To repent for taking 
~~ ~ the pill, Jim Bob and 
qs~.. Michelle Duggar 

""" "asked God to bless 
Xj them with as many 

~ children as he saw fit." 
They now have 19. 1973 Contraceptive use 

in the US peaks, with 70% 
of married women 15 to 44 using 
some form. 

1973 Building off privacy right 
affirmed by Griswold, Roe v. 
Wade legalizes abortion. Helms 
Amendment (still in effect) bans 
US funding of abortion abroad. 

1973 An FDA committee 
recommends Depo Provera be 
approved; Vatican lobbies against 
it. It's not okayed until1992. 

1988 China is the first country 
to license mifepristone as an 
abortion pill. In 2000, the FDA 

approves it as RU-486. 

1991 Ten days after Magic Johnson 
says he has HIV, Fox airs the 
nation's first condom ad. 

1993 Female condom fails to 
catch on, in part because it's 
too noisy. Quieter version 
released in 2009. 

1993 The Netherlands 
requires sexed and 
promotes going "Double 
Dutch"- using both the 
pill and condoms. 

1994 Surgeon General 
Jocelyn Elders gets flack for 
pushing family planning. 

1995 Today Sponge is 
discontinued. "Spongeworthy" 
Seinjeld episode airs. 

1999 FDA approves prescription 
emergency contraceptive Plan B. 

:zoo:z The rock group Kiss 
unveils its own line of condoms, 
including Tongue Lubricated and 
love Gun Protection. 

:zoo4 FDA rejects over-the-counter 
status for Plan B. Approval takes 
nearly 3 more years. 

:zoo6 Australian treasurer tries to 
revive flagging birth rates with 
the slogan "One for mum, one for 
dad, one for the country." 

2007 Fox rejects Trojan ad 
featuring singing pigs (below), 
saying that "contraceptive 
advertising must stress health
related uses rather than the 
prevention of pregnancy." 

:zooS Federal funding for 
abstinence-only sexed hits $214 
million. Teen pregnancy rate 
rises after a 15-year decline. 

:zoo9 President Bush enacts 
regulation that lets pharmacists 
decline to sell birth control. 

:zoo9 Stimulus plan includes 
money for family planning. Rush 
Limbaugh quips, "Put pictures of 
Pelosi in every cheap motel room 
in America today-that will keep 
birth rates down." 

2009 The Austrian co-inventor of 
the pill, Carl Djerassi, laments 

low birth rates caused by 
childless Europeans 
who want "to enjoy 
their schnitzels while 

leaving the rest of the 
world to get on with it." 

:zo1o 10o,ooo condoms handed 
out to Olympians in Vancouver 
run out in less than two weeks; 
a last-minute shipment provides 
additional coverage. • 
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Nothing 
grows forever. 
Why do we keep 
pretending the 
econotny will? 

BY CLIVE THOMPSON 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JON HAN 

Peter Victor is an economist who has 
been asking a heretical question: Can 
the Earth support endless growth? 

Traditionally, economists have 
argued that the answer is "yes." In 
the 1960s when Victor was earning 
his various degrees, a steady rise in 
gross domestic product (GDP)- the 
combined value of our paid work 
and the things we produce- was seen 
as crucial for raising living standards 
and keeping the masses out of pov
erty. We grow or we languish: This 
assumption has become so central 
to our economic identity that it un
derpins almost every financial move 
our leaders make. It is to economics 
what the Second Law of Thermody
namics is to physics. 

But Victor-now a professor at 
York University in Toronto-felt 
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something tugging him in the op
posite direction. Ecologists were 
beginning to learn that Earth does 
have limits. Pump enough pollution 
into a lake and you can ruin it for
ever; chop down enough forest and 
it might never grow back. By the 
early 'OOs, the frailties of the planet 
were becoming even more evident
and unsettling-as greenhouse gases 
accumulated and chunks of Green
land's glaciers began breaking off 
into the sea. "We've had 125,000 
generations of humans, but it's only 
been the last eight that have had 
growth," Victor told me. "So what's 
considered normal? I think we live in 
very abnormal times. And the signs 
are showing up everywhere that the 
burden we're placing on the natural 
environment can't be borne." 

In essence, endless growth puts us 
on the horns of a seemingly intrac
table dilemma. Without it, we spiral 
into poverty. With it, we deplete the 
planet. Either way, we lose. 

Unless, of course, there's a third 

way. Could we have a healthy econ
omy that doesn't grow? Could we 
stave off ecological collapse by rein
ing in the world economy? Could 
we do it without starving? 

Victor wanted to find out. First, he 
created a computer model replicat
ing the modem Canadian economy. 
Then he tweaked it so that crucial 
elements-including consumption, 
productivity, and population- grad
ually stopped growing after 2010. To 
stave off unemployment, he short
ened the workweek to roughly four 
days, creating more jobs. He also set 
up higher taxes on the rich and more 
public services for the poor, and 
imposed a carbon tax to fill govern
ment coffers and discourage the use 
of fossil fuels. The upshot? It took 
a couple of decades, but unemploy
ment eventually fell to 4 percent, 
most people's standards of living 
actually rose, and greenhouse gas 
emissions decreased to well below 
Kyoto levels. The economy reached 
a "steady state." And if the model is 
accurate, then something like it, say 
some ecologically minded econo
mists, may be the only way for hu
manity to survive in the long term. 

Victor's economic theory is radi
cal, but he is not alone. Over the 
past few decades, a handful of schol
ars have been laying the intellectual 
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Americans' 
median family 
incomes have 

increased about 

85% 
since1957. 

Our average 
assessment of our 

own happiness 
has decreased by 

5% 

groundwork for "no growth" eco
nomics, and several recent books 
have proposed design principles for 
a healthy, non growing global econo
my. Even some of the world's major 
governments, spooked by the twin 
specters of global warming and the 
recent financial crisis, have begun 
exploring this seemingly subversive 
idea: Tn 2008, French president Ni
colas Sarkozy asked Nobel econom
ics laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz to draft 
new ways to measure prosperity 
without relying on GOP as the main 
indicator. But what would a no
growth society look like? Would we 
like it? And could we build one? 

The idea is actually quite old. Even 
Adam Smith, the great-great-grand
father of capitalism, acknowledged 
that it might be possible for an econ
omy to max out its natural resources 
and stop growing. In the 19th cen
tury, economist-philosopher John 
Stuart Mill argued that growth 
was necessary only up to the point 
where everyone enjoyed a reason
able standard ofliving. Beyond that, 
he said, you could achieve a "sta
tionary state" that would move past 
the "trampling, crushing, elbowing, 
and treading on each other's heels" 
that he saw in unfettered capital
ist growth. In 1930, John Maynard 
Keynes likewise predicted a period 
in the future-possibly as soon as 
his grandchildren's time-when the 
economy wouldn't need to grow 
furthe r to meet our basic needs. 
Man's "economic problem" would 
be solved, and people would "pre
fer to devote our further energies to 
non-economic purposes." Things 
like art, child rearing, and leisure. 

Yet no-growth theory never took 
off: Politicians came to see growth as 
a hedge against deficit spending and 
high unemployment- that political 
third rail- and economists figured 
that extended periods of growth were 
needed to lift people out of poverty. 
SoW estern govemments fine-tuned 
their policies-imposing lower taxes 
on capital gains than on labor, for 
example-to promote growth by 
rewarding investment. The obses-
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sion with growth was also a practical 
matter, since it seemed like the most 
reliable way to gauge the prosperity 
of a country. The methods used to 
measure things like happiness, for 
instance, aren't objective enough 
to satisfY most economists. Instead, 
they looked to GOP as the primary 
benchmark for whether things are 
getting better or worse. 

Classical economists didn't spend 
much time worrying about whether 
the environment could support in
finite growth. During the formative 
years of industrial-age economics, 
after all, resources did seem limit
less. (Early California residents re
called salmon so bountiful that you 
could practically cross streams on 
the backs of the fish.) Plus, there was 
the problem of pricing: Economics 
doesn't account for things it can't 
price, and nobody could easily put 
a number on the cost of, say, pol
luting the Great Lakes, or driving a 
species to extinction by clearcutting 
its forest habitat. 

It didn't he! p that the few early eco
nomic thinkers who did worry about 
exhausting the planet turned out to 
be a couple of centuries premature. 
Beginning around 1800, Thomas 
Robert Malthus famously predicted 
that population was growing faster 
than the earth could support. But 
his predictions of widespread global 
famine never came to pass, because 
technological improvements in agri
culture made land far more produc
tive than Mal thus ever dreamed. He 
also failed to predict that rising pros
perity would put the brakes on birth 
rates. (For an in-depth look at our 
population conundrum, see "The 
Last Taboo," page 24.) 

By the 20th century, growth 
had become not only an item of 
faith in economics, but a deeply 
held political belief. When Frank
lin Roosevelt supported grappling 
with Great Depression unemploy
ment by decreasing the workweek 
to 30 hours, the largest corporations 
fought back fiercely. America, they 
argued, would be saved only by the 
new "gospel of consumption." The 
administration would need to pur-

sue flat-out growth, loosening labor 
laws and so forth, so that the in
dustrialists could revive the nation. 
Roosevelt backed down. 

The next major challenge to the pro
growth orthodoxy didn't emerge 
until the early 1960s and publica
tion of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. 
The first major book to examine the 
effects of pollution, it became a best
seller, awakening the mainstream to 
the idea that relentless economic ac
tivity might wreck tl1e natural world. 
Alarmed by this notion, the Club of 
Rome-an international group of 
industrialists, scholars, diplomats, 
and professionals-asked a team of 
MIT scientists led by systems-man
agement expert Dennis Meadows 
to determine what would happen if 
human society continued to grow at 
its current pace. 

The scientists built a computer 
model that looked at the main com
ponents of world growth-including 
population increases and break
throughs that make workers more 
productive. Crucially, they also 
calculated- as best they could- the 
effects of pollution and the extent of 
the planet's natural resources, and 
put those in the model, too. Then 
they hit "enter." 

The results were bleak. If society 
didn't change tack, the scientists de
termined, global prosperity would 
rise until some time during this 
century, as growth made the good 
life cheaper and more widely avail
able. But then the cycle would start 
to shift disastrously into reverse. 
Resources would become so scarce 
that they would skyrocket in price, 
driving the cost of almost every
thing upward. Global living stan
dards would collapse. 

Meadows and his team published 
their conclusions in a book titled 
The Limits to Growth, and it quickly 
became a global best-seller, with 12 
million copies sold. Soon, govern
ments and NGos were organizing 
nervous conferences wondering if 
growth would ki ll us all. 

Traditional economists went ber
serk. In the months following the 
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book's publication, they counterat
tacked: One labeled Limits "alarm
ist." Another called it "less than 
pseudoscience and little more than 
polemical fiction." An influential 
essay in Foreign Affairs derided it as 
"The Computer That Printed Out 
Wolf." A big problem, according 
to the critics, was that the model 
didn't include a pricing mechanism 
that mimicked Adam Smith's invis
ible hand; if basic resources ever be
came seriously scarce, they insisted, 
companies would simply switch 
materials-or make themselves more 
efficient, using fewer materials to de
liver the same prosperity payload. 

As economies mature, the econo
mists noted, technology "decouples" 
economic prosperity from physical 
stuff: Jobs become more about pro
viding services, which use fewer raw 
materials. This, they argued, was pre
cisely what kept America's GOP grow
ing during the 1980s and 1990s, even 
as our industrial base eroded. 

The Limits dispute wasn't mere
ly scholarly squabbling; it was an 
ideological battle, too. Economists 
had based entire disciplines and 
careers on the primacy of growth
not to mention that, in the Cold 
War era, suggestions that capitalism 
was seeding its own ecological col
lapse seemed sulfurously Marxist. 
Some critics distorted the book's 
message-saying the authors had 
predicted that oil would run out 
by 1992. (The book had made the 
more nuanced point that we only 
had enough known reserves to last 
that long, given how fast we were 
using it.) A more valid criticism lay 
in the fact that the team's model
like many economic models-was 
simplistic, and based on some pret
ty big assumptions. (In a 2008 blog 
post, Paul Krugman derided the 
approach as "garbage-in-garbage
out.") The counterattacks worked. 
No-growth economics returned to 
the fringes. 

The idea didn't die, though. Her
man Daly, who served for six years 
as a senior economist at the World 
Bank beginning in the late '80s, 
was among the researchers inspired 

Some of the 
economists' 
conclusions 

turn out to be 
surprisingly 
pleasant. For 
one, we'd all 
have to work 
a lot less

which could 
bring about 
an artistic 

renaissance 
or a transfor

mationof 
family life. 

by Silent Spring. H e remembers 
the Carter administration having 
"some openness" to no-growth 
thinking. "But then come the Rea
gan years, and oh man, forget it," 
he recalls. Only a few key think
ers-Daly being the most promi
nent-contin ued to beaver away at 
no-growth theory, coming to new 
and powerful conclusions. 

Daly thought the idea of a "de
coupled" economy- one that con
tinued to grow while using relatively 
fewer raw materials- was a chimera. 
From his vantage point, it seemed 
obvious that when nations virtual
ized , shifting to service economies, 
they didn't stop gobbling natural 
resources or even, really, curb their 
appetites. They merely outsourced 
the problem to Asia, Africa, and 
South America or found cheap 
new sources at home. As Daly 
points out, the Internet economy, 
supposedly a great leap into the 
dematerialization of consumption, 
depends on energy and computer 
components. And making those 
components requires exotic met
als, some of which are now in such 
short supply that they're fueling 
blood-diamond-style conflicts. 

The growth of greenhouse gas 
emissions likewise demonstrates that 
the free market alone cannot deal 
with p lanet-threatening pollution. 

Indeed, the low price of coal-fired 
electricity encourages companies to 
keep spewing excessive amounts of 
carbon dioxide rather than pursue 
cleaner energy sources. "This whole 
idea that we could have a constantly 
growing economy that doesn't use 
natural resources is just crazy, and 
the last couple of decades have basi
cally proven it," Daly says. 

Daly's major contribution to the 
field is the concept of "uneconom
ic" growth- growth that actually 
drives living standards downward. 
He believes that America has al
ready reached the point Mill and 
Keynes foresaw, where average liv
ing standards have grown as high as 
necessary to vouchsafe a generally 
prosperous population. He points 
out that the happiness of Ameri
cans, as reported by social scientists, 
rose steadily after World War II as 
GOP grew. But by the late '50s, that 
connection broke down: Although 
our median family incomes have 
nearly doubled since 1957, the pro
portion of people who say they are 
"very happy" has barely budged. 
Daly thinks we simply hit tl1e point 
of diminishing returns. Our growth 
turned uneconomic: GOP now keeps 
growing main ly because we are pro
ducing gewgaws and services that 
don't significantly add to our happi
ness. Or worse: It grows because we 
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Even talking 
about a 

no-growth 
economy, 

Victor 
admits, 

"could make 
a politician 

unelectable." 

are spending money to solve prob
lems that growth itself created. 

O ne of the big problems with us
ing GOP as a yardstick for national 
well-being is that GOP rises when 
really bad things happen, too. If a 
company leaks PCBS into a reservoir 
and local cancer rates spike, the re
sult is a fl urry of economic stimuli: 
Doctors treat the cancers, crews 
clean the reservoir, lawyers busy 
themselves suing and defending the 
pollu ter. It's still growth- uneco
nomic growth. By the aughts, Daly 
had authored four books exploring 
these ideas and trying to figure out 
how a nongrowing economy might 
function. 

He is no longer so isolated. As 
concern over climate change has 
migrated from the science commu
nity to the mainstream, the number 
of economists willing to question 
growth has slowly but surely in
creased. Recent books on the sub-
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ject include Peter Victor's 2008 
Managing Without Gro1oth, and 
last December's Prosperity Without 
Growth by Tim Jackson, economics 
commissioner for the UK's Sustain
able Development Commission. 
(In 2004, the MIT team published a 
new edition of The Limits to Growth, 
complete with updated versions 
of thei r model.) Though each 
camp d iffers in the details, they 
broadly agree on a set of economic 
principles- a road map, as it were, 
to a world that doesn' t grow, bu t 
doesn't co llapse either. 

Some of their conclusions are sur
prisingly pleasant. For example, to 
move away from growth, we'll all 
have to work a lot less. That's be
cause no-growth economists agree 
with mainstream economists on 
one big point: Technological ad
vances make workers more produc
tive every year. In the mainstream 

China's Potemkin Cities 

view, these labor efficiencies make 
goods cheaper, which leaves con
sumers with more disposable in
come- which they invest or spend 
on more stuff, leading to more hir
ing to fulfill demand. By contrast, 
the no-growthers would do things 
differently; they would use those 
efficiencies to shorten the work
week, so that most people would 
stay employed and bring home a 
reasonable salary. If new technol
ogy continued to drive productiv
ity gains, citizens in a nongrowing 
economy would actually work less 
and less over time as they d ivvied 
up the shrinking workload. 

H andled correctly, this could 
bring about an explosion of free 
time that could u tterly transform 
the way we live, no-growth econo
mists say. It could lead to a renais
sance in the arts and sciences, as 
well as a reconnection with the 
natural world . Parents with lighter 

Vacant skyscrapers, empty malls: the new fruits of a nation's obsession with growth 

THE CHINESE BORDER OUTPOST of Erenhot is part boomtown, part 
ghost town. Residents are seldom seen in much of this Gobi Desert 
location, where little that's green grows on its own. Strips oftrees 
that workers have planted along the roads are buttressed with ply
wood or have toppled over, their roots blown free of dirt. 

But there's activity aplenty on the town's construction sites. Over 
the past decade, scores of empty strip malls and apartment build
ings have sprouted from the sand-an eerie skyline visible for miles 
across the flatlands. At dusk, construction workers headed home on 
bikes and mopeds are sometimes just about the only traffic on the 
wide, freshly paved streets, illuminated by shiny new lampposts. 

In recent years, economists have raved about China's double

digit growth-which dropped to a still-impressive 9 percent in 
2008 and 2009, even as much of the world slouched through the 
recession. But this turbocharged expansion is less about the invisi
ble hand than the iron fist: the enormous engine of the state 
geared to drive GOP at the expense of everything else. 

China's obsession with economic metrics hearkens back to the 
Mao days, when industrial production stats took center stage. 
Nowadays, careers of Chinese bureaucrats hinge on two things
growth and lack of social unrest-that are often in conflict. Pollution 
has been a major cause of dissent, and China's poor are struggling 
with rising costs, especially in health care and education. Literacy 
rates took a dip recently, and some data suggest that incomes of the 
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poorest citizens have lagged compared with the rest of the nation. 
Despite this, the country has entombed its new wealth in con

crete and steel. You can see it in Dongguan, in Guangdong prov
ince, where the world's largest mall stands empty, save for a few 
hamburger chains. And in Beijing's tallest building, a year old and 
still unopened. It is evident in six-lane boulevards where most of 
the traffic is bicycle carts. And in cities like Erenhot, where there
lentless construction continues, oblivious to a dearth of demand. 

There is a certain desolate beauty in the barren, windswept desert 
steppe that surrounds Erenhot. But the empty strip malls with their 

storefronts all bearing the same surreal sign-"Careful!"-and the 
uninhabited buildings looming gray and solitary make the place feel 
as alien as a video-game backdrop. Over tofu soup, I commiserate 
w ith a restaurateur who can't explain exactly what possessed her 

and her husband to come here a year ago, leaving the kids with their 
grandparents in Sichuan. Propping her head listlessly on one elbow, 
she can barely hide the melancholy of having sunk the family savings 
into an eatery surrounded by vacant storefronts. As for the construc
tion spree, she, too, is at a loss. "Corruption," she shrugs. 

A better explanation, perhaps, stands not far from the restau
rant-a sculpture of shiny arrows swirling around vertical bars, 
projecting up into the desert sky. It is a recent genre of public art 
that can be seen all across China: a state-commissioned depiction 
of progress and prosperity. -April Rabkin 
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workloads could home-school their 
children if they liked, or look after 
sick relatives-dramatically reshap
ing the landscape of education 
and elder care. (Some steady-state 
thinkers argue that these typically 
unpaid forms of domestic labor 
ought to be included in GOP calcu
lations and even subsidized by the 
government, since they contribute 
so heavily to national well-being.) 

Viewed this way, a nongrowing 
economy could have broad political 
appeal, ushering in the sort of to
getherness and family values that 
social conservatives celebrate. Liber
als might appreciate the concept of 
work sharing, which could help nar
row the income gap between rich 
and poor. Indeed, some countries 
have already edged towards this vi
sion. In 1982, labor unions in the 
Netherlands agreed to limit demands 
for higher pay in exchange for poli
cies encouraging people to work less. 
Within a decade, the proportion of 
Dutch citizens working part-time 
soared &om 19 percent to 27 per
cent, the average workweek fell &om 
30 to 27 hours, and unemployment 
had plummeted &om 10 percent to 5 
percent. (They called it "the Dutch 
miracle.") Work sharing also has a 
pedigree in times of crisis: In Austria 
and Germany, the Kurzarbeit laws let 
employers avoid layoffs by scaling 
back people's hours and pay-1 0 per
cent less money, say, for 10 percent 
less work. The government then 
steps in and covers the salary differ
ence. 

The types of work available (and 
your take-home pay) would change 
significantly in a no-growth scenar
io. To prevent global warming and 
resource depletion, no-growthers 
favor heavily taxing carbon and 
other pollutants. At the same time, 
they want the government to invest 
in dean energy as part of a "Green 
New Deal" that also encourages 
private-sector investment to move 
people into labor-intensive jobs
entertainer, preventive health work
er, artisan manufacturer, organic 
farmer, nurse-that consume rela
tively tew raw materials. 

In 1982, Dutch 
business and 
labor leaders 
struck a deal 
encouraging 

people to work 
fewer hours. 

As a result , the 
share of citizens 

working part-time 
rose from 

19% 
to 

27% 
The average 
workweek 
fell from 

30 
HOURS 

to 

27 
HOURS 

and 
unemployment 

dove from 

10% 
to 

5% 
The turnaround 

came to be 
known as t he 

"Dutch m iracle." 

So working less is the fun (or at 
least the more doable) part. The 
hard part is that we would be con
suming less-probably far less. 

What does that mean, exactly? 
Daly has suggested that Americans 
would need to scale back our energy 
consumption to 1960s levels (as
suming we stick to a predominantly 
fossil-fueled economy). Victor, for 
his part, points out that 1983 was 
the last year that "the world econo
my was just at the level of the capac
ity of the planet to support it." Since 
then, of course, world population 
has exploded and global resources 
have dwindled even further. 

Beyond these big-picture param
eters, none of the experts has really 
crunched the numbers to envision 
what daily !Efe might be like in a no
growth world- though they agree 
that it's something people had bet
ter start thinking about. 

For starters, they say, Western con
sumption rates would need to shrink 
disproportionately so that citizens 
of countries like India and El Salva
dor could enjoy a lifestyle upgrade. 
Why? The no-growthers argue that a 
world with fewer yawning inequities 
between the rich and poor would be 
more stable; but quite apart from 
tl1at, their models require stabilizing 
world population, and raising the 
economic lot of the poor is a proven 
way to do that. 

Given the shift in wealth needed 
to accomplish this, Americans would 
need to turn back t!Je clock to well 
before 1983; in fact, we'd be pretty 
lucky even to find ourselves where 
we were in 1960- when the median 
family made $35,994 in today's dol
lars (versus $61,932 in 2008). 

Hardly the plenitude we're accus
tomed to. Still, technological ad
vances mean that your dollar buys a 
lot more than it did back then. For 
a couple of bucks, you can score a 
pocket calculator that does things it 
once took a mill ion-dollar univer
sity machine to accomplish. 'We're 
better at making things now," Vic
tor says, so our living standards 
would be considerably higher than 
this figure suggests. 

In a no-growt!J economy, as Daly 
points out, we would still consume 
new stuff- just at a much slower pace. 
People might need to develop a re
newed appreciation for durable goods 
that require lots oflabor to make but 
ultimately use fewer resources than 
their throwaway counterparts. We 
would also have to evolve away /Tom 
"positional" consumption-feeling 
good because you possess something 
theJoneses don't. 

So maybe hipsters won't be 
buying the latest iPhone every 12 
months. Or perhaps we'll seek more 
fulfillment through activities wit!J a 
lighter footprint-sports, music, hik
ing. The vexing reality is that t!Je no
growth thinkers simply don't know 
how things would shake out. We 
don't have any realistic examples to 
learn from, after all. In the past, the 
only no-growth societies were agrar
ian or consisted of hunter-gatherers. 

But when you take the thought 
experiment a few steps further, 
no-growth theory raises a host of 
questions about psychology and 
motivation. How do you prevent 
people &om producing and buying 
needless stuff? Would innovation 
cease if entrepreneurs didn't think 
tl1ey would sell a million widgets? 
Could individual companies still 
grow- and if not, who would want 
to invest in t!Jem? 

In any case, the pathway to 
America voluntarily reducing its 
consumption levels seems obscure 
at best. Right-wing radio hosts ful
minate against the government 
merely for placing restrictions on 
incandescent lightbulbs; one can 
imagine their reaction to scaling 
back consumption to the Kennedy 
era. Not to mention that govern
ments would have to pass new tax 
laws, seriously tackle income in
equality, and return banking to its 
traditional role of raising and lend
ing capital (as opposed to gambling 
on imponderable derivatives and 
credit default swaps). 

There are other aspects of no
growth theory-like the population
stabilizing businesss-that could 
chill partisans [ cor1tinued on page 77] 
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Memo to urban environmentalists: Don't fight development-embrace it! 

00 
•I -1 

BY JOSH HARKINSON 

ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREW ZBIHLYJ 

One of the hottest pieces of real es
tate in the San Francisco Bay Area 
is a 1,500-acre expanse of concrete, 
landfill, and asbestos-stuffed ware
houses. Shuttered since 1997, the 
Alameda Naval Air Station occupies 
one-third ofAlameda, an island next 
door to downtown Oakland known 
as a time warp to 1950s architecture 
and Kiwanis Club folksiness . For 
nearly a decade, the well-heeled en
clave has had its eyes on the old air 
base, now dubbed Alameda Point. 
And why not? It's smack on the 
eastern edge of the bay, with spec
tacular views of the San Francisco 
skyline, and just minutes from 
the cities to which suburbanites 
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commute for an hour or more. It's 
a developer's dream-all the more 
so because building there would 
displace little more than a gigantic 
monthly flea market. 

Tn 2007, developers announced 
a billion-dollar-plus plan to rebuild 
Alameda Point. SunCal Companies 
envisioned a complex featu ring 
1,000 detached single-family homes, 
2,000 townhomes, and 1 ,000 con
dos in three-story buildings built 
with the latest in energy-efficient 
design: passive solar, geothermal 
heat pumps, and gray-water systems. 
H istoric buildings would be pre
served, and 25 percent of the units 
would be set aside as affordable 
housing. There would be 150 acres 
of parks, miles of trails, shops, and 
offices, and dedicated ferry and bus 
lines to Oakland and San Francisco. 
The local chapter of the Greenbelt 
Alliance endorsed it, calling it "the 
epitome of smart growth." 

Yet despite its green bona fides
and the promise of adding desper
ately needed affordable housing 
in the heart of the Bay Area- envi
ronmental activists, the local his
toric preservation society, and even 
Alameda's mayor came out against 
the plan. They argued that the deal 
gave the developer too much pow
er, could release toxic chemicals, 
and would "change the character of 
Alameda." Driving his BMW past the 
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naval base's peeling hangars, David 
Howard, a 41-year-old Internet mar
keter and the head of Save Our City! 
Alameda, stressed that he's "not 
anti-everything about high density." 
But he felt that the Alameda Point 
project didn't go far enough envi
ronmentally. Instead, he envisioned 
transforming the base into a "green 
technolopolis" that would invent a 
silver-bullet solution to the climate 
crisis. His plan didn't include any 
housing, but there'd be a wind farm, 
a solar power plant, a factory for the 
electric cal!maker T esla Motors, and 
an "ecobranch" of the cash-strapped 
University of California. "It's a won
derful location," he concluded. "It's 
a problem that needs to be solved. 
Why not do it here, in Alameda?" 

The Alameda Point project also 
brushed up against a nearly 40-year
old density ban, which the Oaldand 
Tribune has called "the 'third rail' of 
Alameda politics." The popular mea
sure, which effectively caps growth 
on the island, has helped preserve 
the city's small-town feel ; its popula
tion has hovered around 75,000 for 
decades. To get built, Alameda Point 
would need an exemption. When 
the matter was put before Alameda 
voters this February, an overwhelm
ing 85 percent rejected it. 

More than just another triumph 
of NIMBYism, the failure of Alameda 
Point is also a lesson in how fight
ing local growth can undermine the 
larger environmental values that 
many NIMBYS believe in. By 2050, 
the United States can expect to 
add as many as 200 million people. 
Demographers predict that they'll 
require 90 million houses and 140 
billion square feet of office and other 
nonresidential space- the equivalent 
of replacing all the country's existing 
buildings. If we keep building in the 
way we do now, suburbs will gob
ble up a New Mexico-size amount 
of open space in the next 40 years. 
More suburbs mean more freeways 
and more cars, which means that by 
mid-centu.ry, Americans will clock 
7 trillion miles per year-twice as 
much mileage as we do now. The 
alternative to this metastasizing, 

car-dependent sprawl is population 
density. And that means squeezing 
more people into cities and inner 
suburbs like Alameda. According 
to the Greenbelt Alliance, the Bay 
Area could absorb another 2 million 
residents by 2035 without expand
ing its physical footprint. 

Cities are also essential to stem
ming climate change. As Kaid 
Benfield, director of the Natural 
Resources Defense Council's Smart 
Growth program explains, "The city 
is inherently energy efficient. Even 
the greenest household in an outly
ing location can't match an ordinary 
household downtown ." Heating 
an apartment uses as much as 20 
percent less energy than heating a 
single-family home of the same size. 
Promoting infill development-the 
practice of filling empty urban space 
or replacing older buildings with 
bigger ones-instead of building 
more subdivisions could effectively 
conserve tl1e amount of energy pro
duced by 2,800 power plants and 
could prevent some 26 trillion miles 
of driving. All told, if the United 
States focuses on increasing urban 
density, our greenhouse gas emis
sions in 2050 could be as much as 
20 percent lower than they'd be in 
the sprawl scenario. 

Yet infill development is often 
rejected by environmental and sus
tainability advocates. The chief op
ponent of a proposal to build taller 
buildings in downtown Berkeley 
also heads a group that urges cities 
"to take real action to address the 
causes of global wam1ing." The San 
Francisco Board of Supervisors' hy
perliberal wing recently proposed 
banning new high rises downtown
never mind that these mixed-use 
buildings would help finance a new 
public transit hub and a park that 
the same supervisors support. Last 
year, wealthy Seattle residents allied 
with an affordable-housing advocate 
to scuttle a plan to build new hous
ing next to a light-rail line. Such 
knee-jerk NIMBYism isn't limited to 
the West Coast: New York's Long 
Island Pine Barrens Society is op
posing a plan to build a compact, $4 
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billion "mini-city" on unused hospi
tal grounds that would preserve one
third of its 460 acres as open space. 

Walking the anti-density, pro
environment line can be tricky. "Our 
group is not the most progressive 
groupoutthere in termsofpromoting 
infill development," concedes Kent 
Lewandowski, chair of the Northern 
Alameda County Group of the Sierra 
Club, which declined to support 
Alameda Point. "But our group does 
get it in terms of climate change and 
the impact of sprawl. It's like we want 
everything. There is definitely-1 
won't say hypocrisy-but there is a 
contradiction of sorts." 

Environmentalists have long had 
an uneasy relationship with urban 
density. In what may be the first 
screed against infill development, 
Hemy David Thoreau wrote, "De
liver me from a city built on the site 
of a more ancient city, whose ma
terials are ruins, whose gardens are 
cemeteries. The soil is blanched and 
accursed there." The Sierra Club 
was born of a desire to escape what 
John Muir called "the death exhala
tions that brood in the broad towns 
in which we so fondly compact our
selves," where "we are sickly, and 
never come to know ourselves." 
That ethos fueled the "back to the 
land" movement, but a less-crunchy 
variation of it also drove the explo
sion of commuter suburbs that 
environmentalists love to hate. A 
postwar ad for a New York suburb 
invited buyers to "escape from cities 
too big, too polluted, too crowded, 
too strident to call home." 

Determined to make cities more 
livable, environmentalists have 
promoted parks and public transit, 
fought fi-eeways and factories, and 
portrayed developers as the ultimate 
bad guys. But these well-intentioned 
efforts to curb the Robert Moses
style excesses of urban development 
had unintended consequences. 
Strict limits on building height and 
attempts to squeeze ever-larger con
cessions from urban developers (but 
not suburban ones) drove up the cost 
of housing in many cities-sending 

The 
Alameda 

Point 
developer 

says many of 
his colleagues 

avoid the 
pain of 
battling 

NIMBYsby 
building on 
farmland: 
"It's the old 

adage-cows 
don't talk" 

Fill ing in cities 
instead of 

building suburbs 
could save t he 

amount 
of energy 

produced by 

2,800 
power plants 

and could prevent 

26 
TRILLION 

miles of driv ing. 

bui lders and home buyers looking 
for open space. "It's a situation that 
has unfairly favored sprawl," says 
NRDC's Benfield. SunCal developer 
Pat Keliher says that many of his col
leagues simply avoid the cost of bat
tling urban skeptics by building on 
out-of:town farmland: "It's the old 
adage-cows don't talk." 

Tn the early '90s, a new movement 
of architects and planners known as 
the New Urbanism targeted sprawl 
by recognizing that cities should 
grow- but smartly and sustainably. 
In an effort to bridge the divide 
between developers and environ
mentalists, they replaced parking 
lots and tract houses with compact 
apartments and pedestrian-friendly 
streets. Yet some of the most vocal 
critics of sprawl have been reluctant 
to embrace tl1is vision. Mike Davis, 
the author of City of .Q;tartz and the 
Jeremiah of suburban Los Angeles, 
says, "What the New Urbanists tend 
to produce are projects that lack 
one of the pivotal elements of their 
whole philosophy- that there is no 
minority, or there is no economic 
heterogeneity, or there's no mass 
transit, or there are no jobs." 

Holding infill projects to impos
sibly high standards is an easy way 
to block them. But NIMBYS' feel
good environmental o bjections to 
development can be proxies for less 
politically correct fears about traffic, 
low-income neighbors, and falling 
property values, says Jeremy Mad
sen, executive di rector of tl1e Green
belt All iance. In the case of Alameda 
Point, he adds, "That's fi-ankly why 
we wanted to come out with a strong 
statement o f support." 

Still, some cities and states have 
begun to recognize that urban de
velopment- even when it's imper
fect- is inherently better than the 
alternative. Since 2007, California 
Attorney General Jerry Brown has 
sued or sent warnings to 45 cities for 
not following a law requiring them 
to account for their development 
plans' carbon footprints. He's forced 
San Bernardino County to mitigate 
its sprawl with green building tech
nologies and gotten the Bay Area 

suburb of Pleasanton to lift a cap 
on new housing. In 2008, Califomia 
passed a landmark law that provides 
incentives for municipal planners to 
promote climate-friendly land uses 
such as building apartments around 
transit stops. A two-tier permitting 
system that encourages building 
in more densely developed areas 
while increasing oversight on the 
suburban fringe is in use in Florida, 
Cape Cod, and Portland, Oregon. 
New York City now requires its 
p lanning commission to approve 
or deny new buildings in less than 
seven months, preventing costly, 
protracted showdowns. 

"If true environmentalists do not 
reject the NIMBYs that are preventing 
the densification and building of cit
ies," says Andres Duany, the archi
tect who designed Seaside, Florida, a 
project credited with launching the 
New Urbanism, "environmentalism 
itself is going to become question
able." Ultimately, the challenge is 
figuring out how to address NIMBYs' 
legitimate local concerns while en
couraging them to see the bigger pic
ture. "People have seen such crappy 
development for so many decades 
now that they have every right to 
demand that new development be 
as sensitive and green as possible," 
says Benfield. "But I do think the 
opposition is often misplaced." 

By the time David Howard and 
I wrapped up our tour of the na
val base, his green technolopolis 
p itch had given way to a sort of 
greatest hits of anti-development 
arguments: Alameda Point would 
increase crime and block views. 
Tt would displace the rabbits who 
live by the runway. It was racist, be
cause increased traffic on rl1e island 
would blow exhaust into minority 
neighborhoods on the mainland . 
Not to mention that the whole 
thing might be wiped out by a New 
Orleans-style deluge precipitated by 
our carbon-intensive lifestyle. The 
polar ice caps are melting, he ex
plained, threatening low-lying areas 
like Alameda Point. "All the people 
in there- the low-income people
d1ey're gonna be flooded out!" • 
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Would you like some deforestation with 
your organic sugar? :Federal organic standards 

have no problem with that. 
BY HEATHER ROGERS ILLUSTRATION BY MARC BURCKHARDT 

THE YBYTYMI HILLS OF eastern Paraguay 
are crowded with mango trees, palms, and 
gnarled cacti. Sparse grasses and the red 
flames of ginger plants dot the ground be
neath Brazilian walnut trees, some as tall 
as 100 teet. It's one of the most biodiverse 
areas in the world, home to jaguars, tapirs, 
a plethora of reptiles and amphibians, and 
more than 500 species of birds. 

In a remote area known as Isla Alta, the 
forest abruptly halts at the edge of sugar 
fields. The land belongs to a company called 
Azucarera Paraguaya (AZPA), one of the coun
try's chief sugar producers and the supplier 
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of nearly one-third of the organic sugar con
sumed in the United States. If you've ever 
eaten a bowl of Cascadian Farm breakfast 
cereal or had a glass of Silk soy milk, you've 
probably enjoyed some of its harvest. 

Organic sugar is booming-thanks in 
part to the spread of organic versions of all 
the higl1-sugar snacks Americans love-so 
much that domestic suppliers can't keep 
up with demand. Even amid the current 
recession, organics are the food industry's 
fastest-growing segment and are still enjoy
ing the double-digit growth rates they've 
seen over much of the past two decades. 

Between 2007 and 2008, domestic sales of 
organics spiked by almost 16 percent to 
$22.9 billion. But Nortl1 America has just 
7 percent of the world's organic cropland, 
so organic processors and retailers must 
increasingly rely on produce from abroad, 
like raspberries from Chile, asparagus from 
China, and sugar from Paraguay. 

Sugar is a perfect example of how the 
global organic supply chain works-and 
why consumers who look for the organic la
bel may not real ize what's really behind it. 
AZPA sells its organic sugar to Wholesome 
Sweeteners, a subsidiary of Imperial Sugar, 
America's biggest sugar company. Whole
some in turn sells organic sugar under its 
own label- as well as to agribusiness giants 
such as General Mills, which owns the or
ganic brands Cascadian Farm and Muir 
Glen, and Dean Foods, the maker of Silk. 
Foreign producers like AZPA that want to 
sell to the American market must adhere to 
standards overseen by the US Department 
of Agriculture's National Organic Program, 
which have become the de facto organic 
standards for much of the world. But the 
enforcement of those rules is spotty, and 
the rules themselves can be so broad or un
defined as to allow practices that seem to 
violate the spirit of sustainability. 

Take clearing old-growth forest to plant 
new fields-the USDA standards don't even 
mention it. No one foresaw deforestation 
as an issue when the National Organic 
Standards Board began drafting tl1e organ
ic regulations in 1992, according to Fred 
Kirschenmann, a former board member 
and sustainable farming expert. However, 
he says, a land-use rule that would have ef
fectively banned deforestation was rejected. 
"The National Organic Program's lawyers 
said no, because devising the metrics for 
that would be too complex," says Kjrschen
mann, now a distinguished fellow at the 
Leopold Center tor Sustainable Agriculture 
at Iowa State University. Asked about this, 
the NOP says only that organic farming must 
"maintain or improve" natural resources 
such as soil and water. 

The deforestation loophole gives big 
growers a cheap way to compete in an 
aggressive market. "The market needs a 
certain quantity and quality at a certain 
price," says Steven Gliessman, a professor 
of agroecology and environmental studies 
at the University of California-Santa Cruz. 
"These are producers that have the resourc-
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es to buy up unused land, forested areas, 
and convert them to agricultural land," he 
says. O rganic producers have li ttle incen
tive not to clear land, says Laura Rayno Ids, 
codirector of the Center for Fair and Al 
ternative Trade Studies at Colorado State 
University. "If they are involved in com
mercial organic circuits, where price premi
ums for producers are often quite low, they 
are caught in the same market dynamics as 
conventional producers and may disregard 
rules that are not enforced ." 

T his dynamic was evident when I visited 
Paraguay, where AZPA has been looking tor 
additional land to grow more organic cane 
to feed the American market. Converting 
its conventionally farmed fields to organic 
would take three years, during which it 
would have to use more expensive organic 
methods on "transitional" crops that must 
be sold at the lower conventional price. 
A more attractive approach is to establish 
new fields where forest once grew; then, 
the cane can fetch the higher organic price 
from the fi rst harvest. 

In Isla Alta I met Flor Fretes, the envi
ronmental secretary tor the state of Para
guad, and her husband, Avelino 
Vega, a local lawmaker and ag
ricultural educator. Both are in 
their 30s and grew up in the re-

land on AZPA's holdings: "Mostly in the 
last five years, that's when you can really 
see it. That's when demand for organic re
ally picked up." Zaldivar wasn't sure if the 
sugar producer was clearing the land itself 
But he speculated that the family-owned 
company had been shifting its land titles to 
cattle ranchers, who would clear the land as 
pasture for two or three years and then sell 
it back to AZPA. A former militant leftist and 
founding member of the national Workers' 
Party, Zaldivar repeatedly told me that the 
big producers were draining "organic" of its 
meaning. Asked why he kept working with 
them, he replied, "Because of the money. 
In organic you can make a lot of money." 

When I reached Raul Hoeckle, then
president of AZPA, at his office in the coun
try's capital, Asuncion, he confirmed that 
his family's company wasn't converting its 
existing conventional cropland, but was 
establishing new fields to ramp up organic 
production. He said AZPA has 25,000 acres 
in cultivation but would not say how much 
land it owned altogether. (A Paraguayan 
government website puts it at 50,000 acres.) 
When I asked about deforestation, Hoeckle 

got cross. He said that his family had sold 
off land only to find, after they'd bought it 
back, that it had been cleared. "When we 
sell or buy, our responsibi lity starts when 
we buy the land," he explained. "Only then 
is it important that we don't make some
thing against nature-and we don't do it!" 

Fretes said it was inconceivable that AZPA 
could be unaware of the detorestation on 
what used to be its land . "Even if it's not 
them doing it directly, even if it's other 
companies or small farmers, AZPA knows 
the land is cleared for them to grow sugar
cane," she said. "Either way, AZPA is ulti
mately responsible." 

There's nothing illegal about any of this; 
in fact, it's just one of several opportunities 
for taking full advantage of the USDA's broad 
organic standards. On its fields, AZPA fol
lows standards for no-till plowing, weeding 
by hand, and forgoing cl1emical fertilizers, 
herbicides, and insecticides (wasps are used 
to drive out pests). But AZPA applies chick
en manure from industrial poultry farms 
as fertilizer, a practice that is acceptable 
under USDA regulations. T he regulations 
ban monocropping, [c01ztinued on page 79] 

gion. Fretes, who had a glamor-
ous mane of black hair and had 
to change out of short shorts and 
high heels before we headed into 
the cane fields, explained that 
AZPA's land bordered a part of the 
Ybytymi (pronounced ee-bee-tee-

Green on 
the Outside 

Big Organic, Congress quietly 

rewrote the law to permit them. 

More than so synthetics are 

now approved. 

Forest for the Trees: Deforesta

tion isn't prohibited, so growers 

can chop down old-growth trees 

to plant organics. 

MEE) that's been preserved as a 
national park. Whi le thousands 
of acres of AZPA's land were cov
ered with cane, many remained 
dense with trees. But Vega said 
that was changing: "Ten years ago 
there were no roads; it was totally 
torested." Fretes added, "It's very 
d itncult to fight against. Because 
AZPA's a big business in the area, 
everything is just forgotten." 

Dario Zaldivar, a Paraguayan 
who manages US exports for 
Wholesome Sweeteners, said 
he'd been trying to convince 
AZPA to spare the pockets of for
est on its undeveloped land at 
Isla Alta, without much success. 
He'd noticed more deforested 

What's really behind 
your organic label? 

See No Evil: USDA rules don't re-

quire organic produce or the soil 
it's grown in to be tested for syn-

thetic fertilizers or pesticides. 

Substitutions Allowed: The 

USDA allows 245 nonorganic 
ingredients in the production 

oforganicfoods and livestock. 

That's up from n in 2002. Enjoy 
the tetrasodium pyrophos-

phate texturizer in your organic 

"meat analog product"! 

Reality Bites: In 2005, a federal 

court ruled that organics could 

not be made with synthetic 

ingredients. After lobbying by 

Yes You Can: That same revision 

made it possible to keep using 

bisphenol A, which has been 

linked to developmental prob

lems in infants and children, in 

cans of organic food. 

Formula Won: Organic baby 

formula may contain the 

synthetic fatty acids DHA and 

ARA, which may be made using 
hexane, a potential neurotoxin. 

USDA staffers who opposed this 

were overruled after formula 

makers contacted their boss. 

The Grass Is Greener: Until 

February, the USDA only re

quired that organic livestock 

have "access to pasture." Ex

panded new rules require meat 

and dairy cows to graze outside 

for at least four months a year. 

Smells Fishy: The agency is con

sidering organic fish standards 

that would allow open-net cages 

that empty waste into the ocean, 

and non-organic fish feed that 

may contain mercury or PCBS. 

Skin Deep: The USDA doesn't 

regulate organic cosmetics or 

personal care products. While 

some products do follow the 

guidelines, many others offer 
no proof of their claims. Some 

even count water as an organic 

ingredient. 

Cold Cabbage: The price 

premium of organic foods over 

conventional? As much as 350 

percent. The penalty for falsely 

calling your product organic? 

$1o,ooo. -Dave Gilson and 

Heather Rogers 
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America 

THEY ARE NURSES. THEY 

ARE TEACHERS. THEY PICK 

IN THE SPRING OF 2004, Nikhom 
Intajak, a 35-year-old rice farmer 
in T hailand's Lampang province, 
met a labor recruiter who made 
him an attractive offer: a contract 
to do farm labor in the United 
States. He'd work for three years 
and earn the minimum wage of 
$7 to $10 an hour, depending on 
where he was deployed; best of all, 
he'd be a legal temporary worker, 
protected by American laws. 

YOUR APPLES. HOW 

IMMIGRATION LAW HAS growing rice and produce, and 
earning opportunities range from 
farming garlic to foraging for 
mushrooms, bamboo, and wood. 
A formal job, if one can be found, 
might pay $2,000 a year. Three 
years of work in America at $7 an 
hour would come out to about 
$50,000. If one-fifth of tl1at went 
to Sinchai, Intajak figured, then so 
be it. He asked his mother to put 

SET LEGAL FOREIGN 

WORKERS UP FOR A NEW 

KIND OF INDENTURED 

SERVITUDE-

AND THIS TIME , THERE'S 

NO PAYING OFF YOUR 

CONTRACT. 

BY JOHN BOWE 

I ntajak, who weighs 139 pounds 
and stands 5 feet 4 inches tall in a baseball cap, had 
worked overseas before, spending a total of about 
seven years in chemicals, electronics, and luggage 
plants in Taiwan. The money he'd sent home helped 
build a new house and pay school tees for two daugh
ters. For each of his stints abroad, Intajak had paid a 
recruiting tee somewhat higher than the T hai legal 
maximum (currently about $2,000), and so he wasn't 
surprised when the new recruiter, Pochanee Sinchai, 
asked for one as well. He was, however, taken aback 
by the size of her demand: The job in America would 
cost him $11,700 up front. 

lntajak's home, a hamlet called Banh Santicome, 
is poor, but not destitute. The climate is suitable for 

up her new house as collateral to 
borrow the money from a bank at 

15 percent interest. Then he traveled to the Bangkok 
office of the recruiting firm that hired Sinchai, AACO 

In ternational Recruitment, where he signed a number 
of documents, including several written in English, 
and also some blank pieces of paper. 

Intajak (who asked me not to use his real name tor 
tear of retribution) landed in Seattle on the Fourtl1 of 
July. He was met by an employee of Global Horizons, 
the American company for which Sinchai and AACO 

had recruited him. According to lntajak, the man drove 
him and a van load of new arrivals from Thailand to 
an isolated Yakima Valley apple grower named Green 
Acre Farms, where he confiscated their passports. Glob
al Horizons agents stayed in the barracks and came to 
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work in the orchards, Intajak says, to make 
sure the Thais didn't run away. 

lntajak worked there for about three 
months. The pay, $8.53 per hour, was rea
sonable enough, he told me, but the work 
was so unsteady that he eamed far less than 
he had been promised. Some days there 
might be eight hours of work, other days 
four-or none. After witnessing 30 or so 
coworkers get sent home after only a few 
months' work, Intajak began to realize that 
the contract he had signed back in Bang
kok guaranteed nothing like three years of 
steady employment. Rather, he was eligible 
to work as many hours as Global saw fit to 
give him, for up to three years-as long as 
Global chose to renew his visa. If it didn't, 
if the work ran out, or if he did anything to 
displease his bosses, he'd have no way to 
pay off the $11,700 he'd borrowed. Ever. 

LAST YEAR, some 60,000 workers arrived 
in the US under the federal H-2A guest
worker program, which allows agribusi
nesses to bring in foreign labor for jobs 
they say are hard to fill at minimum wage. 
Similar temp-worker programs in indus
tries like seafood processing, tree planting, 
and hotel maintenance brought in an ad
ditional 59,000 workers, and 60,000 more 
came in through temporary programs tor 
professionals in fields deemed to have la
bor shortages-teachers, nurses, computer 
programmers. 

These men and women are bound to the 
companies that requested them. They re
main on American soil at the pleasure of 
their employers, who can send them home 
at any time. As Mary Bauer, an expert on 
temporary-worker programs at the South
ern Poverty Law Center, has written: "These 
workers are not treated like 'guests' ... Un
like US citizens, guestworkers do not en
joy the most fundamental protection of 
a competitive labor market-the ability to 
change jobs if they are mistreated." 

Many, like Intajak, arrive with crushing 
debt &om recruiting fees. I reviewed the 
cases of dozens of Thai workers employed 
by Global Horizons who had paid between 
$11,000 and $21,000 in recruiting fees, 
money they had borrowed &om banks or 
relatives, often with family or communal 
property as collateral. In theory, they were 
&ee to leave their job anytime. In practice, 
they were modem-day indentured servants. 

Global Horizons, which brought in 
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more than 1,000 Thais in 2004 and 2005 
but was banned from recruiting guest work
ers in 2006, is now being investigated by the 
Department of)ustice for human traffick
ing, according to Susan French, a long-term 
prosecutor in the oo]'s civil rights division. 
If a charge is brought, it could be the largest 
human trafficking case ~n US history. 

Yet Global is neither an isolated case, 
nor- except in terms of size- is it especially 
egregious. Every year, several companies 
are prosecuted for keeping H-2A workers 

As the "perfect 
immigrants," 

one scholar notes, guest 
workers serve to please 

employers whose 
problem has been "not 
so much a shortage of 

labor as it was a shortage 
\.,of tractable labor."/ 

y 
in near-slavery conditions, and it is safe to 
assume that those cases are the tip of the 
iceberg, given federal and state authorities' 
minimal capacity to oversee the programs. 
To monitor the job sites of all137 million 
US workers, the Department of Labor's 
Wage and Hour Division has 953 staffers-a 
number that has fallen by 14 percent since 
1973, while the number of workers under 
their purview has increased by half Exactly 
two of them speak Thai. 

Despite the obvious flaws of H-2A, the 
program assuages concerns of all interested 
parties. Pro-immigrant liberals can feel good 
about bringing foreign workers into the 
"light oflegality." Ag employers sick of reg
ulations and politicized, uneven enforce
ment are freed &om dealing with recruiting, 
housing, and supervision of workers. Anti
immigration activists find relief in the fact 
that, in theory, these temporary workers will 
all be sent home when their job is done. 
Which is why bringing in more temporary 
foreign workers is the one thing almost ev
eryone in the immigration debate can agree 
on. In 2007, a proposal known as the Agri
cultural Job Opportunities, Benefits, and 
Security Act (Ag]OBS) garnered the support 
of everyone &om the late Sen. Ted Kennedy 

to President Bush and the US Chamber of 
Commerce, and it became the cornerstone 
of the immigration reform bill that almost 
passed the Senate. It would have increased 
the number ofH-2A jobs more than eight
fold, &om 60,000 to half a million. With the 
Obama administration under pressure to 
take a run at immigration reform by next 
year, it is widely expected that AgJOBS- or 
something like it- will be at the core of 
whatever legislation finally emerges. 

THREE MONTHS after lntajak arrived in 
America, in October 2004, Global Ho
rizons sent him to Hawaii to work for the 
Maui Pineapple Co. Here, the pay was better 
than in Yak.ima- $9.50 an hour- but the con
ditions were worse. One Global Horizons 
agent, Intajak and other workers told me, 
was in the habit of carrying a knife, a gun, 
or a baseball bat, and of threatening workers 
with "deportation" if they didn't behave or 
meet their quotas. Just four days in, lntajak 
says, he watched the man beat a coworker. 

The Maui Pineapple Co.'s land is nes
tled among gorgeous foothills, shrouded 
in mist and covered with volcanic soil the 
color of dark coftee. The now-defunct com
pany was part of Maui Land & Pineapple 
Co., whose majority owner is Steve Case, 
cofounder of AOL; another primary share
holder is eBay founder Pierre Omidyar, a 
generous benefactor of anti-slavery organi
zations. The terrain is so lovely that Martha 
Stwart Living featured the Maui Pineapple 
Co. and a smattering of pineapple recipes 
in its January 2007 issue. 

I visited Maui in January 2008, meeting 
with Intajak and taking a tour of the planta
tion. He took me to a one-room barracks 
where says he stayed with 17 other workers. 
He pointed to a muddy spot near the park
ing lot, saying this was where he and others 
slept on the ground to make sure they were 
chosen to get work when the van came at 
4:30a.m. Here, he indicated, pointing to 
a chain-link fence, was where they snuck 
out to run to a store for Ramen noodles 
because their food rations were too small, 
or too disgusting. Finally, he pointed to the 
bush whose leaves they'd boil when they 
couldn't afford Ramen noodles. "Khom!" 
he said. "V e1y bitter." (A Maui Land & Pine
apple spokesman says Maui Pineapple Co. 
was not aware of the workers' allegations at 
the time, but terminated its contract witl1 
Global after learning of them in 2006.) 
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Intajak was asking a lot of questions and 
his supervisor began threatening to send 
him home. On September 12, 2005, In
tajak took stock of his predicament. After 
14 months of work, his visa had two days 
remaining. He had no idea whether Glob
al planned to renew it, and he still owed 
$6,000 on his recruiting fee. Being sent 
home would mean losing his home and his 
land, whid1 had belonged to his family for 
generations. It would mean homelessness 
for his wife, daughters, grandmother, and 
aunt. He could see only one way out. 

Teaming up with a fiiend who'd also de
cided to run, Intajak threw his backpack out 
a window, then snuck out of the pineapple 
compound. Within moments, another 
friend called his cell phone to tell him the 
guards were coming after him. 

Intajak ran into the cane fields 
for cover, snaking his way in 
shorts and flip-flops through the 
twisting, two-inch-thick, 12-foot
high stalks. "I was sweating like 
crazy, and it was muddy and slip
pery," he says. "I really had no 
idea what was going to happen, 
or ifi'd make it, or what would 
happen ifT got caught." Listening 
for cars, tr)~ng to stay close to the 
road, I ntajak headed down the 
mountain, toward the ocean. Af: 
ter an hour in the cane, he found 
his friend, and together, they 
walked into Paia, a surfer town. 

Disoriented in a world of 
d readlocked, smoothie-sipping 
falangs, or white people, among 
stores called OmZone and 
Drums & Tings, Intajak and 
his friend made their way to a 
grocery where, by chance, their 
conversation was overheard by 
a Thai employee. She and her 
husband agreed to help the run
aways. They put them up over
night and, for $500 each, bought 
them one-way tickets to Los An
geles. Only after they boarded 
the plane to safety did Intajak 
and his fiiend notice that the 
tickets had cost $175 apiece. 

Several weeks after arriving in 
Los Angeles, Intajak made his 
way to the offices of the T hai 
Community Development Cen
ter, a nonprofit serving the area's 
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burgeoning Thai population. According to 
Chanchanit Martorell, the center's director, 
he was the first of many Thai workers who'd 
escaped Global Horizons' employ. The cen
terwas getting reports from worker advocates 
and legal-aid attorneys in Washington state, 
Utah, Pennsylvania, Colorado, and Hawaii. 
The staff posted a US map on the wall, using 
pushpins to keep track of Global's sprawling 
empire. As the number of pins began to run 
into the hundreds, they realized they'd never 
seen anything of this magnitude. 

"In the past, we had always dealt with 
small operations that were highly local
ized and had a fairly limited reach," says 
Mart ore!!. "Up until that point, our biggest 
case involved 72 workers living under one 
roof and working in the same factory. All 
of a sudden, we were looking at over 1,000 

workers in over a dozen states, working for 
hundreds of different establishments. T raf
ficking on this scale could not have taken 
place in the typical underground fashion. It 
was almost as though trafficking had gone 
mainstream and everybody was doing it." 

Martorell uses the term "trafficking" de
liberately. Some years ago, she worked on a 
case involving Thai welders brought in on 
temporary visas to help rebuild San Fran
cisco's Bay Bridge. Prosecutors, she recalls, 
were leery of bringing the workers to the 
stand: Unlike with female sex-trafficking 
victims, they feared, juries would find it 
hard to associate able-bodied male construc
tion workers with trafficking. (In the Global 
case, the DOJ has actually helped a number 
of the workers obtain special visas designed 
to protect victims of trafficking who could 

aid an investigation.) 
Since his escape more than 

four years ago, Intajak has lived 
underground in Los Angeles, 
working without papers six and 
a half days a week as a cook in 
a Thai restaurant. (He has also 
filed for a trafficking visa.) He 
makes $100 a day. Although 
he's free from Global's direct 
control, he says his fumily is still 
being threatened by Sinchai, the 
recruiter back in Lampang prov
ince. Intajak says Sinchai has told 
him that one of the pieces of pa
per he signed promised a "guar
antee tee" of nearly $5,000 if he 
ever "ran away" from Global's 
employ-and that's on top of the 
thousands he's already repaid. 
Sinchai has fi led court proceed
ings and taken title to a portion 
of his property, and she is push
ing to assume the rest of it. Inta
jak's wife and children live under 
the threat of losing everything. 
It's been more than five years 
since Intajak has seen tl1em. 

THE PRESIDENT and founder of 
Global Horizons is a 44-year
old Israeli named Mordechai 
"Motty" Orian. I interviewed 
him in Global's office, a vi
brant 3,000-square-foot chunk 
of an office tower in West Los 
Ange les, rising above Santa 
Monica Boulevard. T he floors 
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are blond wood, and the esprit d'office is 
urbane and upbeat. 

Orian entered the manpower business in 
Israel in 1989, during his compulsory na
tional military service. Jobs that could no 
longer be trusted to Palestinians needed 
to be filled, and Orian was tasked by his 
commanders with finding replacements. 
He experimented with Eastern Europe
ans, then branched out, discovering along 
the way that each population had its own 
workforce peculiarities: Romanians were 
clumsy with tiles, marble, and mosaic, but 
great with plastering, concrete, and brick
work. Chinese did wonderful things with 
marble but had zero interest in farmwork, 
even if they'd been farmers at home. Thais 
he found to be sensitive to others' religious 
preferences and, moreover, highly suitable 
cooks and farmworkers. 

After leaving the military, Orian took 
his manpower operation private, expand
ing in 1992 into the US and European 
markets. Y2K was a huge boon, creating a 
seller's market in computer programmers. 
Nurses were good for a while, but not so 
much after 9/11, when visa requirements 
became more stringent. 

For H-2A farmworker contracts, Global 
charged growers a percentage over and 
above each worker's wages-somewhere be
tween 4 5 to 80 percent, Orian told me. In re
turn, the company handled transportation, 
housing, food, payroll, workers' comp, and 
health care. Besides these conveniences, a 
key reason farmers would pay a premium 
for bringing in H-2A workers may have to 
do with control. Orian recalled a North 
Carolina client who complained, "Ifl bring 
200 Mexicans from Mexico, I know 100 will 
run away. Then T apply for another 200 so I 
can have another 100 stay with me." Orian 
laughed. "Mexicans run away. Right away! 
After one week! Because somebody down 
the road was offering them SO cents more!" 
Imported Thais, isolated by debt, distance, 
and an absence of cultural or community 
links, were simply more stable. 

When I asked Orian about the debt his 
workers took on, he offered a variety of re
sponses. One was that the workers were ly
ing about the size of the fees they'd paid. 
Another was to scoff at the idea that anyone 
could be stupid enough to sign blank pieces 
of paper. A third was to blame the system. 
"The problem," he said, "is that the work
ers go through sub-sub-sub-subagents." 
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Each subagent makes extravagant promises 
and extracts their cut. But what can you do? 
"Middlemen are always going to seek an in
centive," Orian said. "And Third World gov
ernments are always going to be corrupt." 

Orian stressed that in d1e messy, imprecise, 
red-tape-filled business oflabor contracting, 
he had tried everything to keep his operation 
as clean as possible. Still, by 2004, he found 
himself in hot water with agencies in several 
states over housing and tax violations. In 
2006, after finding that Global "knowingly 
gave false information" to applicants, the 
Department of labor banned Orian from 
bringing in more foreign workers. 

Several times during our conversations, 
Orian launched into cogent diatribes de
tailing the shortcomings of American im
migration policy. The system was broken. 
America had become the world's largest 
prison camp. No one wants to do furmwork 
in any country. "You know how much I pay 
when I came to this country?" he said. "You 
know how much I spend on immigration 
until now? For my own paperwork? Over 
$25,000. From visa fee, embassy tee, govern
ment fee, lawyers- 25,000 goddamn dollars." 
When I suggested that this hardly compared 
to loss of family land and home, he scoffed. 
"Come on. Come on!" Everyone knew that 
poor workers will say anything to stay and 
work in the US. Where was the proof that 
these Thai workers were really losing their 
homes? "When it comes to money," he 
shrugged, "people will do crazy stuff. You 
cannot stop it and come to blame me." 

When I mentioned that most people 
with whom I'd discussed the case felt that 
his workers had been not just exploited, 
but trafficked, he dismissed the idea with 
a jerk of the head. "Let me tell you some
thing," he said. "Every day, I take my kids 
to school. Sometimes, I get into a traffic 
jam. That's the only trafficking I do." 

DELTA EGG FARMS is two hours south ofSalt 
lake City, 14 miles from the town of Delta 
(population 3,200). It's surrounded by 
scrub desert and improbable agriculture: 
a stockyard here, a peach plantation there. 
The egg farm is a behemoth of industrial 
agriculture-the processing facility is next 
to a series of 600-foot-long "layer houses" 
housing 1.5 million chickens. Another 
Delta egg facility- another few hundred 
thousand chickens-lay half a mile to the 
right. At sunset, the al ien isolation of the 

landscape seemed both bleak and beauti
ful. The Intermountain power plant, about 
a mile behind the egg plant, shot indigo 
steam into the pale evening light. If I had 
just arrived here from Thailand, I might 
wonder ifi'd landed on the moon. 

In the town, Alfredo Laguna, an out
reach coordinator with Utah Legal Servic
es, showed me some two-bedroom homes 
where Global's Thais had stayed between 
shifts at the egg factory. A few blocks away 
stood a run-down hotel that looked like 
an immense horse stable. Empty now, it 
sometimes housed farmworkers too. "The 
Mexicans stayed on that side, and the Pe
ruvians stayed on the other," Alfredo said. 
The Peruvians had paid about $5,000 each 
for their jobs. The Mexicans, who knew? 
A bit farther down the road, there was a 
mushroom plant staffed by Laotians. Ev
eryone in ilieir own shadow. 

Later, I met a Thai worker who'd been 
sent to Utah by Global. In his trafficking 
visa application, he stated, "We never really 
knew where we were." The worker, who had 
done two previous stints working outside 
Thailand, testified that "in Israel and Singa
pore, they would give us maps of where we 
were along with bus routes so that we could 
get around. Here we would just be dropped 
off in the middle of nowhere. We would 
have to wait until a supervisor would take us 
toW al-Mart or something like that to check 
our accounts. We were forbidden from run
ning errands on our own." 

Another worker I met in Salt Lake City 
recalled his time at Green Acre Farms, 
where Intajak had worked. "I felt I had to 
be very careful about what I said and what 
I did," he said. "The group before us had 
been deported. We felt we had no control 
over our lives or our pay." 

Over the last 200 years, writes Cindy 
Hal1amovich, a history professor at the Col
lege of William and Mary who has re
searched farm labor and guest-worker 
programs, these schemes have represented 
"an uncomfortable marriage between those 
who desired and those who resented foreign 
workers." Tn a journal article comparing 
guest-worker programs in South Afiica's di
amond mines, Germany's World War II 
munitions factories, Japan's pre-WWII 
buildup, and America's rush to build the 
trans-Pacific railroad with Chinese laborers, 
she found that temporary labor schemes 
consistently represented "state-brokered 
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compromises designed to maintain high 
levels of migration while placating anti-im
migrant movements. They offered employ
ers foreign workers who could still be bound 
like indentured servants but who could also 
be disciplined by the threat of deportation. 
They placated trade unionists who feared 
foreign competition by promising to restrict 
guestworkers to the most onerous work and 
to expel them during economic downtums. 
And they assuaged nativists by isolating 
guest workers from the general population." 
As "the perfect immigrants," guest workers 
serve to please employers whose problem 
was "not so much a shortage of labor as it 
was a shortage of tractable labor." 

The experiences oflntajakand his cowork
ers are the increasingly common outcomes 
of these pressures. A 2007 report fTom the 
Southern Poverty Law Center notes that 
H-2A workers have so tew rights that abuse 
of the system is not limited to a few "bad 
apple employers," but systematic and pre
dictable. Recruiting tees, legal or otherwise, 
offer "a powerful incentive" to import as 
many workers as possible, for as long as 
possible, even when there is little work. The 
report cites ongoing legal cases involving 
Peruvian, Dominican, and Bolivian work
ers who arrived in the US owing eno1mous 
debts fTom their recruiting fees; when work 
and pay in America were not as promised, 
they and their families were bankrupted. 

Several recent court cases document 
how easily guest-worker status devolves 
into forced labor. In one 2009 case, US 
v. Sou, three Hawaii growers were in
dicted for bringing in 44 Thai workers, 
pocketing a portion of their recruitment 
fees, then "maintaining their labor at the 
farm through threats of serious economic 
harm," according to the Justice Depart
ment. In another case, Asanok v. Million 
Express Manp01oer, Thai and Indonesian 
workers alleged that they had been prom
ised well-paying, steady farm work in North 
Carolina, only to find themselves housed 
in a Katrina-damaged New Orleans ho
tel, demolishing the building by day and 
sleeping in what remained at night, going 
so hungry they sometimes trapped pigeons 
for dinner. The list could go on, with sev
eral cases filed each year for as long as the 
US has deployed guest-worker schemes. 

Proponents of expanding guest-worker 
programs say there are ways to safeguard 
against these problems- giving workers legal 

recourse, increasing enforcement, rewarding 
employers for treating guest workers well. 
Last year's reauthorization of the Trafficking 
Victims Protection Act added a new penalty 
specifically aimed at labor recruiters found 
guilty of defrauding foreign workers. But no 
one has devised a way to deal with the work
ers' indebtedness to whoever helps them find 
work in America-or suggested giving them, 
as European guest-worker programs do, the 
tree-market right to change employers. 

"Mexicans run away," 
Global Horizons' Motty 
Orian told me. "Right 

away! After one week! 
Because somebody down 

the road was offering 
~hem so cents more';/ 

y 
INTAJAK'S extended family lives in a pair 
of teak homes on a family plot perhaps a 
quarter-acre in size. A path &om the hous
es leads past herb and vegetable gardens 
and a 10-foot-square concrete fTog tank be
fore opening onto a communal rice paddy. 
I traveled there with a researcher helping 
the advocates at the Thai Community De
velopment Center document the hardship 
among the families affected by Global's 
hiring practices. She had expected three 
or four families and was surprised to see a 
group of 45 to 50 men and women sitting 
on carpets thrown outside the house. 

Each worker had a similar tale to tell : 
T hey had been sent home fTom the US 5, 
7, 13, 14 months into their contract with 
Global. Most looked ashamed as they 
spoke of their financial calamities. One 
after another showed me documents: a 
signed contract with Global Horizons; a 
Thai passport bearing US entry and depar
ture stamps; a series of bank withd rawals 
and loans- $3,000, $5000, $11,000. Some 
had papers indicating direct payments and 
debts to Sinchai, the subrecruiter. Who
ever they were paying, it was clear they had 
collectively spent hundreds of thousands 
of dollars for the privilege of performing a 
few months' farm work in America. Each of 
them said that since signing with Global, 
they and their families had been subjected 

to relentless pressure from courts, judges, 
agents, and lawyers. When I asked one 
worker why they didn't organize and de
mand justice, either by approaching local 
authorities or by hiring a lawyer, he held 
up his pinkie finger and shrugged, "We're 
just small strings!" Referring to Sinchai, he 
complained, "She's a big rope. She knows 
everyone in the government." (Sinchai 
could not be reached for comment; the 
number on the business card she gave Inta
jak has been disconnected.) 

Another worker was almost dapper in 
a cream polo shirt and crewneck sweater, 
and cracked jokes about his own hapless
ness even as he described Sinchai's ongoing 
attempts to wrest his property from him. 
He had worked at Maui Pineapple and 
confim1ed the conditions Intajak had told 
me about. From the first day he'd arrived 
in Maui, he said, "Everybody was saying, 
'We're screwed."' He recited a song he and 
his fTiends had made up to make light of 
their situation. 

But just beneath the jokes and the 
struggle to save face, the desperation was 
palpable. Besides Sinchai, the workers had 
borrowed &om aunts, uncles, and grand
parents, who now expected repayment. In a 
town where I met seven sisters (all of them 
grandmothers) living in the same tamily 
compound, where 10 miles away was de
scribed as "fur fTom here," where tamilywas 
the primary source of identification, fami
lies were breaking apart. I spoke to a woman 
who told me that her husband, like Intajak, 
was working underground as a cook in Los 
Angeles. She said that they had already paid 
$12,300 to Sinchai, but the recruiter said 
they still owed $11,600. Her husband was 
remitting about $900 dollars a month- a lot 
of money in Thailand, but nowhere near 
enough to meet the 20 percent monthly 
interest demanded by Sinchai. 

I visited this woman in her home, which 
was perched atop round log pillars 10 feet 
high. We sat on the floor with a dozen or 
so women in similar circumstances. It was 
her job to care for seven people, to work, 
to cook, to raise the kids, to keep things go
ing. "T his is our life now," she said . "Our 
husbands work 13-hour days, and then 
they call us at midnight or 1 a.m. I've been 
so stressed by these debts that I can't sleep 
at night." In T hai, she sighed, "Mot nua, 
mot dua," a saying meaning, "Out of flesh, 
out of body. There's nothing left." • 
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Hoard 
Mentality 
Why are we so obsessed 
with people who are 
obsessed with stuff? 
BY VIRGINIA HEPFERNAN 

TH£l PROTAGONISTS on Hoarders, the en
grossing pack rat-makeover show that's 
now in its second season on A&E, mor
tify their offspring. Upper-middle-aged, 
often lumpy and garrulous, these men and 
women embody the dark side of "home"
the bog, the smother, the inescapable rep
etitions and compulsions of family life. 
The cornerstones of their hideous stashes 
of rotting rubbish are often baby clothes 
and infant baubles. Acquisition No. 1 may 
have been the children themselves. 

No wonder the grown children, often 
neatly dressed scolds in their 20s and 30s 
who are nominally worried for their parents' 
health, seethe. (On Chi!drenOJHoardm.com, 
they commiserate over esoteric affl ictions 
like "doorbell dread" -fear of answering 
the front door.) Parents who hoard also 
hold on too tight. They're disgraceful. 
They befoul the fami ly home- a child's 
birthright!- and disgust guests, suitors, so
cial workers. 

Hoarders, then, differ from drug addicts 
and alcoholics- the other darl ings of tele
vised spectacles of reformation. Addicts are 
hyperconsumers who'll hock anything for 
drug money; hoarders won't part with so 
much as a Reese's wrapper. On television, 
addicts are intervened upon by wits'-end 
family members who recount with sorrow 
the fall of gentle Jason or Amy into meth 
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or inhalants. He or she "threw it all away''
all that promise, beauty, talent, money. 

But in hoarders, we have cultural protag
onists who won't throw away jack. Accord
ing to Randy 0. Frost and Gail Steketee, 
the authors of Stuff Compulsive Hoarding 
and the MeaningojThings, these people have 
a range of reasons for hanging on. Above 
all, they can't process information well, 
which confounds what should be routine 
decisions about discarding or organizing. 
They also harbor false beliefs about the 
value of their possessions, and how inte
gral their things are to their identity. 

Celebrity surgeon Mehmet Oz devoted 
a shocked TV show to the "disorder" of 
hoarding, noting that nearly 1 in 20 people 
hangs on to items that other people con
sider trash. A massive understatement, no 
doubt: Does anyone hang on only to stuff of 
demonstrable value? Oz cited studies say
ing hoarders have hyperactivity in the or
bital-frontal cortex; they are likely men who 
have experienced poverty. Perhaps they 
express a squirrel instinct gone mad. More 
than 3 million Americans are compulsive 
hoarders, according to A&E- which bases 
that figure on admittedly mushy estimates 
provided by a consulting psychologist. 

Who's to say, really, where eccentricity 
turns into pathology? A 2008 survey found 
that 1 in 10 American households rented 
a storage unit-a purgatory for belongings 
that's less visible, but often no more valu
able, than a home hoard. "The show has 
kind of opened the closet doors," Andy 
Berg, an executive producer at A&E, told 
me. "People say, 'My neighbor was a hoard
er. My dad is a hoarder. You should come 
to my sister's house!' I'm shocked by how 
many people know a hoarder." 

And we find them endlessly fascinating. 
E.L. Doctorow's latest historical novel, 
Homer and Langley, makes counterculture 
heroes of the Collyer brothers, those 
Manhattan hoarders nonpareil who died 
of starvation and suffocation by trash in 
1947. Grey Gardens-the HBO movie that 
followed the 2006 Broadway musical based 
on the 1975 documentary of the real lives 
of elite hoarders Little and Big Edie Beale
cleaned up at the Emmys. 

But why would we dwell on hoarders 
now? Maybe it's self:loathing. By sitting on 
stuft~ by letting it rot, hoarders flaunt their 
"bad" old stuff- which makes a mockery of 
our "good" new stuff and our irrepressible 
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Black Passport By stanley Greene. Aputure. 

"What I do not understand is why you [would) rather be in a ditch in Chechnya, freezing, cold 
and shot at instead of being in bed fucking me." That challenge, posed by one of photojour
nalist Stanley Greene's many exes, cuts to the heart of this deeply personal, brutally honest 
retrospective, which spans his early days shooting punk bands to his current career as a deco
rated war photographer. In images and words, Greene bluntly recounts how war shatters 

lives- including his own. -Mark Murrmann 

impulse to scrap what's o bsolete and up
grade at Amazon and Overstock and the 
Apple Store. They violate the American 
way of consumption. Far more than wast
rels, hoarders infuriate us. As a nauseating 
television image, the jam-packed bedroom 
may now trump even a needle in the am1. 

Or maybe we secretly admire the hoard
er's tenacity and thrift. If tl1e aughts were 
all about flipping, perhaps this decade we'll 
turn to hoarding as we all freak out about 
losing everything. Stubbornly guarding 
their estates, hoarders have an old-world 
quality- barons sitting atop family piles. 
All that stasis and entrenchment, along 
with their years, gives them a measure of 
gravitas, even charisma. 

The great pathology of a century-plus 
ago-hoarding was much discussed in the 
1890s-exerts new fascination in an age of 
similar anxiety abou t property and cur
rency devaluation. In those days, grown 
scions may have hated hoarders because 
they were waiting on an inheritance. "The 
avarice of old age," Georg Simmel wrote 
in The Philosoph_y of Money, in 1900, would 
seem to be "expedient as provision for the 
next generation." But the hoarder passes 

nothing along: "The older he gets," Sim
mel wrote of miserly types, "the less he is 
willing to part with his treasures." 

As hoarders shore up the fragments of 
their existence, they also bankrupt them
selves to maintain and nourish their heaps 
with shopping sprees, fines, foreclosures . 
Walter Benn Michaels, in his mind-bend
ing 1987 book The Gold Standard and the 
Logic of Naturalism, argues that hoarders 
and misers are, paradoxically, spendthrifts: 
They pay to save. They don't sell or chuck 
their stuft.because they are, in essence, in
vesting it-along with their life force and 
their children' s-in their hoards. 

After the last decade's house-buying-and
beautification bender, and the concomitant 
mania for decluttering manuals- books that 
preached what John Updike once called 
"the sweetness of riddance"- there's some
thing intriguing about these characters 
whose design scheme is defined by negli
gence and mess. It's creepily exciting to 
behold tl1ese houses; the opposite of chic, 
they exhibit a maxinlalist aesthetic. 

The hoarders' horror at tidiness is also 
bracing. "I felt a lot like I was on my way to 
the executioner," Kerrylea, a Seattle hoard-
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er who was evidently underwater on two 
crammed houses, confided to the camera 
about the day she faced a Hoarders cleanup 
crew: "Just waiting for them to blindfold 
me and tie my hands behind my back." 
The thought of some of her most-loved 
things-a kid's tutu, a piece of broken tile
being treated as garbage, was "like some
body punched me in the stomach." 

No wonder novelists, playwrights, and 
filmmakers are drawn to these morbid 
stories. Hoarding and narrative seem 
to go hand in hand: "They have a story 
about every single thing they touch," 
sighs one therapist featured on the show. 
Russ, a hoarder who appeared on A&E's 
companion show Obsessed, considers any 
secondhand items "keepsakes" or "an
tique." To shed them would dishonor
even injure- the family and friends he 
associates with the stuff. 

One of the saddest Hoarders scenes to date 
replays the tragedy of tum-of-the-century 
goldbugs, who would put tl1eir fortunes in 
metal only to find it cheapened by infla
tion and paper money. Paul, an Alabama 
hoarder, is offered a half-penny per pound 
for his life's collection of scrap metal. (On 
two acres, he keeps 100 lawnmowers, 40 to 
50 refrigerators, some 70 cars, and a school 
bus.) He's been hoping to make 40 grand. 
This rate will net him three. He sobs. 

MED IA JONES 

In her viral video The Story of Stuff, An
nie Leonard grappled with planned ob
solescence and enforced consumption. 
The popularity of her work suggests that 
consumers are in a reflective mood and 
are beginning to doubt the American im
perative to spend, acquire, and discard in 
rapid cycles. Maybe it's the declutterers, 
hawking their pricey services 
and custom closets, who are 
really the shady characters. 
Writers increasingly tend to 
represent hoarders like the 
Collyers and the Beales as re
sistance fighters- resourceful 
stewards protesting with the 
bulk of their hoards a cruel 
system of wastefulness and 
disposabili ty. 

Hoarders' season two pre
miere drew 3.2 million view
ers-an A&E record. The show is a hit. And 
unlike other new shows on beleaguered 
broadcast television, it appears to have no 
trouble attracting ads. On a recent rerun of 
the original pilot, "Linda & Steven," a Big 
Lots spot shows a young couple standing 
curbside and comparing their new home 
to the decked-out houses around it. "I 
think we need some stuff?" the husband 
prompts. She can hardly contain her reply: 
"I think we need a lot ofstuff1" • 

Ripe: The Search for the Perfect Tomato 
By Arthur Allen. Counterpoint. 
The latest in a wave of single-serving 
foodographies (Cod, Salt, Banana, etc.), 
Ripe investigates the tomato's transforma
tion &om fTesh vegetable to industrial in

gredient. Allen's most 
disturbing discovery is the 
use of anti-ripening genes that 
keep tomatoes perpetually 
firm- perfect for McDonald's 
burgers, canned pizza sauce, 
and long stays in produce 
bins. Too bad they're often 
tasteless. But as one tomato 
tycoon quips, "A poor toma
to is better than no tomato 
at all." -Ben Buchwalter 

The Eyes of Willie McGee: A Tragedy of Race, 
Sex, and Secrets in the Jim Crow South 
By Alex Heard. HarperCollins. 
In 1945 in Laurel, Mississippi, a black man 
named Willie McGee was accused of raping 
a white woman named Willette Hawkins. 
Despite inconsistencies in the trial testimo
ny that suggested that Hawkins had fabri
cated the story to cover up an extramarital 
affair with McGee, an all-white jury con
victed him, and a judge sentenced him to 
death. In The Eyes of Willie McGee, journal
ist and Mississippi native Alex Heard tells 
in fascinating detail how this small-town 
trial snowballed into a landmark battle 
of the burgeoning civil rights movement. 
Communist Party 
lawyers got wind of 
the case and took 
up McGee's appeal, 
arguing that his sen
tence was the result 
of racism-a white 
man would never 
be executed for 
rape. Over nearly 
six years of new tri
als and stays of ex
ecution, celebrities 
including William Faulkner and Norman 
Mailer advocated on McGee's behalt: But 
to no avail: McGee was executed in 1951. 

Heard is a great storyteller and a me
ticulous historian, yet his real triumph 
was convincing botl1 McGee's and Hawk
ins' descendants that [continued on page 72) 
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The Inside Scoop 
WILBERT RIDEAU 

Journalism helped reform Wilbert Rideau-and in turn, he used it to reform one of the coun
try's toughest prisons. In 1961, the 19-year-old Rideau was sentenced to death for killing 
a woman during a bungled bank robbery in Lake Charles, Louisiana. Sent to Angola state 
penitentiary, he underwent a profound transformation. After his sentence was commuted 
to life, he became editor of the prison magazine, the Angolite, turning it into a respected 
publication that exposed abuses by guards and inmates alike and was nominated for seven 
National Magazine Awards. He became a correspondent for NPR's Fresh Air and codirected 
the Oscar-nominated documentary The Farm. Several wardens vouched for his complete re
habilitation, yet a mix of racial politics and tough-on-crime posturing blocked his release 
for more than three decades. Finally, his case was reopened, and in early 2005 he was found 
guilty of manslaughter and let go with time served. Rideau now lives in Baton Rouge with 
his wife and is the author of a new memoir, In the Place of Justice. Read an extended inter
view at motherjones.comlwilbert-rideau. -Dave Gilson 

Mother Jon es: You've been out of prison for 
a little over five years. I'm curious: What's 
been most surprising about being out? 
Wilbert Rideau: You hear all these horror 
stories from other ex-cons, and I figured 
people are gonna dump on you and what
not. But you know, largely people treated 
me respectfully. I was also surprised by the 
amount of- not in relation to me- the in
civility out here. Tn prison it's not as un
civil because everybody plays for keeps. So 
you're kind of careful about what you say 
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to others and how you treat others. 
MJ: What are some misconceptions people 
on the outside have about prison? 
WR: Boy, where do I begin? Number one is 
that prison is a hellhole where people are 
subjected to unmitigated violence. Prison 
reformers- let's face it- they had to come 
up with some of the most shocking stuff 
in order to get the public to want to do 
something to try to reform this place. Pe
nal administrators, they want you to believe 
that everybody in prison is violent and evil 

because that's necessary to justifY the end
less expense of the system. In fact, I was in 
the bloodiest prison in the nation and in 44 
years I never had a single fistfight. And when 
I walked out of prison, I was probably tl1e 
single most influential person in the joint. 
That should tell you a lot about violence. 
MJ: You went in with an eigl1th-grade educa
tion, and now you write like you went to grad 
school. How did you learn how to write? 
WR: One day I was sitting on death row, 
and I wanted to leave something behind 
that would contribute to furthering a bet
ter understanding of the crimina], and the 
only way to do it is to write it. I concluded 
that the books I was reading were written 
by people who didn't come into the world 
writing with a pen in their hand, so that 
means they learned it. And if they can learn 
it, I can learn it. Gradually, I learned. For 
a long time, and occasionally even now, 
there are words I'll come up with and I'll 
mispronounce 'em because I learned just 
from reading. It wasn't until we got a TV 
that you could learn how the words were 
actually pronounced. 
MJ: How did you join the Angolite? 
W JC When I got off death row, I wanted to 
join the Angolite staff because T felt it was a 
pretty easy job. The majority of the people 
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in the place were working picking cotton 
in the fields. I didn't want to do that. At 
the time, the Angolite was the equivalent 
of a boarding school newsletter and staffed 
completely by white guys. Everything was 
censored. T he exception was one window 
in time, when I got on the Angolit.e and 
struck an understanding with [former war
den] C. Paul Phelps. He had the idea that a 
tree inmate press might make a difference. 
T hat was a philosophy that prevailed in the 
Louisiana state pen for two decades ffom 
warden to warden. Man, that was unique in 
America. And you know, it's still unique. 
MJ: Does it affect what you write when you 
know the warden or a prisoner can come to 
you and tell you what they think about it? 
WR: The first thing I realized was that the 
prisoners no more wanted "tell it like it is" 
than the guards. You had to tread lightly 
in the beginning, but gradually the concept 
took root and they began to appreciate it. 
As long as they feel everyone is being han
d led the same way, equitably and fair. 
MJ: You wrote this giant story on sexual 
slavery in the prison. Did prisoners react 
positively to it because they knew you were 
also doing big exposes on the guards? 
WR: Well, some of them didn't because they 
thought, "Hey man, you're putting our busi
ness in the streets!" But then, a lot of correc
tions people fdt the same way, too. I wasn't 
worried about the people who can think-I 
was worried about the crazies. One time I 
got a letter to the editor from a guy who was 
in the mental cell block. He was holding me 
responsible because they kept serving a par
ticular kind of cornflakes every moming. 
MJ: What's happened to the Angolite? 
WR: While I was still there they were clamp
ing down on it. If you pick up the maga-

zine now, there's no controversy, there's no 
criticism of the administration or anything 
that's going on in the prison. T here's a 
whole lot about sports and religion. T hat's 
not to say there aren't some religious prison
ers. But the majori ty have never been, and 
whenever they get religion, it's usually as a 
means to an end. It's kind of a con job. 
MJ: Is there anyone who is beyond rehabili
tation or beyond redemption? 
WR: I don't know about that. The thing I've 
learned in life is that basically good people 
can do some really horrific things, and ba
sically bad people can do some really good 
things. But as to whether someone is be
yond redemption-! have run across some 
individuals like that- they're dangerous. 
But most of the people I met and served 
time with, they want to be better than who 
they were. They want a second chance in 
life. Now, the policy is to simply bury ev
erybody in prison, and that's supposed to 
somehow solve the crime problem. But 
if that was the case, Louisiana, which has 
your highest lockup rate in the country, 
should be crime-free. 
MJ: You had the support of former wardens 
and parole board members, yet no gover
nor would approve your release-why? 
WR: Because they made me a political toot
ball. And whenever that happens, it's dif
ficult for any prisoner to get out. 
MJ: Do you ever think th at if you'd kept 
your head down you would have gotten 
out sooner? 
WR: No. Because that wouldn't have hap
pened. The only reason I got the help that 
I got was because I was high-profile and I 
won awards. Otherwise, I would have been 
just like a lot of other guys: alone, trying to 
deal with the system. • 

SHAKEN AND STIRRED 
RETURNING TO HER NATIVE HAITI after January's earthquake, author 

Edwidge Danticat found that many people were searching fort he 

words to describe a disaster unlike any they'd known. "People really 

didn't have the vocabulary. They'd say, 'We have to name it-it has to 

have a name.' My husband's uncle was calling it 'Ti Roro,' after 

a kid who was a bully. And then my friend called it 'Samson."' 

She says the quake and its aftermath also unleashed Haiti's 

writers: "It's been great to see-in the very first days ofthe 

disaster all these writers inside Haiti telling their stories, 

what happened, and what they would like to see hap

pen next." Read the full interview at motherjones.coml 
edwidge-danticat. - Elizabeth Gettel man 
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[continued .from page 69) he "wasn't in this to 
take sides, push a political view, or set 
them up to be humiliated." It's their tales 
of how the case affected them 
that bring this complicated, 
emotionally charged story to 
life. -Kiera Butler 

Manufacturing Depression: 

The Secret History of a 
Modern Disease 

By Gary Greenberg. Simon & 

Schuster. 

In the hands of Big Pharma, 
medicating m elancholy 
translates to cold cash. But 
for Greenberg, a psychotherapist, it goes 
deeper than that: The overselling of 
chemical cures has left our Prozac nation 
unable to distinguish between run-of-the
mill sadness (which doesn't need a pill) 
and genuine illness (which may need more 
than just meds). Even so, "I'm not worried 
that antidepressants wi ll turn us into mind
numbed, smiley-faced zombies entirely," 
he writes. "The drugs aren't that effective, 
at least not yet." -Adam Weinstein 

1111111 The MIT Press 

Reinventing the Automobile 
PERSONAL URBAN MOBILITY FOR THE 
21ST CENTURY 
William J. Mitchell, 
Christopher E. Borroni-Bird, 
and lawrence D. Burns 

'Our American auto industry is at a perilous 
crossroads-it can adhere to the 'old ways' and 

perish or it can 
leapfrog the 
competition, 

---·· ··- reinvent itself. 
and lead the 
automotive 
world into the 

I' 21st century. 
~ • Many of the 

ideas set forth 
.__ _______ __. in this book just 

might serve as a blueprint for this much needed 
and important change of direction:· 
-Tom and Ray Magliozzi, aka 'Click and Clack; 
Hosts of Car Talk 
240 pp, 102 illus., color throughout. $21.95 cloth 
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Extra Lives: Why Video Games Matter 

By Tom Bissell. Pantbeon. 
Video games are supposed to rot your brain, 

but this thoughtful and funny 
game-by-game memoir makes 
a convincing case that virtual 
adventures can be as emotion
ally resonant as the real thing. 
For Bissell, gaming is truly a 
mind-expanding experience: 
"You constantly find things, 
constantly learn things, con
stantly see things you could 
not have imagined." He 
counts the 30 coked-up hours 
he spent playing Grand Theft 

Auto-and appreciating its surprisingly tra
ditional moral code-among his most trea
sured memories. -len Philips 

1111!1 
Casino Jack and the 

United States of Money 
Magnolia Pictures. 120 minutes. 

Five years on, the Jack Abram off scandal 
seems like a distant memory. But the new 

Rule of Law, Misrule of Men 
Elaine Scarry 

'Excoriating and elegant, Elaine Scarry takes us 
to the big issues: why the rule of law matters, 
what went wrong, and what is needed w put it 
right.' Phil ippe Sands, author of Torture Team 
A Boston Review Book· 240 pp. S 14.95 cloth 

Living Through the End 
of Nature 
THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN 
ENVIRONMENTALISM 
Paul Wapner 

'Wapner is one of the world's leading scholars of 
environmental politics and his latest book, Living 
Through the End of No cure, is a sophisticated 
exploration of the future of the environmental 
movement. lfyou dream of a better tomorrow. 
Wapner's book will lead the way.' 
- Peter Dauvergne, University of British Colum
bia. author of The Shadows of Consumption 
184pp .. $21.9Scloth 

documentary from director Alex Gibney 
(Taxi to the Dark Side) portrays the rise and 
fall of the right-wing superlobbyist as a 
colorful prologue to the new era of unre
stricted corporate campaign cash. 

Casino jack traces Abramoff's early career 
as a College Republican alongside Ralph 
Reed and Karl Rove, as well as his farcical 
turn as the producer of an anti-Soviet ac
tion movie. The humor wears off when he 
arrives on K Street in the early '90s, shilling 
for sweatshops in Saipan and extracting 
enormous fees from Indian tribes. By the 
time Abramoff hires a lifeguard to front 
a company that will launder millions in 
kickbacks, you have to at least admire his 
ambition. The film skims over the unrav
eling of Abramoff's empire, but Gibney is 
clear that his downfall didn't end the cor
ruption. Abramoffs exploitation of the 
system was unprecedented, but he didn't 
invent it. -Jascha Hoffman 

Strange Powers 

Fix Films. 85 minutes. 

The indie pop band the Magnetic Fields 
is best known for 69 Love Songs, a three-

Greening through IT 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
Bill Tomlinson 

"Green is the new digital. IT is the macroscope 
needed to understand it. What feels counterin
tuitive at the beginning of this book is obvious 
by the end.'-Nicholas Negroponte, Founding 
Chairman Emeritus, MIT Media Lab. Founder and 
Chairman. One Laptop per Child 
216 pp., t9 111us, $24.95 cloth 

Treading Softly 
PATHS TO ECOLOGICAL ORDER 
Thomas Princen 

'This is an eloquent and impassioned book. It 
is clearly written, lacks confounding academic 
artifice, and conveys a message that is simultane
ously simple and profound:' - Maurie J. Cohen, 
New Jersey Institute ofTechnology 
224 pp .. $22.95 cloth 

To order caiiS00-~05-1619 • http://mitpress.mit.edu • Visi 1 our e-books store: http://mitpress-ebooks.mit.edu 
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disc concept album packed with addictive 
melodies and cheeky songwriting. Strange 
Powers profiles Stephin Merrit, the group's 
morose mastermind, illuminating his cre
ative process (sitting in dark gay bars with 
cigarettes and a snifter of brandy) and in
fluences (Doris Day, the Great American 
Songbook, cowboy songs). It's hard to re
sist Merrit's eccentric charms. -Evan James 
Read an interview •with Merrit at mother 
jones.com/stephin-merrit. 

Roads to Memphis 

42 years later, this look at MLK's assassina
tion, from King's sense of foreboding to 
the manhunt for his ki ller, is still gripping. 
Airs May 3 on PBS's American Experience. 

H otDocs Documentary library 

Browse, watch, and rate more than 300 
full-length films presented by Canada's in
die documentary fest- all for tree. It's like 
Hulu for doc fans. hotdocslibrary.ca 
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REVIEWS BY JON YOUNG 

Track 6 I "My Shepherd" 
from the New Pornographers' Together (Matador) 

liner Notes: Alt-country siren Neko Case ca lms the band's jittery pop vi be on 

th is gorgeous track. 

Behind the Musie: A. C. Newman's col lective works as both a standalone band 

and a side project. Like Case, Newman records solo albums, whi le Dan Bejar 

also records with his group, Destroyer. 

Check it out if you like: Arcade Fire, Broken Social Scene, and other brainy 

yet accessible Canadians. 

Track 12 I "Coma Chameleon" 
from Jamie Udell's Compass (Warp) 

liner Notes: Reflecting Udell's roots in the British techno duo Super_ Collider, 

this track is a masterpiece of controlled tension, pitting his wailing R&B voice 

against an exhilarating groove. 

Behind the M usic: Featuring appearances by Beck, Feist, and members of 

Wilco and Grizzly Bear, Udell's fourth solo album fee ls like a calculated bid for 

stardom, but it's still great. 

Check it out if you like: John Legend, modern soul men who don't wallow in nostalgia. 

Track 3 I "Tootsie 1" 
from Kevin Dunn's No Great Lost: Songs, 1979-1985 (Casa Nueva) 

Liner Notes: An art rocker with a sly sense of humor, Dunn combines wry 

lyrics ("You're never too old to mope and pine") and guitar flash on this 

sardonic love lament. 

Behind the Musie: Dunn was originally a member of influential Atlanta in die 

band the Fans and coproduced early singles by t he B-52's arnd Pylon, helping 

- jump-start the At hens, Georgia, scene that spawned R.E.M. 

Check it out if you like: Brian Eno's pop albums, Sparks, early Robyn Hitchcock. 

Track 7 I "March 11, 1962" 
from Mary Gauthier's The Foundling (Razor & Tie) 

Liner Notes: The New Orleans-born roots singer's seventh a I bum chronicles 

her search for the woman who abandoned her at birth. This heartbreaking 

song recounts how Gauthier's mother refused to meet with her after they'd 

finally made contact. 

Behind the Music: Gauthier's previous albums have sometimes suffered from 

self-conscious attempts to create a woozy Tom Waits vi be. Here, producer and 

Cowboy Junkie Michael Timmins keeps her excesses in check. 

Check it out if you like: Confessional country-folk with the unsparing honesty of a Steve Earle or 

Johnny Cash. 

HERlB\S JF(OR lHrJEALTlHI 
Nature's Herb Co. Since 1915 

• Green Energy 

• Colon Cleansing 

- Oiel Tea "Naturally" 
• See website for full ~ne 

ol h111bal cap~uhi~ 

J'ree 
Cata{og 

San Fo ~o~CJ>W H~1b & Notlurwl Fuu<l Cu.® 
47444 Keto Rood Fremont Ca 0-4638 
Tel SOG-227-2830 • F..,. 51Cl-77Cl-g()21 

www.herbsplcetea.com 

REDEFINE your perspective. 

Galen University provides the opportunity 
to study abroad 1n tropical, English-speaking 
BELIZE m Central America Study Sustainable 
Development Environmenta l Studies and 
Ecology, or Anthropology and Archaeology. 
Courses carry US accreditation. 
t•t I /}('If f.' (Qf J 't tV f ,'( 

• www.galen.edu.bz 

The Essential Cartoon Resource 
ll1ou5onds or eortoons 

• All TO!lb • 
For 'J()Ur magazine, 
brochure, textbook. 

Od, etc. 

ScienceCartoonsPius. com 
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Write On 
Some of our favorite writers wax poetic about their favorite nonfiction books. 

Q: Which book do you 
reread most often? 

Frank Rich 
Act One by Moss Hart 
"It's at once a suspenseful H or

atio Alger story and a vivid evocation of 
1920s New York, from the poorest im
migrant tenements uptown to the glittery 
heights of golden-age Times Square." 

Michael Chabon 
The Encyclopedia of Fantasy 
by John Clute and John Grant 

"A single, immense, thrilling work of liter
ary theory disguised as a reference book." 

Susan Orlean 
The Looming Tower 
by lawrence Wright 

"A vivid explanation of the world we now 
live in with regards to Islamic fundamen
tal ism, and a great read. Not a cheerful 
book, but a brilliant one." 

Jennifer Egan 
• .,.,.J\,_. The Image by Daniel J. Boorstin 

"Published in 1961, it's spec
tacularly prescient on the implications of 
image culture." 

Bill McKibben 
Walden 
by Henry David Thoreau 

"It's as rich and unbottomed as Scripture." 

Q: Which book do you foist on all 
of your friends and relatives? 

byAmosOz 

Daniel Handler 
(a.k.a. Lemony Snicket) 
How to Cure a Fanat ic 

"A thoughtfu l, optimistic, and witty 
treatise on solving problems in the 
Middle E<ls t. Also, it's short, and I believe 
if one is foisting books they ought to be 
easily foistable." 

Andrew Bacevich 
The Irony of American History 
by Reinhold Niebuhr 

''Published in 1952, it remains the most 
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insightful book ever written about US 
foreign policy, as relevant today as it was 
when it first appeared." 

Vendela Vida 
Random Family 

.._ by Adrian Nicole leBlanc 
"LeBlanc followed two Latina girls in 
the Bronx over the course of 10 years. 
It's a work of journalism, but you feel 
you're seeing the drug dealers and boys 
and babies that populate these girls' lives 
through their own eyes." 

Cory Doctorow 
Twelve Hours' Sleep by Twelve 
Weeks Old 

by Suzy Giordano and l isa Abidin 
"Took two hours to read (why the hel l 
are so many books for new parents 3,000 
pages long?), didn't involve doing any
thing crazy or heartbreaking, and had our 
daughter sleeping through the night. By 
about the 12-week mark." 

Q: What's the most underrated 
book you've read? 

Natalie Angier 
Einstein in Love 
by Dennis Over bye 

"Overbye somehow manages to bring 
both the physicist and his transformative 
but daunting physics alive. Even with his 
flaws revealed, Einstein remains a man of 
extraordinary achievements and an im
mortal core." 

Feed Your Head 
Michael Pollan's recommendations 
for foodie bookworms: 

This Organic Life by Joan Gussow: "The 
first and best book on eating locally." 
Stuffed and Starved by Raj Patel: "Takes 
the conversation to the global level." 
Good Calories, Bad Calories by Gary 
Taubes: "Effectively demolishes the lipid 
hypothesis {high cholesterol leads to 
heart disease) that has ruled the whole 
food conversation for 40 years." 

Pretty in Print 
While she was playing crushworthy girls in 
films like Pretty in Pink and The Breakfast 

Club, Brat Pack heartthrob Molly Ringwald 
was a bookworm offscreen. "I don't know 
what I would have done without books," she 
says. "I remember reading Nine Stories on 
the school bus when we were doing the bus 
scene in Sixteen Candles." Read more about 
Ringwald's teen lit picks and her new book, 
Getting the Pretty Back, at motherjones.coml 

molly-ring wold. - Adam Weinstein 

Page Refresh 
Shout-outs for nonfiction gems fro m 
Mother Jones' Face book friends (and a 
cou pie of staffers): 

Never Been a Time: The 1917 Race Riot 
That Sparked the Civil Rights Moveme nt 
by Harper Barnes 
"A tale of corruption, ignorance, hatred, 
and evil that will chill you." -Jay Geary 

The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down 
by Anne Fadiman 
"The perfect mix of gorgeous prose, exact
ing research, and compelling narrative, and 
everyone shou ld 
have to read it." 
-Mac McClelland 

The Wordy 
Shipmates 
by Sarah Vowe ll 
"A good study on 
how the C olonial 
Puritans still influ
ence every aspect 
of the Un ited 
States today. (But 
some of the things those Puritans did were 
downright wacky.)" - Jeremy Yachimowski 

The Last American Man by El izabeth Gilbert 
"Long before the Eat, Pray, Love frenzy, 
Gilbert wrote a fascinating, quiet book 
about modern-day mountain man Eustace 
Conway." -Kiera Butler 

lives by Plutarch 
"Not necessarily a ' hidden' gem, but his 
lessons of history [continued on page 77] 
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LISTEN TO MUSIC 
SAMPLES • PURCHASE 

BOOKSANDCDS•GOTO 
MOTHERJONBS. COM 

/MIXBDMEDIA 

BOOKS, DVD s, AND MUSIC MARKETPlACE 

Hidden and Imminent Dangers 
By D. W. Hardin 

Paperback, $14.55. 
Available at amazon.com 
Visit www.hiddenand 
imminentdangers.com 

How difficult was it for you to get a H1N1 shot? 
This f ast-paced yet informative novel lays out 
the consequences of a medical community and 
government ill-prepared to handle such a crisis. 
You will be amazed at the true inner workings of 
first responders. 

Heart and an 
Open Road 
Patrick Stansfield Jones 

CO, Motema Music 

Heart and an Open Road is a high-energy musical 
journey through the lives, loves. and losses of mod
ern-day troubadour Patrick Stanfield Jones. Jones is 
all guts, soul, and charm. The rough polish on this 
CD reveals a roots Americana performer with impec· 
cable musical instincts and a sense of humor to boot. 

So Runs the World 
Away 
Josh Ritter 

CD, Pytheas Recordings 
www.joshrltter.com 

After being named one of the "100 best living 
songwriters" by Paste magazine, Josh Ritter returns 
with his most lyrical, cohesive album to date. His fans 

include Stephen King and Mary Louise Parker. ''I've 
come to expect good records from him ... but this one 
took my breath away." -Bob Boilen, NPR Music 

MARTIN SEXTON Sugarcoating 
Martin Sexton 

CD, Kitchen Table 
Records. 
martinsexton.com/store 

"His outstanding taste in songwriting as well as a 
soul marinated voice can easily be compared to the 
likes of a young Steve Winwood or Van Morrison." 
- Rolling Stone. Sexton's heartfelt, unflinchingly 
cand id lyrics on Sugarcoating are an unquestionable 
high point for the modern troubadour. 

Dry Run: Preventing the 
Next Urban Water Crisis 

By Jerry Yudelson, foreword by 
Professor Sharon B. Megdal 

New Society Publishers. $19.95. 
www.newsociety.com 

Freshwater shortages are a serious global problem. 
With widespread water restrictions, there is 
a growing thirst for innovative approaches to 
reducing our water footprint. 01)1 Run shows how 
to best manage scarce water resources and handle 
urban water crises. 

San Patricio 
The Chieftains featuring 
Ry Cooder 

CD, Concord Music. 
Available at amazon.com 
and Hear Music 

The Chieftains and Ry Cooder re-kindle their 

Gram my Award-winning partnership with San 
Patricio, an exploration of musical and historical 
bonds betwen Ireland and Mexico. Features specia l 
guests Los Tigres Del Norte, Lila Downs, Linda 
Ronstadt, and more. 

Skunk: A Love Story 
By Justin Courter 

Paperback, 
www.justincourter.com/skunk 
.html 

"Thoreau meets Timothy leary in this outrageous 
and cautionary tale of what happens when two 
olfactory obsessions collide. An audacious debut." 
-Brian Evenson. " Illuminating the many varieties 
of obsession and its strangest consequences." 
- Publishers Weekly 

The Tom Lehrer 
Collection 
Tom Lehrer 

CD/OVO, Shout! Factory. 
www.shoutfactory.com 

The 2-disc set includes his first-ever hits CD and 
first-ever DVD. Contains highlights f rom throughout 
his career, including "The Vatican Rag," "I Got It 
From Agnes," "National Brotherhood Week," and 
"Hanukkah in Santa Monica." The DVD has a complete 
19670slo concert and morel Liner notes by Tom Lehrer. 

TO ADVERTISE IN "MIXED MEDIA,'• call lisa McQueen at 646-678-3927 

Hunga Ounga, Confessions of 
an Unapologetic Hippie 
By Phil Polizatto 

Dog Ear Press. $26.95. 
www.hungadunga.org 

"If you really want to understand peace and love, 
read t his book! Hilarious, sexy, and outrageous, 
Hunga Dunga is a 'how-to' book f or getting us back 
to the garden. And we have to get ourselves back 
to the garden!" - larry Brink in, director, Human 
Rights Commission, City of San Francisco. 

'f!'..!.'.~~!:'.. God Is Not Green: The Scary 
Story of Christian Systematic 
Theology 
By P.O. Lingenfelter Highby 

Paperback, Free. 
www.Scribd.com 

God is Not Green is a f ree online book of religion's 

harmful ecological and politica l effects. This expose 

decodes all religious jargon. http:llwww.scribd. 
comldoc/248n210ICod-ls-Not_ Creen-the-Scol)f
Story-of-Christian-Systematic-Theology 

Along the Silk Road 
Tomoko Sugawara 

CD, Motema Music 

This meditative collection revives the ethereal sound 

of the 4,ooo·year·old instrument known as the Kugo 
harp. Playing a modern reconstruction based on a 
6th-century illustration, harpist Tomoko Sugawara 
juxtaposes ancient and modern compositions f rom 
Spain and the Near and Far East to enchanting effect. 

Earth is a Cruel Master 
Marc Wagnon 

Buckyball Records. 
(8oo) 823-0635. 
Available everywhere on 
CD or download 

Playing with a wide range of interests and textures. 
percussionist Marc Wagnon combines great jazz-rock 
w ith themes such as recent scientific discoveries, 
climate change and the human condition. 
"Wagnon's style is refreshingly new and Innovative 
to the point of pure brill iance." -jazzreview.com 
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Technology Simplified 

Finally ... A Com.puter Designed For YOU, 
Not Your Grandchildren! 

fil f i l l 

designed for 
SENIORS 

GO COMPU T ER 
Powered By MyG ~ Il 

TM 

" ~ ,. r- I' f ' ,~ I" •' I " I I :;- • ' 

ru 0 rt f R T Y U I 0 P !f a 
... ASO,GHJill 

~~~ T K C V 8 14 At " 

C!tt • ..,, 3-r,.cr AU d ~ en• 

Big Bright Screen 

One-Touch Screen Magnification 

Large Over-Sized Keyboard 

Built-In microprocessor and memory
no bulky tower 

Top-rated for reliability 

... ,....,,, ... ., ..... 
Ooi>hloM<I u)i•l!• 

icons, tool bars, cascading windows, or 
computer jargon. 

Call now for a 30 day home trial. It's a 
shame that the very people who could 
benefit most from Email and the Internet are 
the ones that have the hardest time accessing 

I know what you're thinking. Another 
computer ad. Another computer that you'll 
have to ask your kids and grandk.ids how to 
use. You'll hit the wrong button, erase the 
screen and that will be it. Into the closet it 
goes. Well, have we got good news for you. 
This simple-to-use computer was developed 
and tested by MyGait, the industry leader in 
making computing easy fo r seniors. Until 
now, it was only available in Senior Centers 
and Retirement Living Communities. Now, 
for the fust time ever, it's available to you. 

never crashes, never freezes, and you never 
have to worry about spam or viruses. Vve 
el iminate and prevent these problems around 
the clock- for less than sevell[y five cents per 
day. Imagine- never having to call your 
neighbors or relatives o r a "repairman" to 
come "fix" your computer. You never have 
to worry that your emails, files, or photos 
will be "lost': And in the unlikely event 
that your computer does develop a problem 
we'll send you a replacement absolutely free. 
And since your data is remotely stored, 

it. Now, thanks to the GO C{)mputer, 
cow1tless older Americans are discovering the 
wonderful world of the In ternet every day. -g 

~ 

Easy to use and worry-free. 
This extraordinary computer 
comes ready to use right out 
of the box. All you do is 
plug it into an outlet and a 
high-speed internet connec
tion. Once you're online, the 
navigation is simple- just 
press GO! You never get lost 
or "frozen." 

A key part of the Designed 
for Seniors" GO Computer is 
that you never have to worry 

" I have become addicted to the 

News Stories on my GO Computer! 
Thank you for making it easy for m e 

to keep up with current news any

time but especially in the early 

you'll immediately 
have access to a II 
of your original 
emails, files, and 
photos ... instantly. 
No other computer 
can do tha t! 

morning! I haven't explored every 
feature of my GO Computer but 

so far I have used the Welcome 

Plus since it's 
so simple to setup 
and use, there is no 

Folder, Email, News and the Web." need for computer 
- Rosemary H. 

about maintaining your computer . .. we do it 
for you ... remotely. So it never slows down, 

classes or instruc
tional DVD's. Just 

follow the green "GO" button to any place 
your heart and mind desires. No confusing 

GO 
'-' 

... send and receive emolls 
Keep up with family and friends. 

GO 
:-..._./ 

... "surf" the Interne t 
Get current weather & news. 

Isn't it tim e you took part? Call now, and a ~ 

patient, knowledgeable product expert will 
tell you how you can try it in your home for 
30 days. Call today. 

designed for SENIORS~ 

GO COMPUTER"" 
Call now for our special introductory price! 

Please mention promotional code 39796. 

1 -877-805-0560 

fi.r?.~~~sT 
19')8 Ruffin Mill Rd. 

Colonial Heights, VA 23834 

www.theGOcomputer.com 

GO ... ploy games online 
...../ hundreds to choose from! 

Tested for over 8 years in Retirement Living Communities and Senior Centers. 
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[continued from page 74] have been definite
ly overlooked by a generation of leaders." 
-R. Matthew Poteat 

Intimate Enemies: The Two Worlds of the 
Ba roness de Pontalba by Christina Vel la 
"The meticulous research totally stroked 
my endnote fetish." -Mindy Mitchell 

The Journey Home: Some Words in 
Defense of the American West 

by Edward Abbey 

"A passionate plea 
by a true lover of the 
grandeur of America." 
-Ron Goldberg 

How to Talk Dirty 
and Influence 
People 
by Lenny Bruce 
"The saddest thing 
is that we can swear 
now, but the other 

messed up things he talked about are still 
messed up." - cynthia Melcher 

More nonfiction picks from writers and readers at 
motherjones.com/nonfiction-picks 

nothing grows forever 
[continued.frompage53] of any stripe. To 
halt population growth, you need to re
duce global fertility rates to an average of 
about two children per couple. But if 
boosting poor people's means doesn't de
fuse the population bomb, what then? 
Population control by mandate is essen
tially totalitarianism. 

So, not exactly a walk in the park. But 
for all the troubling questions it raises, 
there's one thing you can say about steady
state thinking: It is almost cosmically 
ambitious. Given how numb and static 
the world's economic arguments have be
come, no-growth theory is a rare beast: a 
vision of social change that is genuinely 
radical, almost jaw-droppingly so. Even 
talking about such ideas, Victor admits 
in his book, "could make a politician un
electable." The no-growthers regard their 
job not as promoting specific policies, but 
widening the field of debate. "I want to 
make it possible just to start to think about 
growth and its role in economic thought," 
Victor told me. 

Is the world ready, or even interested, in 
such unorthodox ideas? The new crop of 

books hasn't provoked the sort of backlash 
that Limits once did. Jackson suspects that 
climate change may have made us more 
receptive. As he's traveled around giving 
talks on his book, some politicians and 
businessmen have grudgingly admitted 
that hyping growth has created real prob
lems- even if they can't quite endorse the 
solutions. "The response often is that my 
logic is faultless," Jackson told me, "but 
the policy recommendations are bonkers." 
He also suspects no-growth theory is sti ll 
so marginal that it hasn't attracted much 
attention-no best-sellers this time-but 
should it gain political momentum, the at
tacks will come. 

Daly, who's been arguing his case for 
four decades, has begun to think that only 
the Earth itself will compel people to act. 
In a few decades, if basic resources become 
scarce, prices spike, and climate change is 
causing global conflict, no-growth think
ing could arrive whether we like it or not. 
"It'll be forced on us," he says. In the end, 
when it comes to detennining the shape of 
our economy, the planet may possess the 
most powerful invisible hand of all. • 

DAVID VERsus MoNSANT 

-~iu on this DVD: 
Father's Garden 

of the Sun 
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SEX. It~ Never Too Late To 
Learn Something New;M 

50% OFF 4 BETTER SEX VIDEOS! 

See for Yourself on Discreet Home Video. 

EXPLICIT & UNCENSORED! REAL PEOPLE 
DEMONSTRATING REAL SEXUAL TECHNIQUES! 

Couples who watch together not only LEARN from what they see, but 
often report that the videos themselves are an ' instant aphrodisiac.' 
That's because they show REAL couples (not actors) demonstrating 
the joys of REAL lovemaking. 

~)( 
Recommended by leading doctors and therapists, 
all 4 videos in t he series were created to show men 
and women in their 40s, 50s (and older) that the 
BEST SEX OF THEIR LIVES ... can be enjoyed 
right now! 

L:cfora .C 
rrenme:J These videos show couples how to overcome sexual 

problems so common with middle age, including: 
erectile dysfunction ... reentering the dating scene ... and rekindling 
passion when sex has become boring or predictable. 

You'll see explicit demonstrations of imaginative sensual foreplay 
and lovemaking ... new positions to try ... experimenting with 
'forbidden' fun ... 'self-pleasure' alone and together ... plus finding 
humor and joy in a long-term loving relationship. 

Real loving couples show you how to make your wildest fantasies 
come true! 

See explicit instruction for intimate lovemaking beyond intercourse 
... oral loving ... ultra-sensual massage .. . erotic fantasy ... couples 
pleasure products ... plus specific positions that guarantee 
stimulation AND satisfaction! 

50%0FF4 
BETTER SEX VIDEOS! 

100% 
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED! 

For Fastest Service With 1 800 955 0888 Ext. 8MJ10 
Credit Cord: CALL TOLL-FREE , , , (24 Hrs. I 7 Days) 

moil to: Sinclair Institute, ext. 8MJ 10, PO Box 8865, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
The Art of Orol Sex (Free •ith PurcJu;se/ AND FREE 
The Art of Sexual Positions (~ with f\Kchose) #3766 FREE 

Discreet, Plain Packaging Protects Your Privacy 

0 Vol. I Sex & Love: l asting Pleasures #2149 $14.95 Nome 
0 Vol. 2 Advanced Sex Techniques #2150 $14.95 ~'!!!!"-----------------
0 Vol. 3 Sex Play & Positions #4124 $14.95 Address 
0 Vol. 4 Exp<Jnding Sexual Pleasures #4125 $1 4.95 ="'-"'----------------
0 Buy The 4.Volume Set and SAVE SO%! #5482 $29.90 ,Ci!L---------------

Check one: 

0 VHSor 0 DVD 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

subtotal $ 
shipping and handling $ 6.00 

TOTAL $ 

State Zip 

Si nattlre 

( I CERTIFY THAT I Ahl OVER AGE 18 }. ~ 
0 Bonk Money Order 0 Check 0 VISA 0 MC 0 Discover 0 AMEX ~ 

Card# Exp. dote • 
NC orders please add 7.75% soles tax. Canadian Orders odd U.S. $7 shipping SIN'iLA I R : 
Sorry - no cosh or C.O.D. SMJ IO ©2009 Sinclair Institute. 1 nst t:u te• : 

The Art of Oral Sex is guaranteed to 
increase your lovemaking pleasure. 

The Art of Sexual Positions shows you 
even more creative ways to ignite 
intense sexual excitement. Get both 
videos FREE when you order today! 

WARNING: The Better Sex For A Lifetime 5 
Video Series is highly explicit and intended for 

adults over the age 18 only. 

order online at 
BetterSex.com••/ad 

Use source code 8MJ 10 at checkout to 
receive your FREE videos and $6.00 S&H. 
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sweet 8c lowdown 

[continued from page 59] repeatedly growing 
a single crop in the same field; this applies 
to annual crops, but not perennials such 
as sugar. Ruben Ayala, AZPA's head of crop 
care, told me the company rotates its crops, 
but he couldn't provide specifics, and I saw 
no evidence of it. The massive cane fields 
he showed me had recently been hit by an 
infestation of sugarcane borers, a common 
sign of monoculture. 

THE CONFUSION over what organic re
ally means in practice can be traced back 
to Washington- specifically, to the offices 
of the NOP. Since its creation in 2002, the 
USDA's organic progran1 has sufrered from a 
lack of resources, expertise, and leadership. 
Until2008, it subsisted on an annual bud-

"If somebody wants 
to cheat, they can get 
away with it," says a 
manager of General 

Mills' organic division. 

get of about $2 million and had between 
five and eight employees, whose duties in
cluded interpreting and enforcing the fed
eral organic rules as well as overseeing nearly 
100 certifiers. Just last year, the program's 
compliance and enforcement branch an
nounced plans to "establish an internal 
management system" because, for the first 
time, it was going to have actual staffers. 

To be sure, the Obama administration ap
pears to be beefing up the organic program. 
Recently, its staff nearly doubled from 14 
to 27, and its 2010 budget is $7 million. In 
March, an audit ordered by Kathleen Mer
rigan, the deputy secretary of agriculture 
and a longtime proponent of sustainable 
agriculture, concluded that the NOP has 
failed to consistently oversee organic certi
fiers or clarify the rules, undermining the 
"assurance that products labeled as organic 
are meeting a uniform standard." 

Part of the problem is that the enforce
ment of the organic rules has been left 
up to third-party certifiers-and the regu
lations give them plenty of wiggle room. 
Certifiers are not required to take soil 
samples or test for chemical residues on 
produce, only to review paperwork and 
conduct "visual inspections" - keeping an 
eye out for containers of banned fertilizers 
and pesticides. T he wide range in how the 

standards may be interpreted allows pro
ducers to shop for a certifier that will apply 
the rules most favorably. 

Until last May, AZPA's certifier was Califor
nia-based Qiality Assurance International, 
a major player in the global organic trade-it 
certifies two-thirds of all organic food on US 
grocery store shelves. Every year, QAt would 
dispatch a freelance inspector to AZPA's plan
tation and mill, most recently Luis Brenes, 
an organic inspector based in Costa Rica. 
Like QAI, Brenes wouldn't comment on 
AZPA, but he told me that USDA standards for 
things such as biodiversity were too vague 
to include in his inspections, so he had to 
take the growers' word for it. "If you have a 
requirement that is not concrete enough to 
be measured or in some way evaluated, you 
cannot audit it," he said. 

This approach satisfies producers who 
want organic status and low overhead. But 
it also opens the door for abuses: In 2007, 
a USDA investigation found that Aurora 
Organic Dairy (which supplies Horizon 
Organics, which is owned by Dean Foods) 
had committed more than a dozen "willful 
violations" of organic procedures. QAI, the 
dairy's certifier, did not revoke its certifica
tion, and it continued to defend its client 
even after the USDA put it on probation. Q!\.1 

received no penalty. (In its first seven years, 
the NOP had revoked the licenses of only 
two organic certifiers.) J oe Smillie, vice 
president of Q!\.1 and a member of the Na
tional Organic Standards Board, recently 
told tl1e Washington Post, "People are really 
hung up on regulations. [ say, 'Let's find a 
way to bend that one, because it's not im
portant.' .. . We live in a polluted world. It 
isn't pure. We are doing the best we can." 

Many consumers continue to give the or
ganic label the benefit of the doubt. Indeed, 
acknowledges Peter LeCompte, the organic 
sourcing manager for General Mills, "Peo
ple's faith in organic is often not founded 
in knowledge." Is the current certification 
system susceptible to abuse? "Sure," he 
says. "If somebody wants to cheat and 
they're smart, they can get away with it." At 
an organics industry conference I attended 
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Bruno Fischer, the 
director of international procurement for 
the organic conglomerate Hain Celestial, 
was even more candid. "Most consumers 
are simple minds," he told the audience. 
"Simple minds will look at the label and 
nothing else." • 

BAG MONSTER(!) IS BORN FROM SINGLE-USE BAG WASTE 

WILDLIFE 
TAKES 
ANOTHER 
VIOLENT 
NOOGIE 
FROM 
THE 
BAG 
MONSTER®! 

+-I€Lpl 
• 

DOWN ONE BAG MONSTER"' 
AT A TIME! lEARN HOW AT 
www.chi<obog.<om 
and www.bogmonsler.com 
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Christie Aschwanden 
PRACTICAL VALUES 

Jet Blues 
Flying's moral dilemma: Your fami ly or your climate. 

ONE LATE-WINTER evening in 2008, I opened up Google Earth, 
drew a 100-mile circle around my house in western Colorado, and 
vowed to stay within that minihabitat for a full year. 

This unusual experiment began with a plane ticket. My grand
mother was turning 90, and her birthday shindig was in Kansas, 
750 miles away. I could jet in for two quality days and be home 
within 48 hours. O r I could spend two grueling days on the road. 
It was a no-brainer- and probably more so for me than for the 
average American. As the daughter of an Air Force fighter pilot, 
my childhood revolved around planes; Dad's second career as an 
American Airlines captain made jumbo jets the equivalent of the 
family car. With free family passes in hand, I grew accustomed to 
flying wherever and whenever I liked. 

But then I stumbled across some figures that led me to question 
my ways. Grandma's party left me on the hook for 1,058 pounds 
of carbon dioxide emissions, the equivalent of driving my fuel
efficient car 2,600 miles-almost twice the round-trip distance to 
Kansas. In fuct, all of my green bragging rights- the recycling, the 
composting, the buying local, drying laundry on a clothesline
were obliterated by flying. In 2008, I took four round-trip flights, 
including cross-country jaunts to New York and Washington, DC. 
My flight-related carbon footprint dwarfed the average Indian citi
zen's total annual footprint by a factor of four. 

Naive as this may sound, I'd always considered flying relatively 
benign-there were a couple hundred people on each plane, right? 
In reality, airplanes not only spew tar more greenhouse gases per 
passenger than any other mode of transport, but they do so high 

Weighing Annual Carbon Costs• 
Replace old fridge w ith effi cient model: 975lbs - __ 

Replace 10 lightbulbs (75 watt) with 
compact fluorescents (20 watt): t,62glbs --_ 

Recycle all paper, glass, metal, plast ic: 1,787lbs -
Switch to bus or train for 12-mile 

daily commute: 2,205lbs ·-

Swap family sedan for a Prius: 5,097lbs 

in the atmosphere, magnifying the ill effects. 
I wasn't alone in my denial. A recent study by Stewart Barr, a 

geographer at the UK's University of Exeter, found that people 
who identified as committed environmentalists actually flew 
more than those who didn't. Some of these "bleeding-heart jet 
setters" insisted they'd earned their flights through green behavior 
at home. "People tell themselves they can justify a flight of 5,000 
miles because they've recycled all year," Barr told me. 

Yes, that was me in a nutshell: happy to pedal to the grocery 
store or buy an ener&ry-efficient gadget, but if I had to sacrifice 
something important to me (like visiting Grandma, my final trip), 
I balked. America's social and geographical sprawl following three 
decades of discount travel- thanks, People Express!- further com
plicates the equation. I thought my vow might provoke some guilt, 
or maybe even inspire a few friends to join in. What I got was a col
lective shrug. Love miles were nonnegotiable. Ditto pleasure trips. 

My mother all but disowned me. "You can't do that!" she 
screamed when I unveiled my plan. I might as well have told 
my parents I'd converted to Scientology. They fly nearly once a 
month; jetting off to international destinations makes my mom 
reel worldly and adventurous, traits she has prized ever since she 
and Dad left their tiny hometown on the Kansas plains. 

But this wasn't all about status or wanderlust. Mom and I were 
co-contributors to a new essay anthology, and she felt betrayed 
that I wouldn't be traveling to Albuquerque for a joint signing at 
her local bookstore. A signing, however, wasn't even close to mak
ing my short list of potential pledge breakers: Family death or seri-

ous illness? Of course. Best friend's wedding? Oh, dear. 
At the end of my year at home, friends congratulated 

me and asked where I planned to fly off to first. The 
answer surprised even me: nowhere. Somehow, in my 
absence from elsewhere, I'd laid down roots. I finally 
climbed that funny-shaped peak I'd long eyed from 
the front porch , and even bothered to check out my 
sleepy town museum. (Old West saloon replica!) Lim
ited choices, it turned out, were a potent form of stress 
relief: I no longer agonized about whether to take this 
trip or that-or had to hassle with the logistics. 

From 398 consecutive days in my home habitat, I 
concluded that a lot of my essential travel simply wasn't. 
I've kept in touch well enough by phone and Skype, 
and my relationship with Mom survived the signing 
spat. Okay, granted, I'll be at her next bookstore event. 
The point is, even love miles are sometimes negotiable: 
Dad recently invited me to join his cycling buddies for 

•For family offour l iving 
in western Colo rado 

a tour of Germany-a most brutal temptation. Instead, I 
arranged to meet him tor a ride in Albuquerque, where 
it's mostly sunny, and the beer is always served cold. • Sources: Atmosfair, EPA, DOE 
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